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CHAPren ONE 
The Lltorary-Hletorlcal Baek, rguod

In literature ue in history all time is a time 
of transition and as for the most part the transitions 
are indistinct in outline and without precise definition 
in time, it is but rarely that a single work can clearly 
be seen to murk the inception of a new school or fashion 
in literature. iet Horace Walpole’s "aatle of Otranto 
(1764) was such a book, and ita sub-title, A Gothic 
Story, was to provide the epithet which characterises 
the spate of novels and romances produced both directly 
and Indirectly in Imitation of it* As used by Walpole, 
9Gothicf had meant no more than 9mediaeval* and 9supert 
:natural9 in equal measure, but his personal va^ue and 
unhistoricai conception of the Middle Ages resulted in 
little more than a story of supernatural incident placed 
in the world of the eighteenth century suitably overhung 
with mediaeval trappings* For the castle of Otranto 
was in reality merely t alpole9 s Gothic mansion at 
strawberry Mill and in practice the novelist was 
presenting fa series of mediaeval miracles grafted on to 
everyday life*^

11



This would appear to be the fundamental reason for 
the success of the genre# that it corresponded exactly 
to the requirements of the taste of its time in 
reintroducing to literature the irrational, the 
unexpected, the exciting and the supernatural * now to 
be called by the generic term •Gothic* - elements which 
had disappeared from English narrative prose under the 
domination of the sentimental and •domestic* realists 
Richardson and Fielding.

Walpole9 s theory of Gothic literature is contained 
in the preface to the second edition of The ^astie of 
atrantos

♦It was an attempt to blend the two kinds of 
Komance, the ancient and the modem. In the former, all was imagination and Improbability: 
in the latter, nature is always Intended to be, 
and sometimes has been, copied with success. Invention has not always been wanting! but the 
great resources of fancy have been dammed up, 
by a strict adherence to common life. But if 
in the latter species Nature has cramped imagination, she did but take her revenue, 
having been totally excluded from old Romances. The actions, sentiments, conversations, of the 
heroes and heroines of ancient days, were as unnatural a* the machines employed to put them 
in motion. The author of the following pages thought it possible to reconcile the two kinds. 
Desirous of leaving the power of fancy at 
liberty to expatiate through the boundless realms of invention and thence of creating 
more interesting situations, he wished to conduct the mortal agents in his urama according
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to the rules of probability; In short to make 
them thinkv apeak, and set, as it might be 
supposed mere men and women would do in 
extraordinary positions.*

This plan to place ordinary men and women in 
extraordinary, i»e« supernatural, situations is worthy 
of note, for we are to meet it again in our diaeueaion 
of German literature* Despite the instant and undisputed 
success of The Castle of Otranto, it was precieely the 
element of violence which the first real imitator, Clara 
Keeve, felt to be excessive and inartistic* while the 
new quality of fear was welcomed, the attitude towards it is 
most clearly indicated by the titles of two essays which 
appeared in 1773 and may be taken as representative of 
the climate of feeling' jqtfca
aMsfiU. si tarns* « “ '  a*'
1̂ 1 stress which excite agreeable sensations * - it 1* not 
tho sadistic pleasure of watching man exposed to horrific 
and harmful situations which must inevitably overcome 
him, but rather the acceptance of fear as an 'agreeable 
sensation', replacing the essential melancholy of the

1) raiiantyne's Novelist's Library (Edinburgh, 1 82>) V, 5601 
2> .1625i



sensitive heroines in the earlier novel and acting as a 
barometer to record their r e a c t i o n s I n  the preface 
to The "hampion of Virtue. A Gothic Yale (1777) Clara 
Reeve says of .he Castle of Otranto; ’the machinery is 
so violent that it destroys the effect it is intended to 
ex -ite* and goes on to draw up a milder formula lor her 
own works

'A sufficient degree of the marvellous to 
excite attention: enough of the manners ofreal life to give an air of probability to 
the work: and enough of the pathetic toengage the heart in its behalf.'3

Again the 'marvellous* and 'real life* are to be
juxtaposed. This moderating, feminine attitude,
strengthened and extended by the diffusive, romantic and
virtuous Ann fiadcliffe ultimately determined the course
of 'ngliah Gothic literature and provided It with its
most dominant features, for the high watermark of the
movement in England is reached in 1794 with the appearance
of Mrs. Radcllffe* s The Mysteries Q* Wolahw. in which

1) Ur. Varras says of the Gothic authors: 'They uimeo at 
uwakenin(, the twin emotions of Pity and Fear, but 
mainly fear, as being more sublime.' u.P. Varma,
The Gothic Flame (London, 1957) p.225.

2) Ballantyne's Novelist*a Library, Vol.V, p.604.

- 4 -

3) Ibid



all these elements are found in correct proportion#
What Mrs# Radcllffe did was to select the primary 

feature of Walpole9 s novel, suspense, and treat it in 
the not-too-violent, not-too-supernatural manner 
prescribed by Clara Reeve, the result beirg the 
♦explained supernatural*. In this the characters are 
confronted by events, noises, apparitions and various 
mysteries which on the surface seem to Indicate the 
presence of some higher agency, yet in the ana can be 
traced back to perfectly natural causes, often of a 
moat unlikely kind# The parallel between this and 
the kind of pseuoo-scientiflc deception practised by 
the Armenian in Schiller9s iter Ueloterseher is very 
striking, yet there is no evidence that Mrs# Radcllffe 
knew this work, the first English translation having 
appeared in 1793, one year after 1 he Masteries of Udol^hq# 
nor even that she could read German# hhat is certain 
however is that a fashion for ♦explained supernatural9 
later springs up again in Germany at the time when Mrs# 
Radcliffe9© Influence is at its greatest, as for example 
in the writings of -ujetan Tschink, whose title

ailit d w  arhiSgfaeln *u ihrer FTItiSruny.



speaks for itself*
One cannot but feel that Walpole would heartily 

have disapproved of this elimination of the supernatural 
and it is considered by many to be the weakest point 
in Mrs* Hadcliff©1© work, for clearly, if situations are 
to continue to arouse genuine suspense, then the 
explanations become eventually so far-fetched that the 
reader feels he has been deliberately hood-winked ana 
that the whole plot Is merely an unlikely hoax*
Committed as the Uothiolot^ were to the cultivation of 
suspense and fear through the portrayal of man confronted 
by the supernatural, this concession to reason was quite 
artificial and was of less effect than a whole-hearted 
admission of external phenomena would have been*
A similar view was expressed in the Quarterly H©vi©w 
of May IBlw:

*&« disapprove of the mode, introduced by Mrs* iiadeliffe, and followed by Mr* Murphy and 
her other Imitators, of winding up their story with a solution by which all the incidents 
appearing to partake of the mystic and 
marvellous are resolved in very simple and natural causes*** we can believe, for example, in Macbeth* s witches, sand tremble at their 
spells; but had we been informed, at the 
conclusion of the piece, that they were only of his wife1 a chambermaids disguised for the 
purpose of imposing on the Thane* s credulity,
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it would have added little to the credibility 
of the story, and entirely deprived it of its interest. in like manner we flit% back 
upon the tiadcllffe school their flat and ridiculous explanations9 and plainly tell 
them that they must either confine themselves to ordinary and natural event®, or find 
adequate causes for those horrors and mysteries in which they love to involve us.'*

Ann liadcliffe1 a first novel t ihe Castles of Athlln 
and uinbayne (17691, with its pseudo-Gcottiah background 
and artificial characters, had been the direct 
descendant of jh<j,.yld , 'SMJML J&SUtu> titie to which 
The Champion of Virtue was changed) and showed little 
promise of the powers she was to reveal in increasing 
measure with A Sicilian Romance (1790) and TJaa-iSPijaSg 
°L the Forest (1791)9 until with her portrayal of 
Udolpho she concentrates the whole spirit of Gothic 
literature into its most permanent and successful form* 
And 'spirit1 is the key to the entire phenomenon, a 
movement which in its time aroused the frensied interest 
of the reading public * 'when a family was numerous, the 
volumes flew, and were sometimes tom, from hanu to hand, 
and the complaints of those whose studies wore thus

1) lb s  uartarly agylew. I l l  ( l « 1 0 i ,  344f.



interrupted , were a general tribute to the genius of 
the author91 - yet today is treated with contempt as a 
period of sub-literary degeneration2* Gothiclam does 
not consist merely of a certain number of artificial 
and mechanical, quasi-supernatural devices, subterranean 
vaults, dark galleries, ruined buildings, croaking doors, 
decaying chambers and stealthy phantoms, although these 
constitute an integral part of it, its essence lies 
rather in the spirit conveyed by the writer, by which 
the reader Identifies himself with the characters (the 
real-life elementj and thus feels himself to be In 
conflict with the supernatural powers depicted* Once 
again, in an anonymous critique, we find this fusion of 
the two elements selected us most typical in Mrs*R&dellffe:

1) Sir Valter Scott in Ballantym*9a Novelist9s Library, A, vll* In connection with Scott9s remark it is 
interesting to note the letter of Goethe to A*¥* 
Schlegsl of 28*12*1789: 9*w.hohlgeb* sends die 
Burg von Otranto in olner neuen Htllle ssQruck*
Wenn auch diese gleieh der vcrigen wird abgelessn 
sayn, so mOchte vtohl vom ?uch selbst nicht viol 
JW**# bla^ ? nl ' Qgathaa »r. <weimar, 1893)Bd.13, p.361.

2) rVfilyn Waugh's description of Cothic literature 
us 'this (rightly, 1 think) neglected of 
literature* (spectator, 10.3.1957) nay be considered typical and his ascription of 'the dwarfs, vampires, 
ruins, witches* to Mrs. Radcliffe is adequate indication of the neglect he himself has lavished 
upon it.



•Her works partialiy exhibit the charms 
of each specie© of composition; interweaving 
the miraculous with the probable, in 
consistent narrative, and breathing of tenderness and beauty particularly her own*’1

It was by suggesting, the possibility that the 1 other2

3worldly* could at any given moment become a reality to
the humblest of men that the Gothic exerted its fascination,
while at the same time the demands of reason and the
teachings of the Christian faith necessitated an outward
facade of contempt for such unintellectual and superstitious
possibilities* ibis ambivalence, the simultaneous
attraction and repulsion - what is called the 1 Gothic
dichotomy♦ - we shall find at its strongest among the
writers of repute*

As distinctly as the movement can be seen to have
begun in 1764, its initial recession is visible in

1793 (some would place it earlier) with the publication
°*v fhe Honk by Matthew Gregory Lewis, which marks the
point of fusion of the parallel Gothic schools of England
and Germany and makes possible a deluge of gruesome
terror-novels, devoted to the cult of the macabre and
steeped in the stench of the charnel-house, with

- 9 -

1) Memoir ox the Life and Writings of Mrs. riadcliffe 
in Gaston da Blondeville (London, 1826) p*106.
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characters apparently weaned on the seven deadly sins 
and nourished by the thought of possible depths of 
depravity a till unplumbeo. For a time no other kind 
of novel was acceptable, and the futility of opposition 
to the fashion can be seen in the failure of Jane 
Austen1a florthan&er ^toey. hardly favourable in it© 
attitude to the tarror-novolists, to find a publisher 
in 1797.

i'he interdependence of the Gothic schools of 
Germany and England baa long bum a question of 
controversy and surprisingly little is still known 
of the degree ana even of the chronology of influence 
exerted by one side upon the other. Bertrand Fvans 
writes;-

fUp to 179B the stream of influence flowed 
from England to Germany rather than from 
Germany to rn&land. vhen the flood then 
turned, it brought both the substance 
originally lent and several additions from 
a foreign heritage. It arrives in Hn^iand 
with a rush of dramatic adaptations, translation© and borrowings.

V. Gtockley places the turn of the tide two years

1) B. ^vans, Gothic urm* from alpple to, obeli g.y. 1/47.



earlier in 1796 with the translation of Burger* a 
Lenore.1 while <J• 8 r Sue hi i writes from the German 
standpoint:

1 Dor U«a»tand, das a die en&lischen 
Gchioas* und Geistergeaehichtan am hasten 
vertretea sind swisrhen 1796 uad ldiu, wtthrend die deutachen den HtJhepunkt erst 
sswiaehen 1615 unu 1640 erreichton, maeht ea immerhin wahracheinlichor, dasa ^nglanc 
dureh dies® beiden Gchauerromun-uattungen auf Deutschland wirkt© als umgokohrt.* 2

Lewie was in «*l©ee touch with the German literature
of hie time,2 having visited Germany in preparation
for a diplomatic career, and he appears to have been
an asai< uous student of the language. At Weimar he
was introduced to Goethe, whos* Wirther he aomlred,
and while in Berlin he was 1 perfectly astonished at
the crowds of princes and princesses, dukes and
duchesses, which were poured upon me from every
quarter*14 In 1616 he is said to have made an oral
translation of Faust for Byron, while his Tales of

lj Times Literary Supplement, 13*51930*

21 f s . a & t & . a y p g i f l ?  ^
3) For full t r treatment see Rallo, op. eit., Ch.II.
4) l ^ U p ^ a n d  Ccrreaponaance of K.o. b*wia (Lonuon,
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IfflSSgr CMOl), M a o  oi <ontl«r (1301) «r»d ftcwwUc 
Tales (1308) indicate, according to Fehr, a knowledge 
of Schiller*a Dor Oeisteraeher and Die alub-r. Meinae* a 
ArdimJiello and Herder*a translation of the Danish 
Ballade.* In Lewie the element of horror is magnified 
to repulsive proportions and in addition a new note 
of eroticism la struck in the person of the sensual 
monk Arobroaio, whose actions are in turn seductive, 
incestuous and murderous. For the first tiro© these 
unnatural themes are combined in one work of Gothic 
fiction and from this point on, no subject is too 
sordid ana no scene too hideous for the pens of the 
terror•novelist©.

There Is thus ample evidence for our contention 
that The Honk may be considered indicative of the 
reversal in the direction of Influence, for it is the 
first major novel to embody the characteristics of the 
new development, vis* the horrific, terrible and 
gruesome cultivated for their own sake©, which hao 
long been features of German Gothic!&m and now grown

1 1  » • u n a  » ■
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to prominence in this country. indeed fGermun 
novel9 became a self-explanatory term of opprobrium, 
indicating the aermtion&i contents of the work in 
cuesblon, and this diversion of style and treatment 
to suit more unwholesome appetites was the greatest 
single factor in bringing the genuine English Gothic 
novel into a disrepute which it has never shaken off# 
By claiming their works as translations from German 
originals or simply by dubbing them fGcrraan novels1 
many insignificant and worthless authors were able to 
Increase their circulation while further debasing the 
function of the novel. The stigma attaching to the 
tag vGcmsan novel1 can be Judged from a notice in
iltttJlffi?h* L *JOkUt oi ***. P-W7:

9The Gorman novelist almost invariably 
confounds the monstrous conception of 
whatever is most strange, terrific, and 
impossible, with the legitimate province of imagination. He 9 sups his full of horrors9, and has only a nightmare for 
the result. He cares not how violently 
and absurdly he outrages all the laws of 
the natural world: it is enough if he has
spurned the sounds of r m 1 creation, and 
it matters not v.hithcr he rr.ay speed in the 
insanity of his course. He has the 
complacent conviction that he must be 
soaring in the elevation of genius, only because he has quitted the region of common-sense.9
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Or again a book review in The Westminster and 
Foreign uartcrly devleu IV (18$}) , p.272:

’Germans are no more able to write novels than the English to write diaries*A novel like ~yrillaf* with the interest 
all centred on a case of bigamy, and at 
the end of which, the villain in a 
prisoner’s van, meets the hero and 
heroine in a hearse • a story full of 
swooning, sudden death, clairvoyance, and duelling, is a good German novox, 
but of a kind that should be written 
in the German language and ^onlined to 
German readers?

And a contemporary German visitor to England, 
Christian A*0. Goeoe, expresses In his memoirs his 
perplexity at the reputation which German literature 
was acquiring in this country through such novelss

9Visle Englander halten die Bekanntachalt 
nit dor Deutschen Litoratur fur gefShrlich; 
aueh h3rt man oft ilber die unmoralische 
Tendon* Deutscher Schriften klagen.**
Giaht man in den rngliaehen Lelhbibliotheken die abschculichen Hisageburten, die unter 
dero Hamon ’p m a n  novels’ ihren hog su den Toiletten finden: so wlrd man die
Klagen patriot!schor FnglSnder ffber ciiose Gel at und Geschmack ertSdtendo Lecttfre

1) ~yrilia« By the author oi’ The Initials* > vox s.
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aehr gerecht findan,
This then was the condition into which the rnglish 

novel was rapidly degenerating and it was not until 
the time of air Walter acott,-* whose instinctive sense 
for historical and artistic material was able to refine 
and purify the elements he found in existence, that the 
novel was restored to a high literary level, from which 
it continued to develop into our own day* he must now 
turn to examine the growth of the Gothic genre in 
Germany and try to discover the reasons for this crude 
and unnatural development*

One would perhaps have to return to Grimmelehauaen1 s 
^imulicissimua (1669J to find the first truly German

1) .A.G. Ooede, 'jte-Unci  -'.alga. Irland und SchytUfrt.
f l f f i B M f l  b T i s n  a s a  j y  i i a r  i

2) Scott had a great admiration for Mrs. Kadcliffe and many of the Gothic themes are still to be 
found in his own works* How closely he was identified with the Gothiciats, i.e. with the 
accepted fashion of the day, can be seen from 
Crabb Hobinaon's comparisons of Scott and Hadcilfies 

Hokobyj flt gave me no pleasure* It is a romance 
a la Hadcllffe turned into verse*f (haverleyi fHis sense of the romantic and picturesque in nature is 
not so delicate nor is his execution so powerful as 
rs* Hadcllffe*1 (Guy Mannerlng) 'there are some scenes of teror, hardly inferior to Mrs. Radcliffe'a*
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contribution to the cult of the 1 Gehelmenroman1 f 
which, deriving from the French and Spanish picaresque 
romances, developed by the beginning of the eighteenth 
century into a steady stream of travel and adventure 
novels, written by the first fprofessional9 writers 
whom Germany had seen - men like berharci Mappel of 
Marburg (1643-169^) and August Bohse of Halle (1661- 
17i0)• Fresh impetus was given to the movement by 
Daniel Defoe9a robinson "rusoe (1719) which exerted 
an immense influence upon German literature after the 
first translation appeared in the spring of 1/20•
Goon there began here as in other countries a series 
of imitations of doubtful literary merit, which under 
the name of 9Hobinsonadenf formed a genre of their own 
in the literary history of the eighteenth century. But 
the elevation of the novel to an independent form of 
literary activity was accomplished only in 1747 by 
Gellert with his leben der ^chwedlachen Grltfion von

in Which he took the first step in the direction 
of the modern psychologically motivated novel.

The novel-for® thus lay ready at hand ae the 
means of expression by the time that Germany's literary
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giants of the lata eighteenth century began to write 
and under their influence the steady stream became 
a deluge which flooded the markets and fairs year 
by year; literature hod become a commercial proposition 
and more and mere people were devoting them solves to 
it* In the preface to the fifth edition of his 
Lexikon (1805) ftousel estimates the number of living 
berman writers as follows; e.1784 over 5,20b; 1791 
about 7,000; 1795 about 8,000, while according to the 
I’ieua Alle g i n g  Deutsche bihilothok of 1796, a bookucalcr 
puts the number of novels since 1773 at over 6,000,* 
and ail this with the movement still in comparative 
infancy.

The most direct twin**inspirations for this 
startling phenomenon were undoubtedly two dramas,
Goethe’s OPtg von Pcrllchln^en (1773) and Schiller’s 
Lie HLtuber (1781) which, like Hal pole* a earlier work, 
seemed to succeed in echoing precisely the feelings and 
sentiments of their contemporaries# uocthefs main 
contribution was the portrayal of the chivolric ideal

1) XXI, 190#
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ideal of the Middle Ages, which touched oil a 
mediaeval revival in literature, whose leadership 
quickly passed to Leonhard vtfchter, famed as Veit 
heber for his colourful, if superficial, Sa&en uer 
Vorgelt (1787J• the historical importance of the
&wim is that they transfer the interest in the Middle 
Ages from the drama to the novel and by thus popularising 
the Mediaeval make possible the works of the myrlau 
imitators and cheapjacks whose absurd tales became the 
favourite reading of the time*

The vitality of Uotg von fterltchln&en made a 
particular appeal to a generation given to the sent!: 
smental excesses symbolised by *erther, and precisely 
as Sophia Lee had done in England, the new writers 
turned to historical fact for their inspiration*
Thus in Southern Germany many bands of robbers still 
existed in the late eighteenth century ana a new 
Interest began to be taken in some of the more 
notorious figures* K* loxberger has shown the use of 
episodes from historical robber stories in Lie Kaubyjr



by Schiller, whose further interest in the subject is 
seen from hie story of Frans dchwan, published as Per 
Verbrecher aus Infamie. sine wahre beachlchte (17#6i 
and later renamed Per Verbrecher aue verlorner Chre.
Here the robber*e bitterness towards society is 
psychologically developed and portrayed as the result 
of a sense of injustice sustained in youth. From lie 
R&uber Karl Moor was to become the patron saint of this 
'Rttuberromantik*, whose special code of honour, outlawry, 
altruism am! independence was complementary to that of 
the noble Gftts. The robber-ideal came to be superimposed 
upon the code of chivalry and very soon the function of 
knights and robbers in the novel Is virtually Ineia: 
itinguishable. Often the knight is delegated to steal 
or burn down a village, while the robber takes over the 
more knightly pursuits of war and revenge. In strength, 
endurance, skill, heroism and capacity for love they are 
now equal and identical, though not alwaya sufficient 
of themselves to escape from the situations into which 
they are plunged. For this purpose another element la

- 19 -
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1) Schnorrs Archiv III, p.2djf.



introduced - in accordance with the spirit oi the ^,.0 • 
the supernatural.

The imaginations ol men had been fired and revolting 
against the aarthbounti rationalism of the ’ nli^ht^nment, 
a new interest in the my stir, the secret and the 
irresistible lure of the Unknown manifest itself* 
^agliostro, Swedenborg, Schrapfar, quacks, scoundrels, 
alchemists, exorcists, miracle-doers claiming, secret 
powers brought, from the pyramids of ^gypt, all freely 
peddled their wares and gained many adherents even in 
the highest circles of society, Secret societies, each 
with its own ritual anti peculiar mystery, Hosicrucians, 
Illuminati, animal magnetiata, clairvoyants, C.hcst*secrs, 
tricksters, charlatans and opportunists • all find a 
place in the new irrational1st reaction. As Abpke 
comments:

fKan schien der geprlesonen AufklMrun^ mGde su sein, unci den Glau an abgetan xu haben, um sich einem plum pen Abarglauben kopftlber in die Arms xu werfen, Die 
Phantasie fmisste aus einem dchrecken in den 
andern hinelngehetxt warden, gleichviel ob durch 3puk odcr Biut,,, aber wenn elsige 
3chauer den I&cken dea Lasers hlnabglitten, dann ftthibe or mit tioppelt&n Genuss das GlQek
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btir* erlieher Huh** unci bicherheit#9*
Here was a rich store of material for the potential 
novel lot and the wide application of thin dabbling in 
mystery la shown by the interest which oven the greatest 
literary figures were to take in it, notably bchiller
in iaiC..lV.attttta«C unC «<>««»• in aMftd&SSW* although 
traces are atill discernible in Jean Paul9a titan.
lieland’a . ^ a W E t e m .,i'.TSfrWti*, Hipp*l»a Kraujg- .\tfio

Jun* SUlilnfe* a £ie 
Zauberflttte« Provided with this readymade para; 
iphernalla of mystic symbol!am, supernatural apparition 
and plain deception strangely attractive to the public 
of its day, a host of novelists quickly arose who, while 
individually Insignificant, conjointly exerted a substantial 
Influence on their own generation, an influence which was 
quick to spread back to a partially receptive rn&iand.

It was in this nilieu that the trivial novel, a term 
we shall use to indicate the parallel German equivalent 
to the ’ ngliah Gothic movement, flourished under the

U K .  Kopkj, fawtefo Ussa* .flgLtertw?
c m  I>irhter» ILelptslftTTa^j 1. 119.
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tireless fingers of Cramer, opless, Lafont&ine, Vulpius 
and numberless others, each of whom assimilated those 
conventions which appealed to him moat, and adding 
improbability bo impossibility, built up whst Appall 
callso the * f'i'effordtitenlitarutur * of the dyir% 
eighteenth c e n t u r y a  literature whoa© three principal 
constituents were chivalryf banditry and the supernatural* 
The final product la thus summed up by Heejrners

Miltter in todsssiehern ^tahlpansern mit bramarbaai^rencion Tlraden and elnem in© 
ubermensehllche gestei&erten hachbedQrfnis • H&uber, denen Helden der CriminalXiterutur, 
Karl Moor und Christian Wolf Modell gesesaen 
haben, weichhersig und grausam nach fedarf, 
dem Fauer Fr^unde, alien andorn StShden 
Todfeinde, - Gespnnater, fflr die Ifade und 
W&iie kelne Hindemiaae sind, mit blutenden 
v"unden und furchtbarer Donnerstlmme, • 
geheimnisvolle Gosehehnisae, die das -alten dSmoniacher Wesen vermuton laasen, • ttorti, 
Blutsehandev Foltar, bis ins Kl*inate 
auagemahlte Hinrlchtung n, BXutbakierf Wald, 
Pelaeagruite, Mltternacht, wJadexauf erst and one Tote, piCttliche -ntAfhrungen, VerochwSrun^en 
u .a .a u ,  das sind die Gestaiten und Motive, 
die sieh in ble&en humanen jsu uaentwirrburem 
uchild verflechten und oehriftateller wie 
Laser in einem grosaen Taumel dahinreiasen#1*

1) J/* - “    “MHaubor- unq qchauarromaqtik

S i  H. Kearner, b is  iafihma.lu d w ia flaeka und s s l a s r
• Acta Germanics*
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Christian Heinrich Gpiea© (17J>i><*1799) enjoyed great 
popularity among the lending-library patrons and in the 
last fourteen year© of his life produced nineteen novels 
which spread over forty-three volumes. Of the© » the
beat knum are bar : ̂ ^ a l i a n  unci H9eh^ikr5aiar, £g£
M t e  Uberall ^ L Nir^nda. jfr* ^ t a m W j j e n  anu hie
i^a/ .xss. JiahwiiUtoo •

Karl Gottlob ^ramer (17>#~1#17) who started out 
as a student of theology at Leipslg, filled no fewer 
than ninety-three volumes with the adventures of such 
improbable men as Uraf von Jericho and Heraog von 
Jfudriachackschack, His name is today remembered,if at 
all, only for Baaoar a quada which, coarse and crude 
though it is, found a sympathetic public through its 
obvious satire on the social injustice and arbitrary 
rule of the time. One can, for instance, scarcely 
mistake the contemporary relevance of the passagei

•In d©r gang on hatur gibt#a keln hlrtere# 
Ding ale ein Furstenherx, die sehen ©ehone DI mein unc Possenapiel*: aber nicht die Moth
ihrer LUhaeri HOren ihre JagdhSrner und 
JSnRerinnens abcr nicht die oeufser und 
Thranen der Arment1

Indeed if one will look for a deeper reason for the
Immense success of the trivial novel beyond the obvious
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fact of a low lltarary demand being met by low literary 
products* it must lie in the dement of self-expression 
which the reader found in his heroes* dissatisfaction 
with existing conditions.

•Das Deutsche Reich exiatiarte dam&is noeh 
und die irniere 3arsolitterun& d easel ben mit 
alien ihren Reichsunmlttelbaren, kielnen 

raeequinen Hdfen, Cabinet just isen, ftlratlichen 
RSlten, Prlvilegien und Honopolen drtfekten 
den Finsselnen aehr. Fr na^httt sich Luft 
is Romane; da warden Houbritter gekKpft, 
rffroten abgesetxt, Minister gehSn^t, Arm© 
wioder reich gawacht, geknechtete ^atrioten 
wiener ssu Fhren gebraeht, Maitressen in das 
2uchthuuo gesteckt u.a.w*, kurss das Cberst 
ssu Unterst gekehrt.. • Der grouse Beifali, den 
alle dleae Dlnge fandon, bcwiesen asugleieh, 
was der Deutsche ompiano, zu denken liette, 
ssu tun sich fttrchtete.* *

August H«J. Lafont&ine (175$-1$31)» a soft-rored pastor 
in Halle, was one of the most productive of all, with
some 130 volumes to his credit, their titles betraying
for the most part the tearful contents, oe*nUldesaflKrJLuuk
gur Vered^luiy, neo Fanilianlabena. Dig der q.ba.

lochter der Hwtur. Thoodor otigr Kujtur urw Humanltilt,.
At times his prolificity so outpaced his imagination
that he was forced to repeat the same episodes in his

11 uin*&*i85offp B ^*gas!i&>.Jtauiaeftaf
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various works and to roao one is to know all* He is 
said often to have dissolved into tears at the fate of 
his own characters ana ifeiife v -Belli tells us that he 
received a mss of money from readers to assist the 
persecuted heroes of his "lara du Fiessia (1794)
Here erne is tempted to see an analogy with the toe • 
familiar •radio families1 of our own bay, in which, 
when a character •dies1 (because the actor has eneat.es 
amenta elsewhere to fulfil) wreaths are sent and letters 
of condolence written by distressed listeners* And 
most of the things said 150 years ago about the .
pernicious effects of Gothic literature on the minus 
of the young, can still be read today in the television 
columns of the newspapers* This comparison is probably 

more accurate than that of a modern critic who liktns 
the role of the popular novel to that of the present 
weekly magasines** &ttixer-Fraureuth believes that 
escapism is the reason for the success a

11 (rrSbStt^lS&i*trff7 
21
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• Auch In den Ti®tm dee Lebene achmachtet 
dor Mensch, mitten euf der Oden Lebenaeteppe Heimlich naeh einem Trunks Begeieterun^,
Ob dor Ctiell, aus 6<m er ach&pft, rein let,darn&eh fragt er nicht,12.

This i» doubtless a present factor, but it explains 
neither the sudden emergence of the tendency nor its 
gruesome character,

Christian August Vulpiua (1762-182?) brought new 
impetus to the movement as its energies flagged anc 
his transference of the seen# to Italy in Alnaldo 
inaloini inspired a further brigade of robber-chief© 
to emerge from their dons.

Among the countless others we may notice the 
appearance of a woman novelist, fenodikt Naubert, 
whoso affinity to Mrs, Kadcliffs is obvious anc whose 
works are hardly inferior to those of her male 
contemporaries.

The fearless exaggeration and intentional 
ridiculousness of much of this trivial literature is 
revealed by the very titles of many of the works, 
ranting from Sehienkort’ a Frietirloh mlt dor * abieawon

1 j MtSlloi'-Fraurouth, bio Kittor- uitd daubarromane 
(Hallo, 1894) p.109.

- 26 -
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•?an»-.c* an obvious echo of Gtft*1 iron banc, to such 
monstrosities as Gleich1a baa Todten&ericht urn 
Mtternacht in den unterirdlschen Jchauerklttlten 
or the quaint anonymous publication of 1769 Die 
vsrkphrtg ;jglt mltte and ora upright wle ale aonkt

Jnn^lln^a aus el^ngr "rfahruru, h«rauaf,«kg^n.
In a movement boasting such width of subject and ouch 
profusion in quantity, it is more than probable that 
the work of r*n&li6h Gothic fiction would be quickly 
assimilated and absorbed once the process had got 
under way, but Walpole certainly, and probably Mrs* 
Kadcliffe as well, were able to enjoy popularity and 
yet maintain their reputations as independent figures 
of note* ^ertalnly all the principal works of the 
^nglish Gothic school were quickly and, in general, 
well translated into German* According to Price* 
a translation of The Castle of Otranto under the title

l> he* -naljgh Literature In bgrwany (California,
P * i  V' /  •
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■ ;oltoapm ‘ a^bgnhaltgn lm -ichioaag Otranto, glne 
LPfctaBhe Ggttghifbtq. aua dam flinch on appeared in 
Leipzig as early as 1768, fully twenty-five years 
before the better-known version by F*L*ft* Moyer ulo 
rurk von Otranto, ~ln<? Uothiach* Paachirhte <17y4i.
"von earlier had been a French translation by Marc 
Antoine Sidoua which was published in Amsterdam as 
L« chateau Otranto, hiotoirp ^othltiua (17674.

And Otranto was certainly read if not always 
admired by many German men of letters including 
Goethe, the sixth of whose Gechsehn Fpigramme* is a 
verse called Die Burg von Otrantos

'Bind die Fimmcr slmtlich besetat tier Burg von Otranto 
Kommt, voll inriigen Grimms, tier orate tiiesenbesitsor 
dtuckweis an und verdr&ngt die neuen falschen I ewohnor 
Wehe den Fliehentienl weh den Blelbendsni Also g/snMMht e 

The old rmtlish Baron appeared in translation in yttrnberg 
in 1789, and any doubts as to Mrs* kadellffe's 
reputation and popularity on the continent can swiftly

D  MQe&h*a-.>erko* JubilUums-Ausgabe Bd. 2, p*82.



b© dispelled by r©f©r«me© to Germany alone* Ihe 
following lour works were translated by 0#M*
Liebeakind:

a) i&fl .-ritefaSUfih* ::r3ftĥ inunft jm Jch4p«»« .^aglnl 
(Hannover, 1792) • (k Sicilian Homan©©)*

bi Ao«lln» Oder da» Abontguer la  **M* (Leipai^,

1793)* (The Romance of the Forest), 
ei Ucoipho* Ugheimruaae (Hit;*, 1/95*. (ihe 

Mysteries ol Udolpho)•
d) Mg-lMteiiaElffi., .gri.»r.A«»r. i eichtamhi oar sghw*rg*n

I&ssenden C«oniceberg! 1797/99) • (The Italian), 
~videnr© ol the standard ol Liebeakind9s translation 

is found in a review ol e)f in which the writer states 
that with this workf

9 kann man sieh der Bomerkung nicht 
erwehren* dass ISber aio Works dieser fruchtbaron ©n&lisrhen Romansehreiberin 
©in basenders gUastigoa Verhtfngnia zu waltan
S eheint, Intiem s^e bishar inmor guten 
borsetzern und U barset%arinaen in die 

!?Unde gefallen sind* Bi© moleriache 
3©hrelburt des Originals 1st so ungeschwSeht 
tlbergetragen, dass kelne ihrer sanften 
Farben etwas von ihrem mlitien ulanze variorum hat.9*

1) h llK m jrX m  .iAfcarMWT- & *i t  una (1795* N r .*96.



It la presumably to d) above that Muller* 
Fraureuth* le referring when he speaks of a transt
ilatlon of 1769 M g  X^lonerin oo^r |-gKqrmtnlsas dor
Jg.teri£ggR. but he mentions also a shorter
version of 1801 which appeared us dig
iwii^^ij.,gder dig.,;& m n h  *» .tiffijafawa..jaa 
Paluggl and a further adaptation by Bornarhein In 
1802 called Uer 1 ol<ftt»tuhi which went through five 
editions*

In addition Price-* lists a aeries of novels 
Xalsely ascribed to Radcliffe including eight in 
Germany between 18Cl*3Ct nine In France between 
1796*1330 and two in Holland between 1317*20* This 
total of nineteen attempts by other people to use her 
name is of itself adequate testimony to her standing 
among; the devotees of the Gothic novels* Ho t  

presumably does this take into account such blatant 
imitations as jUmdttrffer*a jjle Hulngn dgr Oglstertmr^

1) C#̂ ller*Fraureuth, op* cit*f p*84*
2) L*M* Price, op* cit., p*306*
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sags..«&». AflSMBaa. „ui?. .^gEnasirt '«*<*
Kadciiffe* (1805), or the French works of Mme* la 
Comtesae de ^ardouet, Bartoarlnskl (1818) and Le 
Panache Home (1824) f imites de lf anglais d'A* 
Radellffe*9

Of the German Imitations and falsifications wo arc 
able to cite the following, and although most of the 
novels are no longer available for perusal, the titles 
themselves in most cases at once rule out the 
possibility that they are formed on any !t%liah 
original of Ann Hadcllffe* Rather was her name 
favoured as that of a vbest-selling' novelists 
Fie ^inai Kilerln am Vesuv* Fine abenteuerllche 
Geachichte naeh dem Fnglinchen der Miss Anna KaticllfXe 
(Leipsig, 1801)*
>.er nr*nit am »ehwar»en urubmah-U. oder d*» ^aaenat
lro alten ochloaae. Kin til ttar roman der Mutima Anna 
dad^liria. Frol Ob«r«et*t. (Wien, 181?). 
j&2 rerheinun^en lm Uehloaca der Pyrena^n. frei naeh 
dam t’nglisehen der Anna Kadelirfe, von Verfaaeer dea 
Admirala (Braunschweig, 1818), 4 vois.
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Die Hrloriu. Frai n«<*h d«n rngllsahan der Anna 
rtadrliffa, vom V«rfaauor dor Canfclllms (Draunachwelg, 
1624i. 3 vola.

m u i 1 kna, Jit............. .Ai?.
aua dam ’'ngllaehen tier Hitts Anna Kadelilio 
(Hruunarhwrtiti, 1626*, 4 vole.

arJHana ,^h^ois,».,q6rn .are 6i?r ,Data?!Rftg.nsl,̂ n̂»
Aua den nach&elaesenen Papieratt der Mis© Anna 
Katieliffe (Braunschweig, 18291m
Uie Todeewette* Homan in <2 bttnden von A* Kadeliffe*
Frei naeh 6 m  r’n&lischen bearbeltet von !• von 
Alvenaleben (Meissen, 1330)«
Faced with thi© evidence it ia difficult to avoid the 
conclusion that Ann ftadcliffe in the period of fpuref 
Uothiciam at least, a© we have delined it, was the 
moat influential part of the Fn&iish Gothic contribution 
to German literature, v;*lpoi© ©uffaring from the 
numerical disadv*ntage of being represented almost 
entirely by one work*

uur ultimate purpose will be to bring more
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specific evici ence oi this influence and to see what
traces of It were continued into the main atrea® of 
German nineteenth century literature*



CHAPTKU lino
I l o o k ' s  M  t,\rn G o th ic  ami jt r ly la j .  H o w ls

Romantic!am and Gothlclsm (in our sense) mirht 
seem as literary movements to have little or nothing 
In common, the latter being a fairly clearly-defined, 
easily-identified genre with a collection of episodes 
and devices of its own and a style of treatment scarcely 
noted for its subtlety* Romanticism on the other hand, 
originating as it did from a feeding of intellectual 
dissatisfaction or fWeltachmer*9 which, in its purest 
form, manifests itself as a mystic and Indefinite 
yearning, for some symbol of revelation, defies by 
its very nebulousness the critics9 attempts at 
delineation and definition* But attempts to portray 
the movement as a spontaneous and impulsive upsurge 
unconnected with its direct literary predecessors, 
seem not to consider the process of organic development 
which we believe to be discernible* Its very name 
indicates its dependence upon the romances of the 
Kiddle Ages, its chivalric and idealistic content, 
and it seems to be demonstrable that the Gothic or 
trivial novel, by providing certain definite mental
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conceptions and images and by nature of the material 
it uaaa, influences to some extent the development 
of the Bomantlc Behoof*

For Friedrich Gchlegel, the X'irat romantic 
theorist In Germany, the two essential qualities of 
romanticism are its universality and infinity:

9 Die Bomantiseh© Poeale lot eino 
progressive Univeraalpoesie# Ihrc 
Bestimmung 1st nicht bloss, axle getronnte 
Gattungen der Poeaie wiedcr *u verelnigen, 
uno die Poeeie mit d*r Philoaonhie und 
Khetorlk in BerShrung su aetsen# Sie will und soil auch Poaeic und Proea, GenialitSt 
und Kritik, Kunatpoeale und Naturpoesie bald mi*3rhen, bald vcrsehmolasan, die Poesi*
1 abendig und &eselli&| und due Leben und 
die Geaellachaft poetlaeh machen###ble 
Homantisehe Poesie 1st unter den fttfristan, 
was der Wit* der Philosophic, und die 
Geaellachaft, Umgang, Freundachaft, und 
Liebe im Lefean ist# Andere Dlchtartan 
aind fartig, und ktfnnen nun vollatSntii*, 
gergiiedert warden# Die romantiache 
Dichtart let noch im Worden; ju, das 
let ihr elgentlichaa V̂ eaen, dass ale 
awig nur warden, nie voilendet aeln konn#fi

To this abstract and theoretical definition we
may add ttovalia9 statement on the practical application
of the romantic method:

H  Athenttum# 1793#
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*Indem left dem Gcmeinon elnen hohon 
Sian, de® GeWtthnliehen ein geheimnisvolles 
Ansehen, d m  Bekannton die t̂lrde dee 
UnbeKannten, d m  F.ndlichan einon unentillchen 
3chein gebe, so romantisicre irh as***
Nights 1st romantlscher, als was man 
gawtShnlieh Welt und dehlekaal nennt***

Doom not this sea® like a faint echo ol what wo 
have already heard from the Gothic theorists whof 
starting with the intention ol portraying *mere men 
and women • • in extraordinary positions*f retreat to 
a situation in which the extraordinary is* in fact, 

a hinted animation ol the natural world9 where things 
have the appearance ol being under the control ol 
supernatural agency* The Innate curiosity of man 
had been exploited by these popular writers, the 
fascination ol phenomena apparently not subject to 
the empirical laws ol nature, the mysterious stranger, 
whose importance derived from his unknown origin, 
the possibility that the spiritual world is all 
around us in our daily environment* To these 
factors, rendered void and meaningless by subsequent

1) N f f l f f t U s e d *  J* **“**• 1923)nr, p#46 •



attempts to explain them* the romanticists brought 
a genuine appeal to the irrational* the sincere 
belief* in Uhland*© words* that fdas Unendllch© 
umglbt den Kenschen* daa Uehsimnis der Ootthelt und 
der Welt**

Romanticism la fundamentally interested in this 
•Ueheimnls der Gotthelt* * and its characteristic 
yearning (f5ehnsuchtf) is the attempt to discover 
and understand the nature of the mystery* Hence the 
preoccupation with the effect of external factors of 
unknown provenance on man9s emotions* light* colour* 
music* landscape* beauty* and the ceaseless quest 
to find the explanation in those distant parts* 
whence they seem tc emanate*

fAlles wird In der Sntfermmg Poesies ferxu? Berge* fern© ftensehen* fern©
Bsgobenhelteru All©a wird romantisch*,ifc

For the study of this gradual process of 
transformation to romanticism* no writer is more

• 36 -

1) Novalls* Cuotod from M. Pras, The Romantic A^ony 
(Oxford U.P** 1951) p*14*
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suitable than Ludwig Tieck* whose creative H i e  
spans some sixty years for* starting in the manner 
ol the contemporary trivial writers* he was to become 
celebrated as co-ioimuer of the Romantic School in 
German literature* only to withdraw from the movement 
in his later years in disapproval of its vulgarisation 
and artistic decay*

Ludwig Tieck was born in 1773§ the year of Gt?t? 
von * erfichiuiion and tenure* into a Germany whose 
literature was in the state of ferment already 
described* yet more immediately* as a child of 
Berlin* into the last stronghold of the dying age of 
Enlightenment* now led by the bookseller Friedrich 
hicolai and characterised* as Boy©sen says* by 
1 narrowness of vision* a certain crude* intellectual 
complacency* utter absence of imagination* extreme 
utilitarianism* and consequent hostility to everything 
which points beyond this temporal sphere of existence*f

1) H*H* Boyesen*1bocial Aspects of the Gorman Romantic 
School1* in Atlantic Monthly, 36 (1073)* p * 3 0 «
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From earliest childhood sensitive and impression: 
sable, fleck quickly became familiar with the books 
on his lather9a shelves and he himself tells us of 
the Impact which uoethe and Schiller made upon him 
in his early yearsa

9 M e  frtthern Work# t&the9 a waren die 
erste Mahrung meines telates gewesen#
Ieh hatte das Lesen gewlsaermassen im 
Rerliehingen gelernt, Durch dieses 
oodicht hatte roeine Phantasle fur immer 
cine Richtung naeh jenen Eeifcen, Gegcnrien, 
Gestaltenf und Be&ebr-nhelten bekommen*•• aber m  raeiaten ward ieh dureh die neu 
auftretende Kraft oehiilera sserrlssen und verniebtet*9 i

Hia biographer Ropke** tells how intensely he 
9lived9 all that he read and describes the ensuing, 
disillusionment of the young boy when told that 
i tftz and hie companions were not living beings but 
mere characters in a book written by a man who lived 
in Weimar* At this stage the attraction for him lay 
in the vigour ano vitality of the action with its 
colourful mediaeval setting and powerful characterisation,

1) Ujdwlfc ^chrlftqn, VI, vi. This edition m m
published in 23 volumes in Berlin by Helmer between

and 1351* Here after this work will bereferred to as
2 ) K. Xtfpko, op# f it . ,  I ,  p#12f#
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for there was as yet no question of literary evaluation* 
and soon Tiaek was reaching indiscriminately for 
works of similar nature to satisfy his over-imaginative 
mind* As his appetite for books exceeded the resources 
of the family library, this ability to experience the 
episodes he is reading remains with him when he turns 
to the less edifying fare offered by the lending 
libraries.

At this period then comes his engroscmant in the 
trivial works discussed in the preceding section* one 
without being able to be too specific as to what the 
actual books were* all his critics admit the factx

1 With avidity h© devoured books, 
regardless of their subject and literary 
importance... tales of horror* stories of 
notorious robberies* novels of high knightly 
emprise, and other works of a trashy* 
sub-literary nature* were his steady 
companions. His seat for reading was so 
keen that he overtaxed his imagination 
and undermined his health.91

9Kit der Uners&ttliehfcelt dee Helashungers 
verfolgt© er Alles* was in dramatiseher Oder dlaloglseher Form geschrieben war.9^

li ? •>": *oyd<llt, fra&aifc4&adu s m  .aaftyaasAe(r'rinn.ton, X935J p.«. ........
2) K<5pk®, op. nit., X, p.42.
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It was at this time too that ho mad© hia first 
acquaintance with ^hakeopoare in the form of 
r arhanhurg** translation of which was passed
on to him by a schoolmate* Ke know somethin* of 
thetremendou* admiration which tieck was later to 
develop for Shakespeare, of hia life-long project 
for a hook which would be an adequate tribute to 
thla greatest of all poetaf of hia researches into 
riiaubcthan drama and the translations which he 
undertook with hia daughter Dorothea und uruf 
Iaudissin* But what the fifteen-year-old firat 
found in bhakeapeare la seen in a letter written to 
hackenroder in 179k:

•Auch itfcr daa PtJrehterliche, behauerliche, 
Angaterre&cnde aind die 3®elen sehr 
verachieden geatlmmt; ala ich den Shakespeare arum erstenmal aehr fltlchti^ 
durchlas, erachien mir allea in elnem cflUt eren, fttrchterlichen lichte, tiber 
allea ingenehme hatte ich hinweggelesen, 
unci ich entdeekte dies erst gleiehsam, 
naehder ich diese JtAcke mehr ala elnmal tel©sen hatt©*f*

It la the frightening: and the gloomy, those

o  und Rriefa. ed. Fri*drirhvon dor Layon <J«na, 1910 j II, p.2i*
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elements ©c common to the trivial literature, which 
had been to this time hie staple diet, that he at first 
finds go arresting in dhakespearc, and it its not without 
significance that the two Shakespearean works which most 
influence his own youthful dramas are Hanlet and 
* acbcith» both with predominant ghost*themes# And
perhaps a further indication of whore hie interests 
lie Is found in the fact that hie firet critical work 
on dhakeopeare was an essay on 9ahakcspeares Behandlung 
dea iunderburen9 published in 1796, by which time he 
had of course come to a deeper appreciation both 
of the poetic content and also of Shakespeare9s 
artistic uu«t of the supernatural compared with that 
of the .>opular writers of the late eighteenth century# 
Half a century later, on 1 March 1353$ only eight 
weeks before his death, he writes to Graf lorck von 
Kartenburg on the subject of the irrational and 
supernatural in hrnan experience:

9pas 1st eln Feld, nach welcher 
Kermtnie ich mlch Imter gesehnt habe, 
mit Eifer streben wollte und doch



nichts bod ©ut end ©s uus dieser Welt erluhr.
Hi©r ist e»* wo fcahrheit* Sehein*Unm8&lichkeit* iSuschung und die 
wunderaamst© t*oeoie und Prosa sich financier 
bertlhrcn.91

Right up until the end* the fantastic* particularly 
in its relation to the world of reality* hau held his 
attention.

In 1792 fleck left hornet to matriculate as a 
student in the University of Halle* <*m? his continued 
preoccupation with novels of a sensational kind during 
this period is revealed in the correspondence with 
hackenroder* who had had to remain in Berlin. These 
letters are important not only for the light they shed 
on the affectionate relationship in which the two 
poetic young m m  stood to each other* but also for 
the discussions of books and literature which they 
contain* for one is constantly surprised at the 
immaturity and lack of critical judgement which 
becomes apparent. The work of greatest significance 
for our purposes in its effect upon fleck in Halle was
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It From H.L. Fiafther, Aua Berllfift (Berlin,
1691) p.176.
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that by fMarquisf ^arl Grouse, bcr u^lua ,̂  which 
Tieck road aioud to soro-3 friends, anu hia description 
of tb*» scene in a lot tor of 12 June 1792 to 
?*aekenroder2 again reveals that complete identification 
of himself with the horo and hie sufferings, which we 
found in hie youthful reading of v»8tg von Derlichlm cns

•Lieber , wenn Du recht glBekltcb seln willet auf mohrere dtunden, eo liee 
den eweiton Tail vora Genius, der diese Ostermesse heraue^ekomSenTTst, or hat mich 
Susserst glftcklich gemucht, eo 1st faet gar nlchts ^untierbarea darin, aber ich 
habe raich so ganz und gar darin wleder^efunban, 
alle eioine Lieblingeideen eo ach8n susgefQhrt, dues Ich dem Verfaaaer 
ausaeror<t«ntlich tut geworden bin; liee 
ihn n&chstens und beeondere aufmerkeam 
die 3*en«n bei dem Vinsiedler, diee let 
nach meiner tfeinung das 3ch8nste, der 
Triumph dee Verfosaere, eo dachte ich 
mir malnen Almaneur (wenn Du I Ich norh 

dieaee flBchtiYcn Auf eat see er inner eti 
diee war mein Ideal, so hatt* ieh 
achrelben, eo allee aa^en wolien.*

He goes on to describe the scene as he reads the

11 a  j B i l l d g e i f C ’ i B
Gross** The English translation of this work, 
1,orrid ■ ystcrics« is mentioned by Jane Austen in 
^orttiant^r Abbo*.

2) frackenrotler. .arna und op.rit., p.*0.
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work to his friends Schwloger and ^ehmohl# starting 
at 4 p.m. he takes five hours for the first Vwlum© and 
it is after 2 a.m., when, in a state oi exhaustion 
and frenzy, he finishes the novel, to find that his 
friends had, unnoticed by him, already gone to bed.
Bow in his overheated brain the horrors of the story 
are played over again and he falls into a coma:

’Tausend gross© Vorailtse schwebten auf goldenen i&\ iken urn mich her und winkten 
mir ISchelnd ent&egen... atSsae Ttfer© wie 
abgebrochene GesSnge schwSrmten urn mein 
trSumendes Ohr, rosenfarbene Bilder umgaukelton mich mit blauen Bchmetter: 
slin^sfitlgeXn, * ole plStslich * noch 
achautire ich, wenn ich daran denke, noch kann ich die Ktfgllchkeit nich begreifen 
* ole wie in elnom gronenden Httgei, alle 
blumemrol len filer gingen pitStzilch unter, 
und achwarz© Nacht und grans© Totenstille, grSsaliche Fel sen stie&en ©mat und 
furchtbar auf, jeder liobliche Ton wie 
verweht, Schrecken umflo& mich, Gehaucer 
die grSsalichaten bliesen mich an, slles 
ward urn mich lebendig. ochatten jagten 
sich schrecklich urn mich herum, mein 
dimmer war ala fV3&© *a mit mir in sine 
ftirehterlieh© schwarae unemilichkeit hin, 
alle mein© Id©on atieaaen gogenelnand©r, die 
gross© dchrank© fiel donnernd ©in, vor mir 
eine gross©, wist© Fbne, die 2&g*i entfielen 
meiner Hand, die doss# riasen der: Vvagen 
unaufhaltsam mit sich, ich fGhit© ©s wie 
mein Haar aich aufrichtete, brttilend 
abSrste Ich in die Kammer.••1
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Here he is struck with horror at the sight of 
3rhmohlfrt night-attire and makes him put on his 
coat* but still whenever he closes his eyes:

f. .war mlr als schwam^e lch auf einom 
Strom* als loots sich mein Kopf ab und 
schWSfame rilcfcwtfrta, der KtfTper vorwtfirts.9

On opening; his eyest
*. .war mirfa* als lag ich in einem weiten TotengeW&lbe* drei nebeneinunder*

ich aeh© deutlich die welssen* schlmmemden 
Gebelne* alles dehnto sich in sine 
IHrehterlich© ilA£««♦•f

Heck goes on in his letter to speak of the fear
that he may become mad and recalls other incidents
from the past which have similarly made him doubt
his sanity. To this question of fleck*s nature
and his denonic propensities we shall have to return
later* but for the meantime we may note the fascination
of this ghastly tale and the concentration upon it
which kept the young student engaged for ten hours*
oblivious of his surroundings* stamping a series of
vivid images on his mind.

One may well enquire what kind of novel this
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might be, but suffice to say, that for a Modern 
reader . ith sufficient determination to read it 
through9 our sympathies are entirely with those 
who went to bed. the Monthly iieview.l speaking 
of the Fngliah translation by Joseph Trapp, finds 
it inferior to Grossefs previous work and adds:

f This novel belongs to the terrible school.«• scenes of supernatural horror, 
ill connected, In frightful succession
agitate the reader

Tieck1s utter lack of a critical standard of literary 
judgement in his reading is revealed by further 
reference to Per Genius in another letter to 
hackenroder of the same month, in which Goethe, 
Pierian and Grosae are placed side by side in 
ascending order of importances

f Unterlass ja nicht. den swelten Tell 
Genius »u lesen, er 1st sehoner ale der 

erste. Ich habe Dir dies Buch schon und 
den I as so cmpfohlen, ich will Dir jctst 
noeh ein ancires mehr als T^sso und beiiu&he 
mshr als der Genius empfehXen, die rstalls von Florian, ea 1st ein DcMLferronan, ein 
wahres Meistcrottlck. • ̂

U  22, (1797)» P.93.
2) ackenrocer. ^erkc und Briefs op.cit., p.83.
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this unhappy juxtaposition is not without 
importance as a commentary on the literary develops 
xment of the nineteen-year-old Tleek* whose later 
praise for Goethe9© and Schiller*s youthful works* 
coupled with his own hostility towards his contemporary 
novelists* have led some critics to misrepresent him 
as picking his way selectively through the voluminous 
products of his age* Tieck* the voracious react or 

and student of theology* was more interested in 
finding new stimulants for his imagination than in 
contemplating the aesthetics of literature*

From this same letter we may notice that he 
has also been occupied with Goethe9s one excursion 
into 9mystic magic9* uruae-Kouhta. while i&pke 1 tells 
elsewhere of his admiration for Gchlller’s Per 
Ueistereoher. similarly concerned with the scientific 
supernatural •

In all probability his first acquaintance with 
contemporary Frtgllsh novels dates from about the same

1) ft* Kfepke* op* nit* * XX* p*197*
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period, for the 11rat reference occurs in a letter 
ol the following year written fro® GSttingen to hie 
sister Sophie (12 October 179i), in whieh he praises 
A n m J u  Ives (1792) by Thomas Holcroit. Hoe 
knowledgeable he was to become in this sphere also 
will gradually become more apparent*

•Jeder Menseh hat seine Narrheit und seinen 
bahnalnn; ich bin ein unverbeaserlicher luchernarr,1

jftkTieck once tolci Kopke, and the truth ol this remark 
becomes evident by relerence to the catalogue oi 
his library published in 1849 by A* Asher,2 who had 
undertaken to auction the collection which hao reached 
such proportions that it seemed likely to beiabout to 
drive fieck out oi his own home* By this time 
the library contained no fewer than 16,000 volumes 
ranging over a wioe variety ol subjects anc 
languages, and so indispensable hud it become to his 
surroundings that immediately the collection was sold

1} H. fftpke, op. rit., II. p.133.
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he recommenced to build up a second library which in 
the following three years soon grew to 11*000 volumes* 

Clearly one cannot wish to draw too far-reaching 
conclusions from the mere possession of certain 
authors* but our view that Ti ck was for all his 
derision and invective a life-long and enthusiastic 
reader - perhaps even against his better judgement 
- of the contemporary trivial novel* is well borne 
out by the contents of this catalogue* The complete 
catalogue* which runs to 362 pages* offers some 
7*930 numbered lots* of which 1*619 are in the field 
of German language and literature and 742 in Trn&llsh 
language and literature* Among'the authors 
represented in the former group are %G* Cramer*
C*H* Gpiesa* Veit Weber* C* Grosso* F* Romb&ch and 
A. Lafontalne, who share 65 volumes* while the 
ngiish section contains among many others:
Ann Radcliffi ^aton Og Blondavlxi® Uomion, 1826)

4 vole* there are two copies of this 
work*

TftnC-Hgagha (i-ondon,
1794) 4 vola.
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Horace - alpole: -.orka (London, 1790) 5 vole.
^orroaponaonca with Ugorae ^ont^u 
(London, 1637) 3 vela. 
a<ytlnlor»encas» written in 1766 
(London, 1617)*
ajftalaaia. .gfcjaift m sL , ft&U
Authors ol "nfcland (Lublin, 1759)•

M.G. Lewis: faloa of 'Vondar (Vienna, 1305)
3 vols.
His Lji g and Cor respondsm;q (London, 
1839).

an well a* Lunlop9 a History of Fiction (IBl^i ana 
Rcllstab9* German translation (1626) ol 3cott9a 
treatise on the Ilf© and worka of Fn&llah novelists,1 

he may justly say that flock9a written attitude 
to these novelists la at all times derisory, yet we 
feel certain that they held a certain laselnatlon ior

1) This fascinating catalogue also reveals that fleck 
possessed 124 volumes of 3ir halter Scott9* novels, most ol them in English but some Leman and Italian 
translations; no fewer than four complete editions 
of the works of burns, and G, Buchanan9* Rerun* Lcotlcarum Hlstoria published in 1363, among a 
large coliection o( works by Scottish authors or 
on Scottish subjects*
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him during the whole ol hie life. He felt that 
popularity was inevitably in dirert proportion to 
the number of 9 bad passages9; Cschlerhte btellen9! in the 
book and thus a sign of low taste. This idea he 
oxpanris In ^..iilgbsn^lbor biauburt:1

9Fine» Buche, wenn es gefalien soli, sind 
die schleehton 3tollon ... eben so nothwenblg, 
wo nirht nothwendiger, als die guten. Der 
Bowels 1st leicht au ifthren: Kir sehn es. . alle Ta^o, dass ! ucher von alien Leaarn mit 
der grbssten Beglerde gelesen werean, die 
kaum swei bis drei ertrSgllehe Stellen 
aufguwetsen haben; dass im Gegentheil 
unsere klasalschen Autoren, die vortreffllch 
sind, nur dass sis den Fehler haben, dass sle so gar nicht uuf srhlachte dtellen 
auage&angen sind, ungeleaen bleiben* 
bo oft ich tlber Gothe9a Works urtheilen 
ht$re, wird es mir deutlich, ja die Menschen sagen es mir fast mit d&rren Horten, wle 
sie sehr schleght aamit sufrieden sind, 
dass es durchgangig gut 1st.1

Julian behmibt9* judgement on this condescending 
attitude of the romanticists is particularly true of
Tierki

9 Die Dichter der deutachen romantisehen 
Jchule, sehr gefaiert aber her*1ich wenlc gelesen, konnten sich des tiringenden

1) t.J. IX, 176.
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Verdachts nicht crwehren* dase ein 
Schriftstelier, der die rohe Benge su 
gewinnen wlsa*9 nothwendlg mit dieser 
Men&e verwandt aei#9*

Thus Friedrich Schlegel, discussing hie brother 
August9* work on k&lpcle which he was to publish in 
the following year,**‘ writes to him:

1 hir - tienn ich habe den g arisen Aufaate 
mit Tieck gusammen gsloaen - halter* diesan 
Monschen ftfr eln durchaua schlechtes 
Subjekt9 und in der That begreife ich

helped Tleck to see strong affinities between him 
and the much^msligned Cramer; in the preface to 
a n«w adltlon of ilchnabal*a Inaol^Uwbur, (see below) in 1628 Tieck surprisingly defends fchls 
horror-monger and adds: 9War auckt nicht uber
den verschollenen Cramer und seine rohen 
Kltterromane jetst die Achaeln? S&lbst der 
Ufimelnheit let er su gemoin geworden, unc doch 
schrelt den felnsten Losern aus mane hem neuen 
gefelertor* Autor das Ahnllehe entgegen9 ohne dass 
ale es 1m Fgthu&iaamus beater kem manche Kapitei 
dea weltberuhmten alter Scott erlnnem mleh an 
jena herabgcsetcten B&cher9 ohne d»*s ich darum dss 
crosae Talent und die Krfindungsgabe dieses Autor© su verkennen brauche*9 Inaoi FelssnburR Ureal<*u9 
1828) p.xlv# Fortunately Tleck never lived to see kaiter Froy e» a »tudy l,nfljiano.q ot.tuothir»

.«■ (HoaSock, W3«J inwhich uaa Fetentfllnnchen by the horror-mongor spies*
Is amasingly a t trlkutto9the celebrated Tieck9 (p»60)« 
See page jo9 note 2 •
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doch nicht wia einer der etwas ao nach alien 
3eiten hin unendlicb plattea geschrieben 
hat, wie das Caotle of Otranto, Je etwaa so&en konnta was gel atrelch warn * henn der gdatreleh 1st, ao 1st Jenlach wohl 
ganiallsch* Tieck meynto Walpole w8ra achon zu vial Kedens von ihm, beaaer 
nennte man ihn bios© Polei1*

this letter la dated 1799, and yet forty year* 
later Heck* a interest in vaipole la atlll sufficiently 
great for him to request a bookdealer in Leipzig to 
obtain a copy of Walpole9a three-volume Corresoondence* 
to acid to the other works which he has accumulated 
in the interim* Derision and fascination, the 
•Gothic dichotomy1* Could not Fransesko have 
been speaking of Tieck himself In * illiam Lovolf 
when he sayat

9Ich habe Leute gesshen, die Ueachmack 
batten und die abgeachmackteoten verschimmeli :t©n Scharteken mlt elnen solchen rifer 
zusammenkauften, als wennMea ihre Lieblings: 
:schrlftsteller gewesen waren *9 3

A further reference by Tieck to Otranto we shall

21 a m
letter is dotted 29. 3. 1839. 

3) T.3. VII , 178.
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notice later; but we may conveniently at this point 
refer to his appraisal of Mrs. Hadcliffe which is 
found in his Novella bus £auberschloaa» written in 
1829 and first published in Urania in 1830*x

In this story Froimund has recently purchased a 
country-house, Gr&upenhelm, which has the reputation 
of being haunted as the result of some evil deed 
committed there in the past, Henrietta1e reaction 
to this is:

f*a* ich mir das lmmer geWQnscht habe, 
eln soiches bommerhaus su bewohnen, wo 
es etwas unholmlich sugeht, wo elnew alle 
die guten und achlechten Humane der Miss 
Radcliff In jedcr dunkeln stubs, in elnor Buehenl&ubej Oder in elnam unterirdischen 
Gang® beifalien: Statt dass man sonst fragti aind die 3ehwalben schon 
elngekehrt? 1st der utorch in sein sites 
Rest winder gekommen? crkundlgt m m  sich nun: Geht es hsuer viol u»? uerathen
die dchauder in dlesem fferbate gut? ?as . macht Ihr lieber guter >puk? Gasst sich
das graua M&nnehsn wieder sehen? weiche 3p8see haben sich dies Jahr die 
tfntartrdlschen aua&edacht? Rein, nein, 
da^muss ich bel Sush wohnen, und mein 
btubchen muss recht elnsam lle&en! Abends, bairn dlmmernden Lampenschein lleset uns darm 
Mansfeld etwas recht Grauerllches vor, wir

--■■■    ■■ - - . - .     ■ '.a-. .■ . uai ‘2.1 - . ......
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Alls entsetaen unat keiner will zu Bette efthen, ©ndlirh nimmt man mit Herzkloplen Abschiea, und ich sitse nun allein 
da und fahr* vor melnem ei*,«nen 5chatten 
imrffek und wage nicht das iicht zu putzen 
od^r auasulSschen* Nun hort man9 a aui 
dem Gang© achleichent ##dio BSume rauachen ao aond erbar. es echlagt ao dumpf zwoll in 
der Fern©***9*

This Iron/ at Kra* Kadcllffe9* expenae la
admittedly light-handed and gentle, yet all the
devices which he mockingly attribute® to her, do
in fact occur, aa a later chapter will show, in hia
own works* This passage however serves here to
establish Tieck9s first-hand knowledge of Mrs*
Badcllffe and of his familiarity with the method#
she employs*

Nor are we lacking in evidence from ngland of
I leek9 & surprising knowledge of even the most
insignificant dngilsh writers* In company with his
friend Furgsdorff, Tieck had arrived in London in May
1617 on the only visit he ever made to this country;

1) T.3* XXI, p.194*
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some four weeks later he accepted an invitation to 
a 'dies attico»germanico'l from Samuel Taylor 
Coleridge, whom he had met several years earlier in 
Home, and the latter*s opinion of Tieck is found in 
a letter to J.H. Frere of June 27, 1317:

'He (fleclcj is Intimately acquainted 
with the literature of Spain, Portugal,Italy and "nglanri, in addition to that of 
his own 'Country and to his classical 
"ruditlon - In truth, he is well 
acquainted with the writers of every 
European Country, and reads the originals 
- but his intimacy with all our writers, 
even the most obscure, from ^naucer to 
bryden inclusive, above all with the contemporaries of Shakespeare is 
ASTONISHING!2

On the same visit fleck had made the acquaintance 
of the industrious Itenry crabb Robinson, who later 

visited him in Dresden and notes in his diary for 
23 August 1329:

'fleck’s literary opinions appear to me correct... He appreciates as they 
merit all our classics, Richardson and 
Fielding, but he likes even Oaollett's 
Peregrine Pjckk?. He loves stum*....

1) J.M. Carre in tevue uerraanlque VIII. (Jan.1912) 
p.33.

2) *.L. Griggs, JCuPh 54 (1955), 263.



He is by no means narrow in his taste*1 *
One further source for Tieck9s acquaintance 

with trivial literature remains to bo mentioned, 
namely the period he spent in the employ of Nicolai, 
the defender of the Enlightenment faith, after his 
return from the University of Erlangen in 1794*
Xleck was engaged by Nicolai to revive the series of 
atraussfedern* begun by J.K*A. Fus&ua and continued 
after his death in 1787 by J*G* tfftller, who had in 
turn lost enthusiasm for the project* These tales, 
whose dual purpose was to amuse and moralise, were 
lor the most part adaptations from old, obscure 
French originals which Nicolai delivered to fleck 
9... in gansen kaechkWrben sur Verarbeitung und 
?uhereituag*92 Tier*9 s willingness to enlist in the 
service of the Enlightenment which he so despised 
has earned him harsh treatment from later critics, 
who seem to forget that he was at the time a virtually 
unknown writer with no regular source of income,

• 57*

1) Kunry, fines °p » ci*«» >̂74.
2) K&pke, op* cit*, 1, 201*
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endeavouring as many before him, to finance himself 
by means of this hack work* He tells us of his 
dislike for the work and simultaneously reveals once 
more that interest in English and German lesser 
literature, disguised as always by the customary 
tone of condescensions

9basu kgm noeh, dass mir filler und 
selbst Kusaus nicht in dem Liehte 
erschlenen, dass ich sie mir gern als Muster vorsetste, tm wenigsten konnte 
ich mich aber mit Jener lelchten 
fransVsischen eaare in elnen Handel 
einlassen, da ich fttr die FnglSnuer und 
einige Leutsche, die nach melnem 
Uefuhle verkannt wurden, achwlbtate* Indessen liess ich mlch durch Freunde 
bereden, und vlele Novellen, Bibllothesue de ^aapagne und wie ahnllche baimrJLun&en 
helesen, wurden mir sugesendet* Es half 
mir fort, dass Ich achon vor Jahren in 
diesen bchrlften, von oenen mir seltdem nur wenige in GedMchtnis geblieben sine, 
siemllch belssen war, uno auch so slemlieh die beliebten deutschsn Btfchor kannte, 
die von den Aualtlndern entlehnt batten*91

Tieck9s relations with the younger Nicolai,
Karl August, who took over the business from his 
father, were no happier, for the latter, intent only

1) T*3* XI, xxxii„
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on publishing as much material as possible, without 
thought for its literary merit, required Tieck to 
prepare for the press translations of contemporary 
"ngliah novels. v.ritiin 1629, thirty-four years 
later, he says2

1 Als ich die £ochsn &*lesen habte, 
suehte ich iha, ca sis mlr alie achlceht und verwerflich achiencn, sein Vorhaben 
ausxureden; abor ver^oblich* Ich 
musste ihm wsni^sten# die Etfchor aua&uchen , die ich fur die beseem, Oder weni^er 
schleehten erkannte, und diese warent der 
J i s a SilSZ&t $£h*ontfon» unc ci as
ikaikJaiiiay»rl

From this selection of the best works we have 
some idea of the r«ifelish blood and thunders which 
must have occupied his time, and looking back, the

1 i f.G. XI, x. iho orifclnala are thf..*flSar.rat,
Shar«m.tor» (Minerva Press. 1793) 2 vola. i y~'. J. rjra, the poet-1aureate.
An historical tomance or the Xlth. Century 
(Crosby, 1796) 2 vole.
SaSSer / *t o w  on G3Sti ^ v H e * Py H”V* Rlehard 
Kackenroder In feet undertook the Goman 
translations and it would be interesting to study 
them as produets of the most delirate and sensitive 
intellect ol all the German Komantleista, at work upon hackneyed and sensational themes.
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totality of evidence amount* to a el ear proof of 
his knowledge of a wide seiection of n̂gJLlah trivial 
literature* It was inevitable for one so impression: 
sable and so imaginative that these works contributed 
to his own literary stock and were later to be 
continually drawn upon by the mature writer* Ihe 
Gothic novels were, at least in the hands of the 
lesser authors* by nature repetitive and similar 
in their choice of themes ana characters* For this 
reason an accurate analysis of their influence is 
made difficult due to this thematic inter-borrowing, 
the various authors striving for success by 
intensification of emotion and effect rather than 
by concentration upon stylistic and literary merits* 
In this account we have not regarded Tleekfs genuine 
admiration for the main stream of Fngilah literature 
with which he was so familiar* our purpose being 
rather to assemble the scattered and previously 
disregarded evidence of his equal familiarity with 
the literary backwaters* in order to establish a
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connect! on or perhaps even a continuation In his own 
works*

Lot us now look at his knowledge ol the 
**or responding Lerman novels*

We have spoken ol the fLothir dichotomy* 9 the 
simultaneous attraction and repulsion felt for a 
certain kind of sub-literary work (not that the 
phenomenon as such is by any means restricted to 
literature)* One is involuntarily reminded of some 
words of talter oeotts

•but when the public have been surprised 
Into an universal buret of applause, it 
is their custom to indemnify themselves 
by a corresponding degree of censure; 
just as children, tfcsn tired of admiring a new play-thing, find a fresh and 
distinct pleasure in breaking it to 
pieces** *

This is supremely true of lieckfe attitude which 
was from the first derisory, all mention of specific 
works of the •bchauerromanfclker* being accompanied by 
contempt either Implicit or expressed* iet the mere 
frequency with which he returns to these works and

1) Fallantyne’s novelist*s Library, X, xx
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the space he devotes to denigrating them, reflect the 
necessity he felt to keep reminding himself of their 
actual worthlessness* In point of fact the role 
of toe horror and sentimental literature was In its 
time so great that It simply could not be ignored by 
a man who had chosen the profession of lot tors*
What Hallo says of Byron anti the terror-writers is 
word for word true of Tieckj

1 He know the works of the school anti the effect aimed at did not leave him 
unmoved* Although he affected an ironical, even a contemptuous attitude, terror-romantic!am with all its well* 
known phrases flowed at frequent 
intervals from his own pen, showing 
that in spite of his mocking* he was 
himself influenced by the literary images of his day*fT

For many toe novel had still not been accepted 
as a legitimate form of literary activity, restricted 
to those unable to weave the threads of poetry or 
work within the confining limits of the cram* and 
there is something, to be said for the view that the 
Novelle, to be carefully distinguished from the

1) Hallo, op* cit*, p*14d»
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♦novel*, was In part a product of the disreputable
c

character of the latter genre as the vehicle oi 
narrative prose.

fX will not adept that ungenerous and 
impolitic custom, so common with novel 
writers, of degrading, by their contemptuous censure, the very 
performances to the number of which they are themselves adding; joining 
with their greatest enemies in bestowing 
the harshest epithets on such works, and 
scarcely ever permitting them to be read by their own heroine, who, if she 
accidentally take up a novel, la sure to 
turn over its insipid pages with disgust.•• 
There seems almost a general wish of decrying the capacity and undervaluing 
the labour of the novelist, and of 
slighting the performances which have 
only genius, wit and taste to recommend them. # I am no novel reader - I seldom 
look into novels - It is really very well for a novel.1 3uch is the common cunt.*

1Thus Jane Austen.
Tieek'a Peter Lebranht. elne..H«ggtej?hfe.-jaiIl9 

AbwfitheuerUrhkeitgn.a although not written lor the 
series, falls into the period
and ae the title suggests it is a persiflage of the

1} Itarthani i».r Abbey (London,1880) p.21f. 
21 Part 1, T.L., XIV; Purt 2, T.O. XV.
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works ol adventure and imagination, the satire getting 
at times such control over the writer that it is even 
turned against himself* He opens with what he claims 
to be the accepted style ol' introduction for a novelist 
who wishes to attract attention*

fDer 3turmwind raaselte in den Fen stem 
der aitan Burg Wallenstein* Lie Mittemaeht lag schwar* fiber dem Uefllde aus&estreekt, urn Walken ja&ten sich durch 
dan fflmmel, als fitter Karl von Wallenstein 
auf selnem schwarsen Rosa* die Burg verliess, und unverdrossan dam pfellender* 
winds fjitgcgen trabte* Als er urn die 
Ecke das Valdes bog, httrt##er neben sich ein GerSuach, aeln Ross baumte, unu sine welssliche Schattengsatalt drtSngte sich a us 
den GebQschan hervor**-**

At this point he decides to abandon such a 
style and Introduces a few remarks on the ingredients 
which go to make up the popular novel* The list of 
components and the actual works he quotes are 
intcrestings

fRiesen, Zwerge, Gespenster, Hexen, 
etwas Mord und Todtschlag, Mondschein und 
bonnenunter^ang, dies mit Liebe und 
Empfindsamkeit vera&salleht, urn es flatter hinuntersubrlngen, sind ungefahr die 
Xngredlenson, aus denen aas Hear derneuesten Ersfihlungen, vom retermannchen bis

1) T.3* XIV, p*163.
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gur Bur*. Otranto, voro ^enlus bis sum li^,g^^agn^»tght. 8sr Mttrquis 
von Gro&se hat dem Geachmaek all or Ult|«ailleehAfl«R eine andere ftiehtung 
gegsbsci, aber ai$ habon alcd su/^oich an selnem spanischen Wind® dan M%;«n 
verderben; mit Herrn Spies* hat man 
sich fegwghnt, Sfeef^l ^ n ^ W ^ ^ n d ; ; 80 sein; unc kein« Ersmhlun^ dart Jetst 
m«hr Anspruch Bu*rhnn, tjeieaen, gu 
warden, wann der Lesor nicht 
vorhersieht, dass ihm wenigatene die Haare dabei bergan atehen warden.*1

Tho Uanlua is again ridiculed for the utter 
extravagance of its action in the Strauael'edern- 
tale der Preside, there he writes:

’ich hoiie, der Verf&sser das Usnlua 
und de» ̂ M r s  dea.ar^n von..uit. hat 
nicht den 3ehrlftsteller&lauben so sehr 
durehi^chert, dass nicht noeh mancher 
dorter© Laser in d«r» Netse sol It® 
steeken blsibsns*2

In fact* as we have already seen* this work had 
b* «n recommended by Tieck to haokenroder in the same 
breath with Goethe’s Tassoi and had so ^ripped his 
imagination on reading it that he had felt himself

1) T.$* XXV* 164,

Pie Burg Qtranto by W. fcalpoK7
2) T.a, XIV, 127.
3) '■'iacKenrod.e.r.,... Werfce und. fcEU fr o p .c i t . ,  p.d*,



approaching the borders of insanity.1 Put accepting 
the fact that such a novel as the Genius cannot make 
claim to any permanent literary value, it la neverthes 
sleso useless to deny the power of its mystery and 

the appeal of its morality when these have earlier 
been so positively established by Tieck himself. In 
the light of thia wo are justifiably auspicious of his 
later remarks that the most surprising thing of all to 
him is that anyone should error read such nonsense.

Port XI ol :st.ar „gbr.ch* resumes in the sumo 
vein, firstly by deploring the endless repetition of 
♦die schtSnen Fmpflndungen*, so that the reader can 
break off the story at any point and open it up 
again at random for the next bout of horror and 
sentiment without noticeable loss of continuity. 
Surely, he says, the boredom of the works is 
sufficient punishment for the reader1s lack of 
taste in reading them, and then:

♦Mr lachon mit ^orvantes Tlbsr don

- 66 -
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Unalnn der RitterWQeher, und doeh lieot «tin t,ro8Ber Thail von ebon dloaon f ensehsn
',r5hJii » , » relaTi* Blift® " f t T O w T ^ h i r  geworfen,

und bin darttber erataunt* nichb £«rad«» dass *1$ so &eschrloben sine* aonaern* 
dass solrhsr Uneinn srhw&r* auf weiss oxiatiwrt**1

How corcpirtoly Tierk conforms to the pattern
oi Jane Auatwn, f! sole oca look into novela* 9 fXeh
habe nur ainl&e £lirke in dieaa Bttcher g«wori*nf 9 
rlearly a prepoateroua statement* And a« 11 to
justify absolutely her rone agnation oi the novelists*
habit of de&radin^, *by their contoirptuoua rensure*
the very performances to the nurabcr of which they ar

1} T«3* XV9 20f*
iaHfeg-4^jg i»ut — .are all by Cramer. ___

IT.S. XXIII) fleck gives an account
of a meeting, with "ramer and there admits his 
youthful familiurity with the works of this mani 

'Ich a ah don Mann, ar 1st gross, zieirllch 
corpulent, und sein Uesirht sins vcn denen, 
die dua Ultlck und die Auszeiehnung haben, g ar 
kelnen Auadrurk su boaitzen... Uluckliehor 
Kelee habo ich in firtlheren Jahren, well ich 
a m  unrfQteor Hen&ei war, die moisten Romans 
dieses Crumer, vow ^raamus Schleicher bis 
sum Psul Kaos. ^eisaen.* (p.120).
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themselves addin*., Tieck promises to devote himself 
next to the *Volkefflftrchen* and almost apologetically
adds]

•Ich hoffe, ich babe durch diese Ankftndlgung #o viel® Bittsscn getfeben, 
daes der Leaer sich unmittelbar mit mir auaatihncn wtrdj denn wie habe 
ich nur noch Hecht, die tangbaren 'roduktc *u verspotten, da ich aelber ,

*u ihrer Vermehrung lief ere?’
If such a passage asnrs tantamount to a 

confession of hie own insincerity, it does not mean 
that hia ridicule of the popular novel waa over. 
Further examples could be accumulated almost 
Indefinitelyi Lafontaine’a ôntterxinjt la dismissed 
as a collection of •UnnatUrllchkeiten* und 
Unwahrecheinllchkeiten*,2 and of hia other works:

•Ubrlgens salan diese Bucher 
vielleieht k«in Fatter ftlr joneo 
bekannte Thier, welches man kurswa^ die Hachwelt su nennen pfleget denn 
er, so wie das tlbrige gegenW&rtlga 
Zeitalter, Sssen die ctwanlgen Kerne 
heraus, und sie schrieckten ihnan.*3

1) I.S. XV, 22. .
2) Die 31sben >.ciber dee Blaubart T.o. IX, 107.
3) Kin TaKebuch T.S. XV, 333.
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•till worse was to corns In an article on
&,ft TWwm^«3iiattftteaMab8. ww, la+fftmlfleiiLlfaito >
whore he says of Lafontainei

fideaer achri its teller* der nur die liatur 
sue einlf fm und nicht den besten Bttchern 
mu kennen oeheint* beaitst die Kunst* uns 
"haraktere vorsuatellen* die gar nicht e 
^haraktoristlsches haben und do^h wahre 
Un&eheuer sine*.*# %q Pathos sain soil* linden wir fast inmer Lemelnheit* Venn 
din feurlger Lisbhabcr* nachdem er seine Geliebte aui die Probe gesteilt hat* In 
einem Brief an elnen Freund ausruft; *>le 
1st mein} und w8re ale vom Koptm bis sum 
Fusse sifts einslge Eiterbeule* so 1st sle mein! • so welss ich nicht* ob man einen 
soichen barsteller mehr verlacht Oder bemitleldet* ubrigone habe ich diese, 
atelle nur uus dt» ( edttchtnls cltirt*9

We may well wonder why Tieck continued to read 
such an author* let alone quote him from memory* yet 
in 1811 in the introduction to Fhantasua he is still 
talking derogutlvely of Lafontaine* dpiess and framer#* 
Veit Veter is another who receives the same treatment* 
a® ln u « >l0bsn V Slbor das Maubart:

1) UftghLiEtatttfw r (U ip s i* .  m a ;  i ,  1 0 2 .
2) T.3. IV, 26f.
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♦Wenn Ihr air uber elnlge Paraonen dea Veit 
Weber einwerclen wollt, ao weiss ich Fuch daraui frellieh 
nlcht *u ant wort enj nur halte ich ea immer Jfllr 
gef&hrlich, wenn Ihr Fuch nach don on bilden wollt**^ 
while in written as late aa 1837,2 he
and Waiter Scott are mentioned as literary equals in 
the sphere of the historical novel*

Of the other numerous references scattered throughout 
his pages we ahull motion only the satirical scones

%Geschmack*̂  On his search for good taste Serbino 
is represented as meeting most of the world* a greatest 
writers and also, in allegorical form, the main 

literary tendencies of the time* Thus on the one 
hand there is ample scope for abuse of such writers 
as seem to deserve it, as well as genuine praise for 
the high-priesta of literature, *dio hoiligen Vier*, 
Dante, Ghakespears, Cervantes and Goethe* dchlenkert,

1) T.S* IX, 190
2) T.S* XXVI, 440* 
31 ?.G* X.
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whose Friedrich mit dor gobUacnonnant,e m o w  to 
have caught Tieek's fancy,1 io Introduced in poetic 
disguiset

*Nun ktfnnt ich Fueh noch elnen andern zeigen, 
Der nur gew&hnllch Maissner heisat, doch dieser 
1st Jatzo wenig in der Arbeit mehr,
Wio jener dort, der mit dem Kopfe achlenkert.'^ 

In the wood-seen* in Act V Veit Weber appears as 
'erster Geaell’, Spless as 'zweiter Gesell* and their 
conversation describes a process of literary history, 
as Tieck represents in dialogue form Weber's love of 
mediaeval subjects which latterly had been replaced 
by the ghosts and spirits so beloved by dpiess,
Zweiter Gesellt

•Ja, er soil warlich an den Gpiese sein 
Lebelang denken. Ich komme in alle Unschuld daher und treffe mein allar
il ebs tea Publikum in seine fiarrheiten * vernarrtj mein Fhronwerther, wenn ich
don guten Geschmack ratten wollte, musste

1) It is 
197;
Die

2) T.3. X, 16$.
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ich raich keino Unkoaten und kelne tttfhe vorctriessen lussen; Miilionon Gespeneter und Hoxen, Lul't* unc kassergsioter hub® 
ich dahinter her srhiekan n&Issen, uts nur 
seine Humpen uno T urn i era und ultdeutsche BlibK« iUreal«'-.t5rtar nebat ihren »
etymologiachen Krklttrungen xu vordrtbigon.*

A parody of some lines of Shakespeare, symbolic
of the imitative and ambitious efforts of the unskilled
novelists, foretells the end of the era when their works
will be admired i*2

'Oft sehn wir weiss Papier, nennt airh satirisch, 1st Luftgestult, doeh thut's wle LUw* und Bttr, 
Haiaat Heldon, M enaction, heilge Ur&ber, und 
Die leere Luftgeatalt erscheint der w*it 
uno glebt vor Lesern sich ein Air.
Die Taschenbttcher mit den Pforden vorn
Bald warden sie ohn* Spur auf immer schwinden:
Sal auf Autoritftt nich gur su keck ein Praseer,Wle Land schelnt mancbes dir, und 1st nur Wasaor

in ■ osser.'
the lack of sincerity In much of hia derogatory

1) T.S. X, 239.
2) Ibid., 231. the lines of Shakespeare are found in

A<* l)i* l l u :7i 9 ~ l u'Sometime, we see a cloud that*s dragonish;
A vapour, sometime, like a bear, or lion,A tower'd citadel, a pendant rock,A forked mountain, or blue promontory
With trees upon’t, that nod unto the world,
And mock our eyes with air...That which la now a horse, even with a thought, the rack dialimnts; and makes it indistinct,
As water is in water.*
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comment pan b« gauged by the almost Indiscriminate 
use of it against writers oI repute, whose works he in 
truth ardently admired. To Kackenroder he had written 
on 12 December 1792 oi‘ Schiller's Die K&uber»

*0 ea iet doeh ein herrlichee, ein gBttliehes 5tQck, • air iet, als nfflaste 
ich vor Sehillern hinfullen und ihn 
anbeten... warren behaupten, was sie 
wellen, die Rttuber bleiben ein grosses stAck, mich begeistart es iramer mehr, 
je mehr ich es verstehe, wer es nicht verateht, der mag sich an Klara von 
Hohencicnen1 laben, den fOhrw man wieder 
su der Kichelkoet der fransBaiachen 
bt&eke eurfick, fQr ihn hat dchlller, . 
dhakespeare und blithe nich gosehrieben.*

But in K f C T f l i : . *»• h*ro U m n m  fchat 
Louise, whose heart he had been seeking to captivate, 
has got engaged to someone else:

*i enschenl Kenachenl spraeh er gang 
laut, heuchlerische, gifti&e Krokodiibrutl Xhre Augon sind asser, ihre warson sind 
’’"rsj KBsse auf den Lippen und brhwerter in lusenl • 0 Bosh ait. hab* ich dulden 
j_alemt u.s.w. Sr heilt die gsnse Rede 
Karl Poore, und bemerkte in eeiner uth nicht, class sie nicht auf seinon Zustana passe| wer wird auch in dor Leidenschaft , 
auf solche Kleinigkeiten KQcksicht nehman?*

1) Play by ~.H. apises.
21 Tieck to '.aekenroder. fe'ackeiuroder. < erke und Brieie. 

op. cit., p.143.
3) T . a ,  XV, 190.



In >1111am Lovell, the Countess llainville pokes
gentle tun at the sentimental heroines of French and
Fnglish writers:

'leh bon so empfindsam, wle Rousseaus 
Julie, eln wenig melanehollseh, eine kleina Yeinturs aus foung and eine so 
langweilige Vemunit und MoralschwStserin, 
als die Heldlnnan der Fngllschen Romane.
Jie wurden mich hassen, wenn die mich in 
dieser Trag&llenlaune stthen; aber Lovell 1st davon besaubort; er hUlt mich in 
Uadanken ttSr eln Ideul Richard sons, fUr eln 
himmliachea und Uberirdisches OeschtJpf. •1

And as a final art of apology for the most
2gruesome of his works, Abdullah, he brings it also within 

the scope of his derision. In the eighth chapter of 
Fater Lebrocht IX the writer says he had been so 
careless in an earlier chapter as to Introduce a 
speaking character without considering whether his 
style of speech would find favour with the readers.
From here he goes on to discuss how the plot could 
develop from the duel which this stranger now has to 
fight and says:

1) T.3. VI, 78.
2) T.S. VIII.
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fI>a» Duel! konnte au^letrh ein© achbne 
moraliarhe Virkun^. auf den Laser thun, und dar Srhluss so grausenvoil ain^eriehtat 
warden, wie ao 1m Abdullah nur im&er 
gearhohen let#9!

Ha rosy thus be surprised to find that on one 
occasion Tiork turns to the dsfenee oi these same 
writers, taking up a position alwilar to that expressed 
by O.L.B. Wolff In bio Alit,emelna UsgcMftbAe-daa
SSS82&1

•Stein Homan aber, mttfee er noch ao 
achlecht seyn, let fur Ole Kulturtiesehichte unwiehtig, denn Jed or trS(gt reehr oder 
weniger den Stampel seiner Zeit und offanbart, httufig gar wider den Killen 
dee Autors, ihre *onfilcte und ihre 
Nelgun&en... Alio Ceschichta iet doeh nur die Darstellung des Fortschreitens 
und Geheramtwerdene dee mensehlichen 
Geistee und aeit der Homan exlstlert, ward in Ihm limner der Kenge Reehenaenaft 
abgelegt von dem, was die Zelt bewegta*

Hark undertook to write the preface to a new 
edition of the eighteenth century 'Robineonade' of
Schnabel, ftfo whi*h speared in
Breslau in 1828.** This preface takes the form of

1) T.S. XV, 62.
2) (Jena, 1850) p.10.
3) This preface was reprinted in the _________

ochriften IX, 133ff, as .ritlk und. deutachoa TOeherweaon.
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an imaginary conversation between Iloek and a friend 
who enters to find him about to start work on this 
prefare. On the friend* a challenge as to the 
necessity of yet further editions of such novels* 
Tleek admits that this kind of literature has perhaps 
been too quickly condemned* without investigation of 
the circumstances which have produced it. the 
ribaldry of earlier ages* before the growth of the 
novel* he says* had not had any destructive effect 
on civilisation* so why should the present age be 
morally ruined by its books. ^ach age has its own 
peculiar needs and thus*

♦...die moisten dehriften nur eln 
Bedttrfnis der Eeit befrledlgsn* was 
aber doch* wenn es ein wahres Bedttrfni©
1st* befriedlgt warden muss, mag eine sp&tere Kritik elnsuwenden haben* was sis 
will.,., die Geschichte* die i» steten 
Kcehsel begriffen 1st und sein muss* 
bald diesen bald jenen atand aehr 
Kur Thtttigkeit odor sum Leiden ergrelft 
und auffordert* dass es kelne Oeschiehte 
gttbe* wenn die Gosfflther der Menschen nicht 
auf mannichfaltlge Weiso, durch vieieriei frlebe und Begebenheiten auf^erelst WtDrden* 
und aus dera GcHOthe weltero 3uaaerlirhe Be*' ebenhei t en orwUehaan*..und in unsern Ta&sn gehfcrt ftbr den Beobachter diese von 
Ihnen verachsfthte Gattung von Bttchern ebon 
auch su jenen Zelchen* urn sich su erkemten



und surecht su finden**
It is in keeping with our knowledge of Tieck1s 

methods in literary criticism to find him thus sharply 
upbraiding one whose opinions conflict with those he 
himself happens at this moment to be defending* The 
trivial novel, as the descendant of the popular adventure 
story, can clearly make the same claims to literary 
respectability, for its enthusiastic reception alone 
indicates that it was meeting some kind of need of the 
time* In our own day it is not unusual that those who 
feel they must decry the methods of the sensational presa, 
still yield regularly, if surreptitiously, to its 
attractions, and Tieck*a relationship to the novel of his 
day was probably of a similar nature* Crabb Robinson 
felt the same uneasiness about the fascination which 
Mrs* ladcllff# exerted over him, and seeking to justify 
it, notes in his diary for 27 June 1829:

ffinished Uoplpho* which I ought never to have begun* Iettawards the end it Indisposed me 
to any other occupation* But, after all, the 
interest is merely that of the worry of 
finding out a riddle*

- 77 -

1) Dio Inaal releenbur^ (Breslau, 18281 p*xvi*
2) u*C* Robinson, op* cit*, p*366*
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The riddle i» however only part of the answer, 
for the Interest remains after the riddle of any 
particular work has been solved, and in fact it is 
this element of riddle and explanation which makes 
the reader so contemptuous at Che conclusion* The 
appeal lies rather in the development of a chain of 
seemingly supernatural events which, for the duration 
of their genuineness, paralyse the will to rationalise 
and rivet the attention upon the events themselves.
It is in the disappointment of the solution that the 
Inherent absurdity of the whole story becomes 
apparent and Incurs the scorn of the hitherto 
bewitched reader* .

Perhaps the best explanation of all is given 
by Tieck himself in the scene of tie Vo*r,elscheuche A 
where Amalie la surprised by Alexander while occupied 
with a copy of Notre Dame de Paria by Victor flû e, whose 
works marked, for the ageing Tieck, the nadir of dei 
t&enerate romanticism; she feels the necessity for some

1) T.3. XVII, 249.
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explanation:
#wm n  man ©a elnmal angefangan hat, rauoo man eo wohl enriigen, man otelle el oh, wia man will; aber dor Wlderwille, der Ekel, den 90 mir err©gto, lot gerado daaf wao 

mlch feooolte. Jed© Gclotenkrankheit,Joder ustand, dor von dots abweicht, wao 
wir Natur und dao Hothwendige neanen, feooelt unore Aufmerkoamkeit, und laidor 
lot etwao in unorer Seel*, 3cbw&ehe, lieu&ler, 
krankeo Geltkot, odor wao eo oei, wao don oehlechten Inotlnkt in uno oo otachelt, 
daoo wir uno vom Verdrehton, Scheuoollchen 
und Grauenh&ften nicht learner orhnoll genug hinweg wendan,.* Lao entoehieden Hltaolleho 
kunn, worn* dor Haler Talent hat, uno oo faorinleren, wle jene ^ehlange, die durch 
ihren Bliek diekloinen Vbgel oo besaubert, 
daoo ole ihr in den Raehen fllegen nKlooen*
So habe Ich also dleoeo Krankheita~dyroptom, Oder dies© ihre Komuntuk, wle die Franoooen 
ale nennen, air etwaa n&hor ina Auge gefaoot, 
aurh urn %u erfahren, in wiofern, dao neuete 
Jahrsehend mit dem linken Puoa suerot auo dem Bette getreton lot*9

Of the possible rauaeo here enumerated, 9krankeo 
Gemot* io ixrobably the moot important in the ©aoc of 
Tieck, who from hie earliest childhood Indulged a 
morbid interest in fear ami horror, and with hlo 
intense imaginative faculty more than once drove 
himself to experience hallucinations and visions*
Ao a child he would at times be suddenly overcome
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by an inexplicable terror* his surroundings become 
strangely awesome* his associates grim and unfamiliar 
and* seised with the fear of possible madness anc an 
accompanying doubt in the existence of any guiding 
divinity* his thoughts early dwelt on death and 
physical decay as the only true fulfilment of the 
human quest for happiness. At night he would wander 
on his own in the darkness* or subject himself to the 
atmosphere of the graveyard in an effort to try and 
establish a contact with the other world.

Tieckfs friends all mention this demonic element 
in his character* which throughout his entire eighty 
years was never far away. Von Friesen writesa

fln seiner aeelisehen Anla&e muss nemilch die F&hlgkelt au elner seltsamen Anspannung 
bedln^t gewesen sein. tficht bloss eine ungewShnliche Krregbarkeit in dchreck,
J£htorn BescHttmung und sonat wie konnte sich Kuwellen in der flbcrraachendsten 
beise seiner gansen Geele pldtsllch bsmftehtlgen* es geschah wohl ouch* dass 
ihn eine momentane kerstreutheit Oder 
Verwirrung aller Seelenkr&fte* wenn auch 
nicht sur#Bewusstioslgkelt ergrifi* aber dennoch fur den & oment aller Frlnnerune 
beraubtea auch erlebte er raehr als einmal elnen ?ustand * in welchem er mit vollem



DawuaatGein Frscheinun£en a&h, die nicht 
kOrperlich exiatirtan. ich weiaa nicht, 
ob ieh hier von Vial on m  aprechen darf, 
rioch arinn^ra mich genau, ol er eolche 
Frscheinungansaelbat dafTlr halten wollte*
Nur ciaa tralaa ich baatiffsrat, d&ea oeine 
rrsrtlhlungen eolchar Frlabnia&e den Stempei der ruhi&atan ubefaeugunfc von ihrer 
uahrheit trug©iu,J>

iirck himaali tella of hia affliction in a letter 
to hia philosopher-friend ocl&er, written on 1 April
1816 s

fIch befinue mich im Uegenthell recht 
a<*hlecht, und leide vielfSltig haupta&ehlieh 
an KopI und Augan, am moisten aber an der 
Saele, well mich wleder Jensr iuatand 
(den ttla hoffentlich gar nicht kennen) von Muthlosi&keit, Lebendbbcrdruaa und 
ei&entlieham Vsraweif ein an rair selbat 
tlberf&lian hat, der mich von Jugenc auf 
von Zeib *u Kelt wie eine wahre ICrankhait 
beachleicht, und ge&en welchen ieh dann 
vergeblich nach Htllfemitteln auche* In  diesar Melankolie aind rnelne 3ealenkrttfte 
dann wie erlahmt und alia Feclern meinee Inncrn wie aui imraer acrbrochen.f2

And in 1828 in the introduction to Volume VI 
of his collected work® he again draws attention to

1) Hermann Freiherr von Priaaen, Ludwig. Tl.a.g.k,
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thla demonic trait which he seemed to share with none 
of his fellows:

•Sehon frtth, in Jener Zeit, wenn die meisten Menschen fast unbewusat ihrer 
Ju^end froh genlessen, ftthrte mlch mein OyrUth *u don ematesten und 
finstersten Betrachtungen. Unbefriedigt von dem Onterrichte, den ich von Lehrern und BQchern orhielt, versenkte si ch mein 
Celst in AbgrVnde, die su durchirren und 
kennen su lenten wohl nicht die Auf^abe 
unsers Lebens ist... H n  vorwitsiger, keeker Z.weif el, ein unenrfOt)liches, 
finsteres brtkbeln hat ten fur mich den 
Baum dcs Lebens entbl&ttert.**

Undoubtedly in later life hypochondria was a 
strong contributory factor to his gloomy self-pity, 
but in his youth at least, this pathological 
preoccupation with the barrenness of life ana the 
gloomy fascination of death and the unknown led him 
repeatedly to the popular literature of the day, in 
which occult sciences, horrific descriptions of death 
and decay, supernatural apparitions and feverish 
hallucinations were to be found side by side* And

li T.S. VI, v.
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it was eventually this twilight region between 
reality and the supernatural that Ticck was to 
take as the background lor hie magical tales, an 
atmosphere which he alone could conjure and which 
is a product ot his own demonic nature* How direct 
this influence was in his youth, is shown by Friesen* s 
discussion of ;:ii.ykaF?,.^V2&

♦Me haben vollkommen He*ht, wenn Sic 
in der Relle, wclche Andrea Coaimo und Rosa su^eteilt 1st, etwas bemerken, was sich dem Ganten nî hfc org&niach anschllesat*• 
Viellelcht aber gerelcht es Ihnen sur Genu&tuung, wenn ich Ihnen mittelle, 
dass Tlsck selbst diese dchWttche anerkannte, 
und mich, in elnem Gespr&ch Tfcber diesen Gegenstand, an das gegen ?nde des vorigen . 
Jahrhunderts betriebsame esen gehelmer 
G eeel1schaften und Grden, wie Illuminaten 
und Rosenkreuser, erlrmerte* Gas war es, was ihn «u dlesem Nebenwerke verlHhrt hatte, 
ohne dass es ihm doch galungen wSLro, dasselbe 
auf eine pr%nantere Wei ae dem Gansen einsuverleiben.

?*ere we have then a direct proof of conscious attempt
by fleck to assimilate those features of society and
literature which were discussed in the preceding section*

1) H*F* von Prlesen, op* cit., II, 60*
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Kinder * finds this a feature common to moot of 
Tieck*$ early work, and believes that the hallucinatory 
elements there are derived directly from Tieck*a own 

demonic experiences, these in their turn having been 
etimulated by his knowledge of the ghostly which he 
drew from hia reading:

•Tieck eat predispose par son temperament 
•aidetique* a des state vlsioruiaires - 
lesquels se produisant cheque fois qu*il 
y a * refoulement* des tendances profondes del*individu; mala cos visions, ces 
hallucinations sont dans 1© detail ncurrles de reminiscences litterairee: 
le souvenir de ses lectures le hanta
Juaque dans le paroxysm© de seshallucinations* v^ellee-ci a lour 
tour fournissent a Tieck le models des 
©tats hallucinatoires qu*il prete si 
souvent a ses heros, en particulicr dans 
ses oeuvres de jeuneas©**

$© have seen the immediate effect of i*or Genius 
upon his mind, and in the same letter to kackenroder
he substantiates his fear that he has already an
innate propensity to madness, by describing the occasion 
when, after attending a ball at Reichardt*e in Haile.,

l> T i e r k ^ ^ a r l a 0  ! ^ ?  r w . a g U u u e  a l l  Luciwi&
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he had been overwhelmed by the solitude and the 
reality ol nature as he walked through the surrounding 
countryside:

•Fndlich stieg ich auf die Fel sen, die aeHBnste Gegend bel Glebichen&tein, 
wie alies romantiaeh vor mir lag, mir war, ale lebt* ich in der fernsten 
Ver&angenheit, die Huinen dee Rltterschloaees biickten eo ernathalt nach mir hin, die Felsen ^eneriUber, die Felsen 
tkber mir, die wunkenden tBumc, daa 
Hundebellen, alias war eo achauerlich, 
alias* atimmte die Phantaaie eo rein, eo 
hoch*

this identification of ruins with the adventurous 
past and with the possibility of latent horror, was a 
feature he had found in the literature of the time und 
he never failed to be fascinated by the sight of ouch 
a landscape. Hia fate-druma frarl von Berneck was 
inspired by a visit to Berneck in the Fichtel^ebirge 
with Wackenroder in 1792, of which he writes:

•An tiieae 1 elsen und finstre ThSler 
kr&pfte sich die Frinnerung an die Rittereeit. ..do erregte die Natur mir,7 
hier einen fast tragiachen Findruck.1*

1) Warkanrodgr. <ortcg und Brltge. op. /-it. p.>0.
2) T«$« XI, xxxvii.



And the diary ha kapt during a journey through 
Germany in the summer oi 1803 with Bur&adorff, contains 
frequent references to similar ruina:

•Fr. Jun. 24.... Auofcefahren, in Graupen.
. . Kirche, heil&e atie&eni oben

die Rulnen baaucht. .
:>onn.Jun.25.... Buchau, Ruina, onn«nuntartange.
Pr. Jul.l Berneck, schfcn© Rulnen.
Bonn.Jul.2..... Die Ruina von Btraitbert

besucht.
Fr.Jul.8...... Fahrt nach Ochloas Glch.

achTSn konsarvirte alte Ruin©.*1
) ut the bast expression of this love of the

•romantic’ landscape is found in a latter to Varnha&en
von Fnse, written from frlangen in 1793«

•8i© kemion naina Vorliebe fttr das 
ronantischa Kittalalter, soleh© Ruinan sind mir immar ‘Ruaserst ohrRttrdi^, fur ola

1) P. Matenko, *tieck*a Uiary fragment of 1803 and his 
Movalla 3a2-^ffl22EESJLaa’. 36 (1937).
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Phantaale hat das Mittalalter aehr vial 
ansiahandes und der Veratand findet es 
immer krSftigor und vorzflglicher als unser 
schsales Jahrhundert..i... Das Rauachan 
einea Waldes, ein Bach, dor von Falsan 
flieast, alne Klippe, die la Thaia aufepringt, - as kann mich in einon Iauraei 
versateen, der fast an Wahnslnn granzt.'2

We thus ses that Tieck, living as he did at the 
time when the *dchauarromantlk' was at its most 
productive, was thoroughly acquainted with this 
literature, despite his remonstrances in print, 
v e have considered his natural Inclination towards 
the occult and the horrific, the pleasure he derived 
from living in imagination amid the powers of darkness 
and searching out the unknown.

Now ws must turn to Tieck the writer and see how, 
as ail early romanticist, ha unconsciously carried over 
into the new movement both themes and stylistic devices 
which he had found in the trivial literatures of 
1ngland and Germany. These are naturally eubaldiary 
to the Influences of greater man - Ghakaspaare, Goethe,

1 )  V *tfnhataaffi. x m J x m  a e i p a i g ,

2) Ibid, p. 196.



^rvanteaf Qo?%t~ but they are nevertheless 
unmistakably present and represent a much neglected 
laeet ot the origins of teraan literary romanticism.



CHAPTER THRT’f 
The Conoclous and, .Upc<»g.ciait».,U«». ,of.„feg»Mg

>,*«■?**„». hys&

Almost all of Tieckfs first literary efforts were 
in the field of drama and for the moot part these 
exist even to-day only in the original unpublished 
manuscripts*^ Of little merit in themselves, they 
nevertheless bear witness to the industry of the young 
schoolboy and to his endeavours to adopt the themes 
and motifs he found in his own reading to produce new 
dramatic situations* These early plays are characterised 
by a crudeness in style ana a mock-violence of language 
ami action, which provide clear indication of the models 

Tieck had chosen for himself* For our present purpose 
they are of little value, yet it is interesting to 
notice, in view of what has already been said of 
Tiac^a willint,ness to pour derision on the very sources 
upon which he himself was drawing, that in one of these 
works, a nameless five-act comedy which £eydel calls

1) For fuller discussion of these manuscripts see

belongs to the German (formerly Prussian# atate
Library in Berlin, was removed for safekeeping during 
the war to Tubingen, where it has remains* *
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Ola Mobenbuhlar and plar.a about the jrear 1769, he 
satirises these same vicious, exaggerated dramas by 
presenting *** unsuccessful author Dunekel, *fco feels 
hia future la assured by hia latest masterpiece on the 
theme of Samson# Dunckel insists on reading his play 
aloud to his wife, for this is his moot ambitious 
project to date, a tragedy in 13 acts with 63 scenes,
206 characters, 10 battles, 36 duels and 62 ghost- 
appearanee*#^ This particular scene in the comedy 
id of importance as evidence that I'ieck, even at this 
early age, was ready to poke fun at the efforts of 
himself and his etmtemporuriea, and it may therefore 
be taken as another sign of hia acquaintance with that 
kind of literature# An understanding of this attitude 
of Tieck towards his literary work, an attitude which 
could perhaps be described as an anticipation of his 
Komantic Irony, is necessary for a balanced estimation 
of the influences which shaped his first years a 
writer#

1) Bee Appendix A#

t
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i.hilo still a schoolboy he had in these 
ambitious projects already given promise of unusual 
talents, anti it is ol no surprise to find his teachers 
at the friedriehswerder Gymnasium in Berlin turning to 
him for assistance with their own works of fiction*
It is the resultant influence of these teachers upon 
him which has so enraged later critics* who have tended 
to accept unqueationlngly Haym*s pontifical denunciation 
of the evils of the corruption of young genius:

•Kina grOssere Versttndigunfc an dem 
Talents, eine schmBhllchere Korruptlon des Jugendlichen Ceistes ISsst aich nicht 
woh} denken. Kinder, die von ihren 
Eltern sum Eetteln unc betrGgen. Junge 
Leute, die von Krwaehaenen su sinnlichen Auaschweifungen angeleltet warden, sind 
nicht in elner schlimmeren Gchule sis der JVngllng, don eein Lehrer sum tfltsrhultil&en 
seiner literarischen GQndsn macht.* 1

The corruption here referred to is the fact that
Tieck*s first serious compositions were written in the
style of the prevailing trivial romances and that the
natural growth of his poetic gifts was stunted and

lj K. Haym, Gle jiomantlsche dchulfl (Berlin, 192GJ p,29



deformed by the pernicious influence oi those who 
chose to exploit rather than to encourage his 
versatility. The ehief defaulters in this respect 
were his two schoolteachers. Bemharcii and haebach.

August Ferdinand Bemhardi (1769-1820) was 
perhaps the more beneficial to the enterprises of the 
young Tieck, for although still very much a rationalist 
in the old tradition, bis studies in Halle had awakened 
in him a genuine appreciation of contemporary literature 
and of Goethe in particular. And it was perhaps 
rather out of his own frustrations as a creative 
writer that he felt attracted to his Imaginative and
productive pupil. Their warm friendship was destined

*

however to be of somewhat short duration. In 1799 
Bernhardt married Tieck’s sister dophie, but the 
unhappy marriage ended in divorce in 18o? and produced 
an embittered estrangement of thetwo men which was never 
healed, Bemhardi was eventually to achieve a wide 
reputation as a philologist with the publication of his
aaasiflflhir**1

- 90 -

1) 1301/3. 2 vols.
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Friedrich fberhard kambaeh (X767~1B26i was himself 
an established writer of petty tale* and literary 
brle-a-brae suited to the lowest level of demand by 
the time that hi* attention fell on fieek* It 1* 
quite true in hi* ease to say that hi* purpose in 
harnessing the eager sixth-former mrreiy to speed 
up hi* own output, for apparently hi* formula for 
success - ffcenn ieh einmal stecken bleibe, knirsehe 
ich nur mit den ?&hnen, und ea geht wieder irisrh 
w e l t e r ! - was not infallible. But it would be 
false to imagine that tieck was here corrupted, for 
in dashing off trivial and ambitious works, he was 
continuing his former practice, and the technique he 
applies, far from being copied from Hambach, was taken
directly from the current literature#

2.Indeed Heeaner h*a eonvineltifcly ahcen that 
Alla»Koddln muftt in i'aet have been betun by llerk 
before Hawbarh joined the atoll o1 the srhool in 1791,

1) Ri Wpke, I, 118.
2} H, Hemraer, op» eit., p. 106.



whereas KCpke1 specifically states that it was a school 
exercise written at the teacher's request. Kumbaeh 
first called on 11 ®ekf a help in the completion of a 
robber-story being written for a collection which 
appeared under the impressive title rhaten urn; P?lnheiten 
renommlerter Kraft* und Knlff&cnles,̂  The subject of 
Kambach* a contribution was a notorious poacher and 
highwayman, Mathias Klosbsmayer Oder dor buyriach© 
f?i©©©l, who had been executed in 1771 after a career 
of lawlessness which, by its contempt for the social 
oppression of the time, had mace him a semi-heroic 
figure In tee popular estimation. In accordance 
with the spirit of the age the present volume was to 
reveal the essential goodness of the man, who had
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1) R. Kfcpkft, I, 117.
2) Berlin, 1790/1. 2 vols* Gundolf describe© the

story as feine rtfhrselig moralisch scheln-pSdagogisch, freiairmlg salbadernde dchauermUr mit kr&saen 
£egebt,nh©it©n, schmalsigen Reflexlonen und 
verquollener Seelenmalerei.* F* Uundoli, 'Ludwig
Tieck' in Juhrbuch ties iraign u&utachen Hochfetlfta 
zu Frankfurt. 1929. vSi.



allegedly been foreed to embark upon a life of erime 
by the harah treatment rereived at the hand a of unjust 
aoriety • V.hen Rambarh tired of the hulf-completed 
task and handed it over to Tieekf the arruaationa 
of exploitation and eorruption of the young writer may 
aeem to have found some Justification* But an analysis, 
of the study by Hemmer lauds to dlffarsnt conclusions, 
Indeed to the conclusion that such an exercise, far 
Iron being harmful, was in fact beneficial, being 
rather an essential stage in  the progress of the 
Romanticist, an opportunity to discard the clinging 
conventions of the fashionable literature and to 
discover, by experimentation, his own true metier, - 
ftambaeh’s contribution to the book, the first eleven 
chapters of the story, is a fairly pedestrian paraphrase 
of an earlier biography of Kloatermayer which bore 
the colourful title Leben und '-nde des berttchtl^ten

1) H* Hammer, op. cit., pp.357-65. ihia work, as a specialist study of these specific works, has been 
drawn upon for the facts about <-:athf«*a qpstermayor. These provide striking confirmation of our view that 
Tieck*s development was essentially independent of 
Kambaeh.
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fcfiQghU&rtaft. j&toflfi w. jaiaiaB*. jwftjBtk. .iMM«-agsfr 
A w  bfflttftrtm ©q?r, ft^^a^^^aas^rJiBa&aiL. flhliua
selleret« Augapurg, Franfiirt und Leipslg, 1772# Only 
when Tieck took over at Kambach1© roquatit did the 
narrative acquire any dramatic content and bear the 
light and ©hade of a personal ©tyle, lea© dependent 
on the ©ource# And if clearer proof of thia i© 
required, it 1© to be found in the epilogue which 
tieck added to the final chapter, in which he 
expresses the diapleasure ho ha© found in trying to 
Inflate thi© worthier criminal to the dimension© of 
a hero3 ,

'Denn, i» engaten Vertrauen geeagt, 
ee let ihm ©ehr ©auer geworden, dieaen 
Kerl ale einen Holden in ©elnem Faehe darssuatellen, wie ea die Pflicht jebea 
Piographen let# Warum? Well er nicht© 
raehr und nicht© waniger war, ala? • ein 
3pit*bube«f^
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This final sentence has found its way into several 
works on Tieck in support of the view that Tieck 
objected to the work he was being forced to do. But 
in fact this is not the case, for his objection is 
aimed solely at the literary conditions set, vis. the 
public oemano for such stories of virtuous criminals. 
The addition of the final sentence is rather the one 
vital proof that Tieck has not been corrupted, but 
that he is able to rise above the actual task he is 
completing and see the work at its true value. The 
chronicle style here required was exactly suited to 
iieck's peculiar gifts and for the first time we find 
him disciplined by the material in being forced to 
abandon the excess of metaphors, personifications 
and epithets which had been so prevalent in his 
earlier works. And Haym1s ironic observation:

*i)azu hatte er sich an Goethe und Shakespeare, 
an Schiller uivi Cervantes begeiatert, urn die Eratlin&e 
seiner Phantasie in den ungemind eaten und H&aailchsten



StUtten unserer Literatur zu vergeudent1 may be 
con founded by the fact that for the first time in 
this tale Tieck show© unmistakably the result© of 
his n©w«H»ane acquaintanceship with bon ^uixotQ in 
the technique he adopts for holding the reader*s 
attention by breaking the logical sequence of his 
narrative, his use of irony and even in the direct 
borrowing of certain expressions, such as the *im 
engsten Vertrauen* in the above quotation*

We may therefore Justifiably conclude that kar 
bayriBche Hlssel a milestone rather than & 
mi 11atone for the young Hack.

Pleased with Heck's first co-operative effort, 
Rambach assigned a further task to him a short time 
later, when he grew weary of a horror-novel he was
writing. This was lie Hserae Masks. %£aa
achotUach# Ueschichte (1792) published under one 
of Rambach*s pseudonyms, Qttokar Sturm, and consisting 
of the theme of lie fifluber transplanted to an

• 96 *
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1) R. Haym, op. cit., p.29.
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Csslanlr sattlng In the Hlghlwida of dcotland »
Thla atmosphere was achieved by the use of such names 
as Lunkan, Halwina, 'tamo, loakar, Linuf anti 

Cunchomsr, all found in Oesian, as well as by 
introducing such typical devices as knocking on the 
shield as s challenge to fight, the cairn of four 
stones marking the hero's grave, the emphasis on 
bleak and chilly Imagery and the uninviting, barren 
landscapes. But in the preface to the novel Hambaeh 
admits that it can make no pretence to reality, and 
discloses the obvious in telling us that its inaccuraciss 
are in any case of secondary consideration as the sols 
object of the story is merely to amuses

'do 1st s.B. Rhinguif, wie ich glaube, 
keln Schottiacher Name, allein or 1st auch 
nicht so fremd, dass ich ihn nicht h&tte gebrauchen kttnnen. Ftwas Shnliches llesse 
sich fiber die Verpflansung des Vieins nach dehottland sagen, allein diesn Unrslnigkeit 
will ich nicht einmal beofinteln, sondern 
lieber geratiesu eingestehen, so wie ich 
denn fiberhaupt bekenne, dass ich bloas ffir die Unterhaltung geschrleben habe.'

Two hostile brothers, "wno and Ryno, the sons of
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Tondal, are in love with Malwina, the daughter of 
Toakar, who haa promised that aha Mill be given to 
the one who provea himself the braver. By nature 
the brothera differ greatly from one another, Carno 
bain* the nobis, valiant hero beloved by all, whilst 
Kyno ia the spiteful and sinister one, everywhere 
despised and feared. Tieck'a contribution waa a 
part of Chapter seven and the whole of the following 
final chapter, In which hia task was to depiet Ryno'a 
mounting self-reproach for hia cruelty towards hia 
brother, and the ensuing destruction he brings upon 
himself. In this fleck, found a situation which 
corresponded in part to the conflicts which had been 
fought within himself in the moods of depression and 
near-insanity referred to in an earlier chapter. The 
Inevitable horror of the situation, which had been 
inherent in the story as he received it from Kamboeh, 
was coloured and intensified from hia own experience 
of the unfriendliness of his environment and of the
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results of gloomy introspection* Ho wrote, as Hay® 
says, 9well eine Krankheit der keel© seiner Phantasio 
den 3toff dasu aufntttigte* * *

This is a vital factor in the estimation oi the
role played by Rambaeh, for we see that Tieck*s
life-long Interest in the horrific and demonic, 
recurring as it does throughout his entire literary 
production from these early works to some of his 
latest, springs Jointly from his own psychopathic 
disposition, conditioned by auch stimuli as he found 
in literature* And this element would have asserted 
itself whatever the attitude of his teachers*

If we consider the vocabulary and imagery of this 
final chapter, Hyno* it becomes obvious how familiar 
he must have been with the *trivial Journalese9 of 
his time* All the devices of the horror-novelists
for creating and sustaining atmosphere are found in
abundance, indeed in such abundance that the surfeit

1} H# Wayro, op* cit*, p*3l«
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of extreme ©motion© prevent© the reader from 
experiencing either compassion or pity for the 
helpless victim* Stylistically, the horrific simile 
la perhaps the outstanding trivial feature oi this 
chapter, as in the opening scene where a servant 
leads Ryno to his rooms

f£ieser stallte die Fackel in elne Kcke der Halle, und entfernte sich dann 
so schnell, als wSre Ryno ein schrecks sllcher Drache, der mit rasseinden 
FlQgeln hlnter ihm her jagte, um ihn mit selnen Baslliskenaugen ansubllcken, 
oder ihm selnen glftlgen Hauch1ins 
Angeaieht su blasen** (p»523)«

i>o conventional was the application of this dragon-*
simile that it occurs once more in the same chapter,
after Ryno has seen Dunkan's ghosti

fFeucr tans ten vor selnen Ao&en mit 
rother Cluth, und es war ihm, als 
sischten Draehen hlnter ihm her, die kllngend mit den grauen bchuppenfltfgeln 
rauschten*1 (p.539)**

Further Instances of the horrific simile can

1) "f. Abdallah (f*b*VIXI» 125) t *als wenn brachen mit klingenclen Fiugeln hinter ihm herjagten, so enilohe ©r*f
2) Abdullah (T*S*ViXXf 119)t f*tenn Omar statt mir 

die l*antf xu reichen, mir einen aehuppigen Lruchenhals 
cntgegnrecktl#
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easily be found:
9 * *V»ie brausenda JtHrmc* dureh den 

Fichenforst rauschen, so rauschte ihm 
die Vergangeftheit furehtbar nach, die 
7ukunft lag vor ihm, wle ein Abgrund 
voll sehwaraer Racht, aus dem ihm 
Jchlang.cn entgegeatischten und btJlfe 
entgegenheulten: a e y u n s e r l '  (p. $2>jj

•Tannen und lichen truten fUrehterlich 
wle schwarse Geapenster aus der Trde 
hervor, die ihre *ackigen Arme gegen ihn hinstreckten, die ketterwolken achienen 
Ihm Ungeheuer, die ihn im Votf&berfilegeci ankiaften, 'ino von ihren Rabenachwlngen 
FltWte auf ihn herabschBtteten,9 (p.53U*

3nakea, wolves9 dragons anc ravens9 the animals 
usually associated with the ruins and lugubrious 
atmosphere of the trivial setting, all feature in 
these similes, and very often the respective noises 
of the animals were added to Intensify the horror 
and to provide the first indication of a characteristic 
which was to become more apparent in the Romantic 
literature proper, namely the correspondence between 
the forces of external nature and the inner mood of
the person involved. This feature, which has its
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most permanent form in the line of Verlaines 
*Votre am© ©stun payea^© choisi...* 

is a good example of the literary refinement by the 
Romanticists of Gothic remnants, for the identification 
of the outward face of inanimate nature with the 
character*© inward disposition has its beginnings 
in the background of storm and tempest used to 
indicate the approach of horror and danger, alternating 
with the singing of the birds and radiant sunshine to 
prelude a love-scen© or some more favourable turn if* 
the action. In the middle of the chapter we can 
again see how conscious Tieck is of these methods, 
for he depicts Hyno as deliberately trying to recall 
the more harmonious symbols, such as the harp, to 
overcome the fear which the presence of these gruesome 
creatures is causingi

*Dlese feierliche gr&aalich© 3ti.il© konnte Hyno alcht dulden. Fr wollte irgend 
©ins der bekanntesten Harfnerlleder sin&en, um in dieser grausenvollen iHste 
sich nicht allein zu acheinen, um H&n© su
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h*6ren, die ihn den Tod ver&easen Hessen, 
die ihn taut machten i'ttr das Achsenbe 
Geschrei der Buie, die von einero verdorrten Bsute vor seinem Fenster1 
ein Todtenlied ki'Acbftte.* ( p * 5 3 2 J «

How instinctively the schoolboy was able to adapt
his vocabulary to his purpose is evident from each
of these passages, although the quotations given are
typical rather than particular. Any doubt as to
whether he was being led on by Rambach or drawing
upon his own resources may be resolved by comparison
of the following sentence with the language Tieck useo
some time later to describe to V ackenroaer the terrors
conjured up by Crosse1 s Uer Genius: the linguistic
style, as well as the horrificcontent, is almost
completely the same, a proof of Tieck*s receptivity
for this kind of writing, which in the course of the
following years was to bring him close to mental
disorder:

1) Bf. <arl von Be meek (T.SJU, 97 i: #UbortBnt mir
jene Buie, die vota verdorrten Baum herunterwlnselt.*
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vDa fuhren ih*n ^ehreckgestulten aus 
der Finsternio ent&egen, wie nit Sehlangen: 
:ktSrpem wanaen ale sich »u ihm hinan, der 
bchautier f&aste ihm mit eiskaltar Hand in 
den N&cken*’ (p.523).

Fut the main point oi similarity with the cheap
novel remains the vocabulary» the preference for
auch sui'gestive words as ’furchtbar’ 1 fthrchterlich’
’achrecklich’ ’schauerlich’ 1basilisk* ’Moder’
♦Gewfclba’ ’Grab1 and ’Lei^hnam* g whi«*h were part
of the novelist1a stock-in-trade* Most striking
oi all is his ability to form these words into
compounds whi**h ensure the unbroken continuity of
sensation and are Intended to intensify the atmosphere -
’Todeoempfindung’ ’Todtenstille’ ’Todtonlisd’
f Todtenderipp e ’ 1X odesan^st* * Leichnamahandf
* Leichenduft’ ’Sterbegewinsel’ ’Kiien^eschrei’
•kolfageheul• ’Lunst&eblide9 ’Fieberfroat9
’ Violkenschieier’ 9k>inte»fittig9 ’iieelenan&et*
’RiesenkrUften9 ’eiskalt* ’verabs^heuungsWbrdig’ -
all is £,riat to his mill in this gruelling chapter9
for the primitive technique of tieck consisted merely
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of accumulating and placing end to end as many words 
of unpleasant and gruesome association as could be 
found* He has already assimilated such characteristics 
of suspense as the sudden surge of a dying flame 
casting its shadow on the wall, the preference for 
the colour red in environments which are meant to 
frighten, and the accompaniment of a hostile climatic 
background to stress the mental dejection of the hero 
and hint at the possibility that some external power 
has ordained his doom*

One thing remains certain, that if ouch narrative 
were written by fleck against his instinctive feeling 
for language and literary good taste under direct 

pressure from specific horror-roongar, whether kambach 
or any other, this style would have been, for one 
so receptive and impressionable, transient and soon 
forgotten. The inescapable evidence for our claim 
that Tieck wrot© with pleasure, even with some 
personal participation, at these Gothic tales is



that this horror-vocabulary had boon so deeply 
impressed upon hia mind that it remained with him right 
up until the very last work was wri tten arid kambach* 
Bernhardi, Grosse and the others were no more than 
dim memories.

In support of this attention may be briefly called 
to the kinds of words ana phrases still favoured by 
Tieck in the works of his later years. It is 
obvious that a writer who came in his own time to rank 
sec one* only to doe the in German letters ana was 
acclaimed after Goethe’s death as his natural successor/1 
did not remain throughout his -restive lifetime in the 
tradition of terror-novelists, except for the occasional, 
conscious digressions into this field in later life.

1) Coleridge wrote to Southey of lieck; v.«ae a poet, -ritic and moralist, he stands (in reputation) next 
to Goethe (and I believe that this reputation will

Mrs. Jameson said of him ’he holds undisputed the first rank as an original poet and powerful writer, 
and has succeeded, by divine right, to the vacant 
throne of genius’. Anna B. Jameson, Visits and oketches at Home and Abroad. 1334, II, pp.148.
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Our examples are therefor© taken fro* decidedly non- 
horrific tovellenf the noteworthy feature being that, 
despite hia abandonment of Uothirism, its vocabulary 
is very often retained, especially in the portrayal 
of characters or incidents where deep ©motional content 
is called for*

the unsuitability of much of the language to its 
context is apparent* for instance9 in the Novell* Der

t w o , 1 the unhappy story oi a 
woman who has fallen into straitened circumstances 
but is re-united on Christmas tfve with her long-lost 
son who has made a fortune meanwhile in foreign parts. 
Here* if a character changes colour9 it is always to 
become fleichenblassf (p.l>W or something similarly 
dramatic, as when the father learns that his son 
Heinrich has decided to leave home and choose his own 
career#

9Der grease, stolee Mann lag bleich und 
heftig walnend, leichenblaas und gan*
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1) T.3.X1I, 137.



serbrochen, vernichtet und trostlos in 
Seasel** (p. 161).

The mother searches desperately for a receipt to prove
that an old debt has been paid*

fIn Todesangst durehforeehte Ich maneh Platen. . Kalter Todesschweisa stand mir 
auf der gtirn..* (p.167).

Unexpectedly she produces the receipt in court where
the •creditor* has Just ©worn that the sum was never
paid:

* Alle Versammelten sahen mit Verachtung 
den Loktor an, der mit ieichenblassem Antlits vor den behranken stand.* (p.169).

And all of this In a story where the vocabulary Is not
Intended to have any particularly gruesome connotation,
rather is it second nature to the writer to apply such
epithets and similes. At random one may find scattered
throughout the various fcovelien the very same macabre
words and phrases found in *iyno. here applied seemingly
without thought for their literal meaning and their
incongruence in the context. Sufficient illustration
will be found in the following quotations which are not
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Isolated references In the works in question, but 
taken from a wide range of Novellen to show the 
continued presence of this excessive language. 
lie Vorlobun* (1823)s Dorothea has promised to marry
Baron von Kallen but, changing her mind at the last 
minute, she runs away:

9Sie kllngelto, der Dlener ward gesundt, urn xu tfffnen, und mit triefendon Kleldern, 
sltternd und todtenbl&ss stttrste Dorothea 
herein, warf sich Ihr so&lelch attlrmiseh 
an die Bruot und rlef mit heiserer Gtimme: 
rette michi

Per Geheimnlsvoile (1823)* Nellie recounts her 
unhappiness in love with Kronen berg:

♦Rronenberg war so heftlg erschUttert, dass 
aein garner KVrper xlttarte. Sein G #sicht 
war leichenblass, und kelne Throne tiraag 
aus dem starron Auge.#

CVcille continues:
9 Was qû tl9 ich ©ich, Dir, Ab&estorbener, Dirt 
wandolnde Leirhe, deutlich su maehen. Gttbe 
ea noeh IClWster, dahin Wtlrde ich fltfchten.

1) T.3. XVII, 148.
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Nur tan* sich Uott.in atillster Urabessin::samkeit widmen*•*x

'Totitsmblelch sank der Minister in seinon Ssstiel *urtlck#,2
ttmr V.lederkehTende Orleehiache Kaiaer (1831):

•A lie  fuhrcn trio enteotst aul, Johanna 
ware todtpnbleieh, damueben ao pltftalieh mit Pur pur tfbargoaaan. *3

bar Hexen»3abbath (1832). Of old Gertrud who lived
alone In her hut:

♦So erenhien ale alien, vorstl^lieh der 
Ju&end, wie ein Leirhnaei, odar wie ein 
Geepenat.*^

"atharina learns that Robert haa been burnt aa an enemy 
of the Church:

♦ Catharine atieaa einen luuten, durch: 
:drin^enden Srhrei aua und la* todtenbl&as 
und re&un^aloa wle elne Leiehe i® 3eaael.'
<P. 323).

Die Ahnonurobe (1833):
♦Der Graf .. tolnt, an daa Fenater, kehrta

1) T . S .  m i ,  438.
2) T . S .  XIX, 81.
3) T . S .  XX I ,  280.
4) T . S .  XX, 260.
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dann aurflck und fasate die Hand Edmunds. 
Der junge Pann eraehrak, denn die Hand dee 
Ureises war todtenkalt, wie die einer 
Leiche.9^

r it: en»inn und UuBfi (1836) i
fbieae Wesen slnti wie der Baalllak; ale 
vergiften mit den Augen.f 2
vGott 1m Himrelt schrie der Rath. beine 
stimme sltterte, seine Knie wankten, er 
war todtenblelch.9 (p. 387)*

Even in the biographical Novella Licbterleben <18261
Baptists, the old man at Oxford who tells character
from physiognomy, talks of the beautiful hands of
Professor Suffe in the following terns:

9 Ich ktJnnte diese Hand immerdar in Glebe kttsaen, und schaudre doch vor dieser 
bchbnheit surUek. .* Inner ^lttnsen mich in dlesen KnVcheln Todtenachttdel und oie, 
geblelchten Gebein© von Leichnsmen uui •9

In waldolnaamkeit (1841) the old woman who supplies
food to Linden in his imprisonment is referred to as
9daa bleiehe Gespenst9 9das blasse Gerippe9•

li T.b. XXII, 126.
2) T.b. XXIV, 281.
3) T.b. XVIII, 172.
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These works are Intentionally placed chronot 
jlogically without reference to their content, for they 
represent a wide variety of subjects and are composed 
on equally differing levels of seriousness. But 
woven unfailingly into the pattern are the tiny 
ttothic threads, the signs of Tieck* s llfe-lon^., partly 
unwitting, interest in the supernatural and its attendant 
forces. The last great work of Tieck was his Vittorla 
Accorombona (1040), considered by some to be his best 
and the one which /'eydel finds to be the most 'modern* 
of all Tieck*s Novellen and 'comparatively free of 

hie customary interminable c o l l o q u i e s . I n  time 
there lies almost half a century between this composition 
of the declining, lonely and disillusioned man and the 
schoolboy essay tyno. yet do we not still find him here 
fully in command of the morbid terminology on which he

ohad constantly drawn siri'-c those early days:

1) Feydsl, op. cit., p.319. .
2) V11torts Ac-orombona did not appear in Tieck*s collected works. The edition to which the page 

numbers refer is that published by Hesse and 
Becker in belpeig, n.d.
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9L*lchenblaas, aber still l&chelnd, aass Vittoria im Grass.9 (p.IS).
#..Der Jtfcngilng atTbrste, lelchenblass und 
mit allm  Ausdruefc der Angst..9 (p.66).
9Dem HardInal veraagt© das >ort ira Munde, 
er war todtenbleich geworcten.9 (p.lOV)•

Donna Julia learns that Marcello has been staying with
Peretti, although forbidden to enter the cityj

90 Gotti Gotti Jesus Marial so steht ea? Fin kalter totiesachwelss rann ihr 
in urosaen Tropfen von der Stira Tiber 
das lelchenblasse Angeslcht.9 (p.20*)•

iVittoria is sitting at her window writing of the 
scene before hers

9Nun geht ale fort, die AbendrBte, die 
KtSnigln; bl&ulich &rau, wie Leiehname stehn die Felsenkuppen, wie Cespenster 
fast, und mlch ergrelft ein Dchauer und Elttert an mein Her* hinun.f (p.272).

She turns round and sees a strange figure cowering
in the corneri

1 Dein Angesicht war wie das sines halb 
verweseten Leichnams, die Lippen biases 
:blUulich und die Augen dunkel mit atechendem Blick.9

We have been concerned here solely with the vocabulary
employed by ileck and have taken our examples
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intentionally from later works where horror is not 
the end in view, in order to show that theee elements 
are present right throughout Tieck1s works. It is 
thus demonstrably true that Tieck began his career 
as a writer in the prevailing style, devoting himself 
to the deliberate creation of terror and wallowing 
in thoughts of destruction and misery. In matur^r 
years, as the previous section has shown, he revolted 
against the clichees and conventions of the uothicist* 
and ridiculed their extravagances and excesses, not 
hesitating to pour scorn upon himself in the process, 
those who remain unaware of the magnitude of Heck9a 
work and the wide variety of styles and themes found 
within it (for Heck, if known at ail today, is known 
only as the author oT the Kgrehon. notably yQr Monde 
T>kbert. and as a vatu* aeeompliee of liehlegsl in the 
latter's translations of ahakeapeare) would not plaes
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him In the category of Gothic novelists,1- nor would 
he himself have wished it, yet this is the direction 
in which his first writings led him, and it was 
therefore inevitable that Tieck, developing toward* 
his own Romantic theory under the influence of a 
new-founo love for the genuinely mediaeval, for 
music and for art, all gained from his associations 
with Wacknnroder, alongside the mystic philosophy 
of Jakob bfthme, should carry over many of these 
elements with him.

Gothicism, we have already maintained, is a 
spirit and not a concatenation of devices, but this 
opinion has not always been shared by those who have

1) This assertion seems fully reasonable despite a notice in |ftff Review of 1626, Vol. 3, 136,which says of fleck: 'But considered merely as a 
novelist, he is a complete exemplar of all the 
most extravagant horror-mon&ers who infest the 
literature of Germany. Of the three tales hers &iven, the fannenhguser is full of wild preternatural 
horrors, labert Auburn is a medley of 'maudlin 
faerie* an5 revolting tragedy, and Love Ma.Ac is 
a perfect Incubus of the imagination, in which the 
beauteous heroine is tamptsd by the devil to cut 
the throat of a child, for the sake of feeding to a green-eyed dragon, and raising a potent love- 
charm from its blood!*



worked in thia Held* In hxa ftunatlorm bchauerroman*1 
H« Carte hue set out to eatabliah that Jean Paul1 a 
IItan la9 by virtue of the fart that all the supert 
2natural content of the book ia already to be founo 
in the terror novela9 really to be classified amor% 
the iirhauerromane. Very wiaely Carte doea not claim 
to eatabliah proof of direct borrowing, but rather 
demonstrates that Jean Paul absorbed elements which 
were part of the everyday uaa&e of the terror-writera* 

This intention ia very similar to the deai^n of the 
present work9 but with the eaaential difference that 
Carte'a case reata on the adduction of parallel 
instances in the uae of devices and aymboia*

k similar procedure la adopted by Redden
in her dissertation on The Gothic Fiction in the

2American ai aginea. in which a list of the fourteen

• 116 •
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f characteristics of the Pnglish Gothic Novel* is drawn 
up, which may bo referred to in determining what 
American magazine fiction qualifies for the epithet 
fGothi-f. It will thus clearly be of value for us 
to confirm that most of these Gothic characteristics 
are in fact present in the works of Tieck for this 
will establish the acceptance of these devices into 
the romantic literature with which he identified 
himself, although they are here of much lesser 
significance than in the works where they originated.

As may be expected the lists of Kedden and Garte 
have much in common, and we shall here follow that 
of the former supplementing this where necessary by 
reference to Garte. Kedden adds details as to which 
arc the accompanying phenomena associated with the 
main headings, thus for 9the Castle9 she gives 
9haunted wing of castle, winding staircase, heavily 
arraaed chamber, loose floorboards, mouldering stone 
walls fringed with long grass, courtyard, temple, 
towers9. Similarly for the others in the list.
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Our example* are related to these detailed lists 
rather than to the more vague headings# ihe references 
from Tieck are by no means exhaustive, but will suffice 
to establish the ease. ,

*• The ~astle. Horace Walpole had chosen a castle 
as the stage upon which his ghosts and visions were 
to perform, anc so great were the possibilities of 
this that an old xamily residence became an almost 
indispensable feature ui Gothic novels. Indeed 
Ratio choaa £ho ^uot«i "aaU<t a* the oymbol of 
horror-roflsantlcism in his book of that name, and 
there says:

•The reader quickly observes that this 
•haunted castle9 plays an exceedingly important part in these romances; so 
important, indeed, that were it eliminated 
the whole fabric of romance would be bereft 
of its foundation and would lose its 
predominant atmosphere. The entire stock-in-trade of horror-romanticiaro in 
its oldest and purest form consists chiefly of the properties and stall of 
this haunted castle, and ... to my mind 
acquaintance with the materials of horror- -romanticism is best begun with this 
central stage and its appurtenances.1

1J lailo, op. cit., p. 7.
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The castle is favoured for its dark galleries and 
vaults, which provide boundless scop© for the unexpected, 
aa well aa for its association with the past, usually 
culminating in an ancestral curse upon some false heir, 
f̂ ra* Kadellffe retains the former element but alters 
the emphasis of the latter by her preference for ruin, 
which she finds more romantic* Her castles and 
monasteries therefore show signs of neglect, fractured 
walls, grass-grown courtyards and desolate interiors, 
and this w© can find also in Tieck* Hsbeawerben  ̂
has exactly such a castle of awesome appearance with 
gross growing up between the stones. Das iUubers^hlpas* 
embodies all the traditional eharaeteristies, even to 
the use of the adjective ,gothiachfi

Horn butte das H&uschen einen kieinen 
Balkon und auf belden Selten swei 
gothtsch versierte THtirmchen; in dem 
einen lief die ftendeltrepps hinauf, su welchem man aus dem untern aaal dureh 
ein<? Tttr und einige Stufen gelangte*1

1) T.S. XXVI, 400* 
21 T #S* XXI, 220.
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The same epithet ia used by William Lovell A to
describe a house in Kensea which la traditionally
Gothic in atmosphere:

•Fin altea gothieches Geb&ude ateht hier in einer wdeten waldlgen Gegend, der tartan 
1st verwildert, alle Bedlentcn sehen aua 
wie Barbaren, das ganse Haua hat eln 
kaltea unbequemes Anaehen.*

II• ^aatle Accessories. These are the furnishings 
and other contents of the castle, which go to make 
up the peculiar atmosphere of the whole building*
A particular room within the c&stle may be found to 
be •Gothi** in character, even if the caatle itself 
is not; an unknown door will be discovered accidentally 
or missing papers found in a secret compartment of a 

desk* These features too are fount in Tieck9 s works*
A Gothic room Is found in the ruins of tie jClauaenbmv 
(1*3. XXVt 136), while secret drawers and panels are 
fairly frequent, e.g* William Lovell (T*S* VI, 26Gif 
t b«ndfe»aprgrhe (T.P. XXV, 217), Pie Ahngnprobe

1) T.P. VII, 133.
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(T.3. XXIX, 83), generally with the sole purpose of 
affording seemingly trapped characters a way and 
having no sinister significance, as in Der UuhrnMrkt:

•An der lapete rfchrte in ihrer BetrlTbnis Roaina an einem kleinen und ©a
eeigte sich, dass dies eine Thttr war, , die nach den innem Gemttchern Whrte.fA

Similar is the seen© where Vittoria Aeeorombcna is
sitting writing in her room when suddenly she hears
sounds from behind the wall as if someone were sleeping
there:

••• ftlhlte sie alt der Dpitae des Finders 
plBtfclieh ein KnCpfehen, nicht grosser 
una dicker als etwa elne Linse, unkannbar 
in der Mauer, mit Farbe Bberstrichen - und 
sowie sie den Druck atSrker wioderholte, 
ftffnete sich plBtslich ohne GerSCdsch die 
V£*fl£i»92

1X1. Dun, sons and Subterranean Passages* These were 
usually discovered accidentally or else one of the 
characters led there for a specific purpose. Instances 
of the first kind may be found in V alceinaamkelt 
(T.&. XXVI, 316), in the dungeon atmosphere of

1) T.3. XX, 118.
2) Vittoria AccQroo>bo»a. 182-i
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Alla-f oddin, with its f feuchten t«8nden einer enfc on 
unterirdischen Grube* (T*~. XI, 297* • But in 
similar style to the Hull of r'blis in Bickford1 • 
Vuthek, Tieck expands the underground passage to an 
otherworldly cavern v#*«*re the hero meets with supers 
: natural forces or must undergo some test of courage* 
The moat terrifying example is that in ''haptor **ine 
of the Second Book of Abdullah * but a similar episode 
occurs in lie ; leben elber des Blauburt when the 
magician Bernhard leads Beter to a deep underground 
vault whose entrance was #ein© ochwarse Felaenmauer, 
vor der ein sottiger grosser Hund lag und * ache su 
halten srhien***

IV* natural Phenomena* Tieck1s treatment of nature 
is more than merely regarding it as a device, and is 
one of the chief characteristics of his romanticism*
As such it will later be treated as a separate topic, 
although, as the analysis of tano has shown, his early
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works use the convention oi storms and sunshine as 
stereotype backgrounds to horror ami pleasure 
respectively*

Pictures* Pictures had always played a prominent 
part in Uothl* fiction since first used by alpoie* 
Their special role is to remind of some forefather who 
must be avenged or whose curse must be lifted from the 
family* The animated picture has particular horrific 
potentialities, as in The "astle of Otranto, where to 
Manfred9a astonishment 9 the portrait of his grandfather 
uttered a deep sigh and heaved its breast9, and shortly
afterwards he saw it 9quit its panel, and descend on

1the floor with a grave and melancholy air*9 In 
Per Abschled. a tragedy written by Tieck when still 
nineteen and one of the best of his early works, this 
motif is employed with great skill, for the portrait 
not only moves but seems to bleed* A^ain in William 
Lovell. William tells of the picture at home which

Is H. Walpole, The  ̂as tie of Otranto, (London, I836) 
193*4.



always affected him in some strange manner, and a 
powerful situation is created when a figure approaches 
whom LoveJL recognises as Jenes grauenhafte blld melnes 
Vateral1*

He returns to the same device for atmosphere in 
Der KonciaOchtii<e<

•An den linden hln&en alte Familienbllder, 
die lapete hatte sich an einer 5telle losgeblattet.•. Die frische Nachtluft, 
die in den Raum strich, hewegt© die 
Tapete, die Gebilde wankten in ihren Hahmen, und es war, als werm U®later 
durch das Gemach *og«n*f*

VI* Dreams* The dream in the Gothic fiction had 
served mainly to warn of some impending fate and it 
was still used by Tieck for this purpose, generally 
with gruesome association, as in Abubeker’© dream of 
the coming disaster of 3ellmfs attack on All (1«8. 
VIII, 90). In william ^ovell Old Willy has a 
premonition of death in a dream in which the deceased 
Walter Lovell appears and says that they will soon 
meet again (F,3* VII, 83)*
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1) T.3. VI, 133.
2) T.3. XXI, 35-6.



V I* Jwoona, this is one ol the wore primitive 
effect** in trivial literature, for the swoon is a 
seemingly automatic reaction to bad or surprising 
news, which occurs with alarming frequency or is 
staved off at the last minute by an act of extras 
;ordinary self-control on the part of the heroine* 
lieck uses the device with moderation, although swoons 
and near-swoons are particularly evident in ver *%Xte 
Voro Barrel

1.• ar ffthlte sich einer Qhnmacht nahe*#i
1 Die Frerode sitterte, und war, als ale 
in das Flmroer des ulten trat, einer 
Ohnmacht nahe.f*

And the same phrase is used for a third time in Olflck
ilebt Verstand (T.S.XIX, 104) where it marks the
climax of a series of succeeding emotional shocks
suffered by airoon. Also in Der ftelhnacht»Abend:

1Maine Angst stieg iramer hBhar, bis sum 
achwindel und sur Ohnmacht•13

1) T.3. XXIV, 230.
2) Ibid., 159.
3) T.a. XXI, 167•
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and in
f « • ich mtSchte 
nur K6ntifceif*

vui. *ho ameasaiEa*
an indiscriminate use of 
riyno. where apparition©, 
symbols are applied mostly without any eloar distinction 
between the real and the unreal. But as his literary 
^ifta develop Ti&ek la able to refine these 
supernatural elements and use thorn to suit his own 
purposes, Instead of allowing them to get beyond the 
point where they are deprived of all significance by
their very frequency. How Tieck adapts this to

m ' 2  artistic ends will be seen in a later chapter.

IX. -lerlcax af,d "onyoptional Milieu. .alpole*a 
Castle of Otranto had introduced a monk in the peraon 
of Father Jerome and in hia tragedy Ihe Mysterious 
Mother he presented Wie first criminal monks, yet.
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ohnmttehti& werden, wenn ich

Tieck*a first works ahow 
the supernatural, aa in 
viaiona, ghosts, voieea anc

11 T.S. XX, 62.
2) See 'Chapter Four, Section B.
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as already pointed out, it was the criminal monk 
Ambrosio in Lewis* The ?<onk who really started the 
long line of sensuous and intemperate clergy in the 
romances* ~onv*nts and monasteries, as places 
offering refuge to persecuted heroes anti heroines, 
became a necessity when tyrannical fat ers and 
merciless uncles seemed about to catch up with their 
hapless victims at last, while the downfall of a 
monk from his life of voluntary and holy asceticism 
to the depths of lust and self-indulgence allowed 
these fearless novelists wider scope for their lurid 
imaginations than ever before* Tir-ek, who was, often 
to the despair of some of his friends, a rigid moralist 
in all his writing, had no part in this extreme trend; 
although Alla-Modain has a sinister priest Debastino, 
it is because he Is introduced as a representative of 
the Jesuits and the Inquisition that he is painted in 
such dark colours* This same opposition is again 
expressed in the person of the more sensual priest 
Dechant in Der Bexen»Dabbath (T.i>* XX, 233), although 
Tieck never attempts direct portrayals of the procedure
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and methods ol the Inquisition as Schiller had done
in ter delatecseher and Mrs. Hadcliffe in Xh&.i^ian.
H*M, achetber, who ha® made a detailed study of

9 when h© describe® an historical event and give® the clergy Ignoble part® in the talet 
he doe® ®o for one of three reason®: he
may be imitating Scott; he may be following historical source® which he find® available; 
or he may be striving for theatrical or dramatic effects*92

Tieck certainly had no knowledge of Scott before 1817 
and this Influence has no part in Tieck9 s early works* 
Of the remaining two suggestions, the latter seems 
more acceptable, and the possibility that these 
effects had been learnt from the trivial novel is 
very high*

*• uarc!y.3* The harem 1® a constituent part of that 
aspect of the Gothic novel which ha® it® setting in 
the Orient. Beckford's Vathek is the best example

*ieck* s attitude to the '*hurch,i offers the following,
explanation

1) M.M. Scheiber, 
(Cath. Universl

2) Ibid., 71.
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of &ur*h a work, but It la doubtful whether the harem 
may be considered a main characteristic of the genre 
us a whol̂ f* Tieck certainly usee Pastern settin&s 
in some of hia works, e.g. Alraanaur. lie Brttder and 
Abdallah. but hia inspiration here was mainly the 
Arabian hlights, coloured by what he found in 01 eariua 
and Cancel si oh. While it is therefore true to say 
that a harem is implied at the court of All in 
Abdallah (T.3. VIII, 1) this is merely incidental, 
the essential factor being the use of Oriental 
background.

XI. Tyrants. Dominating parents or guardians are 
not frequent in fleck because he is more interested 
in portraying people than types, and the tyrant, by 
his one^sidedness of personality and lack of any 
trace of humanity, can only remain a type. Thus 
Delim*a refusal to allow the marriage of Abdallah 
with ?\ilma may be regarded as the motif which 
necessitates Abdallah9s betrayal of his father, but
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this stubbornness originates in an old promise made 
by Delias, whose nature is really anything but 
tyrannical* For the utter tyrant in Tieck, one 
must turn to the non-mortal creatures of diabolical 
nature, such as Mondal, whose very character is a 
personification of cruelty on a supra-human level.

XII. Idsntlfiratlon ugylgqa. In the Gothic novel 
the son was usually recognised by his parent by some 
physical mark, thus re-uniting the family and 
resolving the situation* This was the means adopted 
by Horace kalpole to elevate young Theodore from 
peasant status to the nobility* This development is 
not to be foreseen by the reader, as the father in 
this case is no other than Father Jerome, who had in 
fact only entered the ^hurch after the loss of his 
family but now recognises hi© aon by *the mark of a 
bloody arrow1** (A similar situation occurs in 
Ti*rk*a tale y;1.2.Varggt»nuafet In whirh a wundarlnt 
knight roans across a hermit monk who is finally 
revealed as his uncle). The r rudlty of this



cumbersome bovine la obvious, but was clearly known 
to Ticck who used it rather as an alter*thought to 
clinch the position than as the traditional climax 
to a long search for missing relatives. In bis 
Vogelachcuche. Baron M I kwuno recognises Ledebrinna 
as his son by means of a f staged* recognition, the 
physical marks which decide the issue not being 
genuine:

f^r hatte ihn, ale sich dem Ledebrinna in 
der Hitze des Tages das Halstuch etwas verechobcn hatte, an drei rothen 
PQnktHhen unterhalb des Halses wiedar 
erkannt#f^

Similarly in &aideln*amkelt Ferdinand is recognised 
by fein lichtbrauner Leberfleck aui seiner linken 
hange1,2 while in Ler Jahrmarkt Bernhard proves his 
identity to his former foster-father, Pastor 
Gottfried, by showing the burn caused by the shot 
which was to have prevented him from running away:

,rr strelfte den Aermel auf und Bei-te 
ein braunes Hal am Arme. Oehen ^ie
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l) r .s .  xxviif 309.
I) T.3. XXVI, 54L.
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wohl an dieser Brandstelle, dass ich 
jener Bernhard bln.**

JUII. pound Devices. For Tieck, the romanticist, 
every aspect of nature has a special ai&nificanre, 
not least the sounds of nature, for nature ia an 
animate object whose sounds are its means of 
communication with man. This will accordingly 
be dealt with later in the broader discussion of 
the role assigned to nature by Tieck, But he stiil 
uses other sounds of fearful association, notably 
the striking of the hour of midnight to mark the 
hour of magic when the supernatural powers begin 
their workj

'Die lihr seigte wieder jene traurige, schwarse dtunde - ich ward mir selbst 
wie "in entsprungener Gefangene 
zurttckgegeben.’2
'Fine sehauerliche Stille um&ab sie; ganz dumpf und fern MJrten sie Jetzt 
die groaae Uhr zwBlf schlagen.’*

There are also the indefinite sounds for which no

1) T.3. XX, 141.
2) T.S. VII, 261.
3) T.3. XVII, 240.



physical explanation ran be found and whirh are 
therefore doubly portentous:

fKie feme, bekannte und unbekannte Jtimmen fin*, es an, bin ter der * and zu recen.f 1
And to this we may add the very important passage
from william Lovell whirh summarises the whole
relationship of Tieck to the material world of his
youth:

1Es 1st, als woilten wohlbekannte atimmen 
aus der Wand herausreden, und irh entsetse mieb vor jede® Schalle. R&rft da© Lirht 
nirht saltsame Schatten gegen die Mauerf Wer kann wissen, was ein Srhatten 1st 
und was «r zu bedeuten hat.*2

XIV• Tombs. The terror-novelists liked to dwell 
for the sake of morbidity on the impermanence of all 
matter, but Tieck is ronrerned with the metaphysiral 
rather than the physlral aspert of death* True, 
graveyard srenes held a fascination for him because 
of their macabre associations, as we know from his 
frequent visits to them for the express purpose of
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1) T.$. IX, 167.
2) T.3. VII, 229*30.
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conjuring up ghosts, but in his writings this has been 
subdued and almost extinguished. One still lines 
exclamations like that of Edmund Burton;

1•* der Kirchhof. aieht mir so schbn und 
freundlich aue1*

whilo tha young lieutenant in who
tells of his youthful efforts to make the acquaintance
of ghosts is almost certainly Tieck himself:

•Ich trieb mich oft urn Mitternacht an! 
einaamen KirchhBfen, Oder verrufenen Orten umher, uno mehr wie einmal rief 
die bttsen Geister, oder die 
Verstorbenen mit alien KrSften meines Gemttthea auf.t2

In Per lr erode Lowenstein, returning to his horoe~to*n,
is overtaken by a fearsome stranger who, in the
middle of the wood, takes his leave and vanishes
through a tiny door into a small building. On
enquiring what the building is, Ufcenstein is told
that it is a family vault.

This brief survey of Gothic devices illustrates 
the unconscious dependence of Tie^k upon these

1) T.3.VII, 171*
2) T.3. XXV, 205.
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originals and how they came to find a plane in hie 
maturer work. And the element of unconsciousness 
is of acme importance, for Tieck strove to avoid, 
often unsuccessfully, auch phrases and conventions 
as he knew to be borrowed from the popular novel* 
The heroines of these stories had, for example, the 
custom of turning their guse heavenwards when 
seeking consolation, as in such passages as follow, 
all taken from Mrs* Kadrliffe:

•The Marchioness sighed deeply, and 
raising her eyes to heaven, endeavoured, 
to assume a look of pious resignation*9
9 At these words, Adeline clasped her hands, and raised her eyes to Heaven 
in silent despair*92
9He lifted his eyes towards heaven, and 
a gleam of moonlight discovered peace and resignation stealing on the lines of sorrow*9-}

XI** Tieck selects this feature

Ballantyne’s Novelist’s Library, 
X, 65. All further page references to Mrs. 
Radcliffe*s novels will be to this edition, abridged as B.N.L., X.

2) the Romance of the Forest. Ibid., 134.
3) The Mysteries of Udoloho. Ibid., 234.
Li T.ii. IV, 8.
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for particular ridicule as a meaningless phrase
which could easily be dispensed with:

fi>elbat der Vor stone und dor gen Mlmmei 
gerichtete Blick scheincn mir nicht so charakterlstlech, denn dor orate ist 
zicmlleh unsichtbar, und das zweite Ferkzeichen acheint immcr ©eltener su 
warden, und wflrd© viellelcht gAtn ausgehn, wen a ein starker Kbrperbau mancho 
Mensehen nicht ?wange, ihren Xopi gerade und aufrecht su tragen* *

Yet at other times in his am works, when ho is not
consciously intent on making a case against the trivial
romances, those very same expressions are uaeo by him
in correapondii^ circumstance©*

flch bin bereit, sagte der Mann, erhob die 
Finger und achlug die grosaen Augen wie 
sum Himmel hinauf.*^
11 Das mit clem Vocativ soli auf mich gehn, 
well ich ciie Augen manchmal gen Kimmel 
aufschlage* Woher soil una aber Irost und HofTnung komnen, wenn nicht von dorttf2

In Karl, von Berneck Georg arid Franz, Karl1 s servants, 
discuss their master1o seeming madness* Ueorg aayss 

1 Die ^aut schaudert mir Jedesmal, wie sich

1) T*a* XXI, 169*
2) ?*S* XXIV, 417#
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ihm ci arm die Haar© aufrichten, wie sein 
Auge n&ch clem fflmmel starrt, ale wenn 
©r Trout herab zwlm en wollte.9*

Similarly when Tieck deliberately seta himself to
analyse the characteristics of Mrs* Radcliffe,e

2stories (in the passage already ©ited ) he makes 
a catalogue of episodes at which he gently laughs, 
although from our vantage point in time w© can 
clearly see his own liberal use of these features 
with precisely the same Intentions as Mrs* Radeliffe# 
The three principal devices listed by him are:

1) •Hein Gtttbchen muss recht cineam lie&en.9 
Mrs. Kadcliffe contrived to accommodate characters 
who were to undergo fsupernatural9 experiences in 
rooms far removed from the main building, generally 
in some disused or haunted winc:

9 A servant now appeared and conducted Emily to her chamber, which, was in a 
remote part of the castle.9>

1) T.3. XI, 101.
2) T.S. XXI, 194. Gee Page 55.
3) The Mysteries of Udoluho. B.N.L., X, 32B.
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But how often does Tieck, less deliberately indeed 
but for the same reason, namely the suggestion of 
possible lurking dangers, copy this features

iabgelegen von don ttbri^en Zimmero.'
1 Ferdinand sass indessen in seinem grosaen 
abgelegenen Zimmer.*2
*.. das Gettlmmel aogar bis in die abgelegene Krankenstube drang.'3

2) 'Fa schlSgt so dumpf swtllf in der Ferns.'
Midnight Is the hour when ghosts and spirits come 
into their own and as such, the approach of this 
hour had a special significance for human beings in 
eerie surroundings. rvery writer of thrillers has 
made use of this fact, certainly Mrs. ftadeliffei

'Ludovico in hia remote chamber., heard the hall*clock, at a great distance, strike 
twelve. It is midnight, sold he, and he looked auspiciously round the spacious 
chamber.*4

1) T.S. XXI, 83.
2) T.S. XIX, 247.
3) T.S. XVII, 406.
U  Th* Mysteries of UdolPho. B.N.L., X, 472.



But Tieck too liked to remind his characters that
the formidable hour was comes

'Cans dump! und fern h&rten sie jetst 
die grosse Uhr awtJlf schlagen.'l
'Um Mittemaeht da halten unare tundsgenoasen Wacht.*2

3) 'Das graue kShnchen* recurs frequently in this 
kind of literature as the typical form in which 
spirits from the other world reveal themselves to 
human beings} most often their presence is quite 
sudden and unexpected and they are able to disappear 
with equal facility* having delivered their message 
or having given their warning* be find the creature 
in several of Tieck's works, as a 'graues Wesen' in 
Vlttoria Accorgmbpna,'* as a 'grauea I n c h o n • in 
AbendKesprgche U and as a 'kiwinon, aachgrauen, 
in Winkel sitsenden Mann* in Das iiauberschloss*5

This account does not by any means exhaust the
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1) T.S. XVIII, 240.
2) T.S. XI, 179.

Vlttoria Accorombona. 272.
4) T.S. XXV, 211.
5) T.S. XXI, 203.
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number of devices come;on both to the Gothic novel 
and the romantic Novell#, for these are legion.
Vie might mention in addition the lamp which burns 
blue as a sign of the presence of some supernatural 
agency,'1' the use of symbols of magic or mystic 
association, such as the ring given by Omar to 
Abdallah, the strange root in Abraham tonal11 or the 
apple in Per Abechied. the rays of the moon suddenly
revealing something that is being desperately searched

2for or whose presence was otherwise unsuspected, 
the physical deformity often attributed to personages 
of supernatural significance,** furthermore the 
utilisation of such Gothic ractlfs as the old family 
curse against which no human power can prevail, 
found in Sari von Pemegk and i&d&lah, and the 
emphasis on class distinction in marriage, the

1) T.S. XXVI, 103; T . S .  XXV, 154.
21 T . S .  XXI, 133} Vlttoria Accorombona. 61.
3) T . S .  XXIV, 155 (Flieaar)} T . S .  XXIV, 66 (Hannee)} 

T . S .  XXV, 127 (Ernestine).



person of lowly birth generally betraying by hi® 
eharaeter and elegance the likelihood that he ia
in fart of ariatorratie desrent, with the ronventional

\recognition arena to ensure a happy ending.
In this section the attempt has been made to 

establish the continuing use of much of the apparatus 
of Gothic fiction by the Romanticist Tieck, his 
willingness to work with the same raw materials as 
his predecessors had used, while striving to adapt 
these to suit a different purpose. That these 
multifarious elements are now considered typically

4

•romantic* in quality is a tribute to ths artistic 
taste and literary Ideals of tieck, but the foregoing 
outline must dispel the belief that Tieck9s 
originality lay in the discovery of the features 
enumerated. And while it is true that his personal 
contribution can be understood only by asking after 
the h|pw of hi© poetic technique and not after the 
what of his available substance, it must be conceded

1) A® in Uie Ahnonprobo and Vlttorla Acroromborm.
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that, conditioned as a writer invariably la by the 
age in which he lives, the nature ©1 hia interests 
and the influences to which he la most directly 
subjected, the degree to which he ia able to stamp 
hia own personality on the inherited literary stock, 
offers some indication at least of hia individuality* 
Boyesen*a claims for fleck aa an innovator are thus 
demonstrably untruei

*Foreat solitude, churchy«*rda at midnight, 
ruins of convents and baronial castles, 
in fact, all the things which we are 
now apt to call Romantic, are the 
favourite haunts of Tieck1a muse* It 
ia he and hia school who have the 
doubtful merit of having introduced all these sepulchral situations into literatures Tieck was excessively fond 
of moonlight, and literally flooded his 
tales with its soft, dim splendor; 
therefore moonlight is now Romantic*
He never allows a hero to make a 
declaration of love without a near or distant accompaniment of horn or bugle; 
accordingly the bugle la called a Romantic instrument** and so on in infinitum**1

It is not that every theme which Tieck broached was

1) H*ff. Boyesen, fLiterary Aspects of the Romantic
School* in The Atlantic Monthly X1VII* 1376, p.611*
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of itself intrinsically Romantic, but rather that 
everything he touched seemed to acquire the qualities 
of Hornanticism. the features themselves, less
poetical but no less real, were certainly already 
present.

Returning to the terminology earlier employed, 
it may be said that fleck retained, albeit unconsciously 
to a great extent, the device© of the popular romances, 
while rejecting their fearsome intentions or #G©thie 
spirit1•

It is this latter element that must next be 
considered in an effort to determine the new 
direction of the Romanticists, their more skilful 
application of literary techniques, their refinement 
of the existing styles and themes.

And all are exemplified by fleck.



FOUH

The Development of Gothic Literary Themes

As Mrs# Rad cliffs has been taken to represent 
the Gothic school of literature for the present 
purpose of comparing It with the later German 
Romantic school represented by Tieck, it is of 
value and Interest to find the works of both these 
writers assessed by independent critics in almost 
the same words, a fact which must surely imply a 
minimal similarity in atmosphere and effect between

ithe two. Mathias speaks ol Mrs. Radcliffo as
1 •• the mighty magician of The Mysteries 
of Udolpho bred and nourished by the 
Florentine Muses in their sacred 
solitary caverns, amid the pale shrines of Gothlck superstition, and all the 
dreariness of enchantment.*

In 1811 Mrs. Sarah Austin published her Fiw.ments
2from i> »rman Prose Writers. a collection of passages 

from the works if forty-six German authors in Tngllah 
translation, and there she says of Tieck's fairy-tales:

1) J, Mathias, The Pursuits of Literature.
2) London, 1841.



•The fantastic grace, the mysterious charm, of hia *M8.rchon* are unrivalled, they 
seem written not only about, but by fairies and • creatures of the element**
He manages to combine a sort of infantine simplicity with the gorgeousness 
of eastern imagery, or the dimness of 
Gothic superstition**

Of significance here i© the common phrase *Gothic
superstition*, with all the visions that this
suggests, as also the choice of epithets *pale* and
•dim*, for it is in the indistinct twilight region
between reality and what may summarily be called
unreality that these two writers are at their
greatest* But if their choice of material ano their
sources of inspiration have much that Is common,
their literary techniques and the effects for which
they strive are very diverse, this most obvious
point of contact, namely the fusion of reality and
unreality, marking equally strongly the fundamental
opposition of intention* For Mrs* 'iadcllffe the
unreality is artlficki, the supernatural is merely
an image, and the resources of nature, the material
world, the fears and susceptibilities of man, are

- 144 •
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manipulated by the novel!at as marionette* on a 
puppet stage, introducing a hint of divine 
participation here and accompanying it by certain 
reactiona on the port of the heroine there, only in the 
end to eliminate all the extraordinary content and 
to provide, by further stage management, purely 
rational explanations for the situations she has 
created.

Tieck*e objective was at once more indefinite 
and more complex, and consequently his method 
demanded a deeper understanding of the literary 
potentialities of the material at his disposal, 
as well as greater skill in marshalling it to his 
purpose. He differs primarily from Mrs. tiadciilfe 
in that the existence of supernatural powers and even 
the fact of their participation in human affaire are 
no longer mere artistic embellishments to a story 
but are an essential presupposition to a philosophy 
of the Universe, because he indulged in the words of 
Tymms, 'an apparently genuine superstitious belief
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In the latent sources of sinister power in nature - 
menacing natural forces w*ich might take possession 
of a man*a mind like a malignant fiend.

For Tieck 'inanimate object' is a contradiction 
in terms, since 'existence* can im.ly only 'living 
existence*; sounds are not mere phyeically 
audible effecte caused by vibrations of the air 
or our emotions would not be stirred by music; 
smell and colour must be more than incidental 
ornaments of the flower since they are the 
characteristics by which one flower is distinguished 
from another; and why should man, who haa no voice 
in the beginning and end even of his own earthly 
life, claim sovereignty in a world where he remains 
but for a moment and whose eternal laws he must obey?

It is in his treatment of these two basic 
ingredients of the komantic novel, Nature and the 
Supernatural, that Hack's depth and originality are

1) ft. Tymms, uerman ;toraantlc literature (London, 1955) 
p.52.



to be found, und It is here too that his greatest 
contribution to the proc ress of German imaginative 
writing lies.

A. Mature. The first Gothic author® before Mr»« 
fiad cliff e had oh own little interest in nature beyond 
the convention of a background atom to accompany 
an evil deed, that 1®, a® an additional effect to 
intensify the * ombre atmosphere. The relentless* 
succession of exciting episode® and the need to 
concentrate upon the heightening and maintenance 
of suspense allowed no place for lengthy digression 
upon a natural scene that was completely Irrelevant 
to the issues at stake. But whenever any indication 
was made, and here the German terrorists played a 
determining part, the impression was Invariably a 
panoramic one view eo from a height and sweeping with 
very few words of description across a wide expanse 
of country.

This is the landscape we find in Mrs. fiaticliff e9 s
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first and least successful composition, Vhe ^a&tles 
of Athlln and Lunbayne* in which h^r immense tifte 
as a verbal landscape-painter still lay unrevealed; 
but even with the development of these powers the 
point of observation regains unchanged, a# Indeed it 
does in the later more diffuse natural descriptions 
of the iicm&ntlci ate* this then is one of Mrs* 
Baticliffe’a most important contributions to the 
novel, the occasional relaxation from the incessant 
excitement of the narrative in order to bring to her 
stories, all of which are intentionally placed in 
foreign milieux, the warmth and interest of local 
colour* A close study of her nature~descriptione 
will reveal a technique of threefold construction* 
Contrast of landscape is & powerful device, for It 
maintains the continued restlessness oi the narrative 
while not actually advancing the story and thus retains 
the expectant receptivity in the readerf• mind which 
is so necessary to the unfolding of the Gothic talc*
The contrast may be between storm and sunshine,
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mountain© and pi©Inland, snowy peaks and fertile 
vineyards, rural gaiety and urban intrigue, but it 
remains on a level of purely descriptive comparison, 
the differing scenes usually being visible 
simultaneously from the height of a fixeo vantage- 
point, thus:

•The lawn, which was on each side bounded 
by hanging woods, descended in gentle declivity to a fine lake, whose smooth 
surface reflected the surrounding shades. 
Beyond appeared the distant country, arising on the left into bold romantic 
mountains, and on the right exhibiting a soft and glowing landscape whose 
tranquil beauty formed a striking 
contrast to the wild sublimity of the opposite craggy heights.1*

Or consider the very strong visual contrast contained
in the following, passage from The

•The scenes of this romantic country 
shifted to their eyes. Now frowning 
in dark and gloomy grandeur, it exhibited 
only tremendous rocks, and cataracts rolling, 
from the heights Into some deep anu narrow valley, along which their united waters 
roared and foamed, and burst away to 
regions inaccessible to mortal loot;

1) k Sicilian Romance. B.H.L., X, 58.
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und now the sun rose less fiercely wild;
•The pomp ol proves anti garniture of fields' were intermingled with the ruder features 
oi nature* end while the enow rose on the summit ol the mountain, the vine blushed 
at its foot*1*

In both instances the contrasting countryside la
felt to be * romantic11 an illuminating epithet since
the Romantic writers were to lay &reat stress on the
contrasts and oppositions not only in nature but in
all aspects ol human existence, life and death,
happiness and sorrow, good and evil, matter and mind*
Indeed contract, change, movement, these form the
essence of the Romantic attitude, for it is Itself
a philosophy of universal inconstancy. But the
present discussion must be restricted to the romantic
treatment of nature and this may well be summarised
as a portrayal of nature as a continually changing
element, possessing a life of its own and somehow
involved with the destiny of man* It is still
possible to find verbal antitheses as in Mrs* Radcliffe,

i) Sttiss* x, wo.
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but no longer la It a placid commentary on an
accumulation of static objects, but an animation
of the scene itself, no more does the writer scan
the horison and recount the varying landscapes he
sees lylrv aide by sloe, but now it is nature itself
which rushes past in perpetually chan&ln& forms
and no man knows which is its true face, if indeed
any there be* -

In ber Uehelmnlsvolle. for instance, Tieck
himself identifies this concept of change with
Romanticism, just us Mrs* ftadcllffs had done:

1 Jetst war er in die Xhttler sines romantischon Geblrges eln&edrungen, und 
der Wechsel von Wald und BerjUjHtlgel 
und Kiase ergtftste ihn innig.1

But notice how in tho following passage he proceeds
not merely to state the fact of the contracts in
scenery but to interpret them and to analyse their
various effects upon the mind, hence ths particular
interest in shape and sites:

f Ltlrre Steppen, kleinere * 81richen, aoncerbar©

1) T.3* XIV, 402-3#
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Steinformationen wechaaln pltttBll^h 
ratt gpoaoartiten «aldpartten, achtSnem 
Raaon und edlen Berbformen ab. Alice mohr anreisend, ale befri edits anti, fast 
epigram?: atiach, Milder Scher* tn den Granittrttmmem, melancboliachor "mat 
tn den Vannent oft tfhgatigend, wie eln 
schlimmer Traum, dannwteder eine so unbedeutende Gegand, daao ate Finaamkelt 
tn ihr «u etnen drfickenden, htfchst 
unbehaclichen GefQhle wird.'l

The view ta attil panoramic, whole mountain
ranges, raeadowa, woooa and terraces are at once
distinguishable, yet none ta singled out for detailed
description* But the movement discernible is an
innovation, the views change before the eyes of th«
observer, for Nature itself la actively participating
in the action*

The second prominent feature in Mrs, Radcliffe's
treatment of nature follows indirectly from what haa
already been said, namely the reluctance to indulge
in lengthy and microscopic descriptions, for ahe
excelled in the art of auaacation and exploited to
the full the realisation that man's curiosity la more

1) T.3. XXI, 76-9.
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sympathetically engaged when dwelling on objects 
known to him only In their broadest outlines* This 
was by no means limited to natural descriptions, lor 
it served also to allow a certain vagueness about 
situations in which she intended to imply possible 
abnormal features which the development of the story 
prevented her from explaining. Her method was to 
cast over the scene a thin veil which, as she knew, 
'thrown over the features ol beauty, renders them 
more interesting by partial concealment*9 Perhaps 
it may best be thought ol as an early form of 
'audience participation', a mannerism calculated to 
make the reader contribute something of his own to 
the tale by inviting him to fill in the blanks*
This helps explain the preference for the dimness of 
twilight hours which has already been noticed, and 
accounts for the acceptance ol so depressing a substance 
as mist as a highly romantic element, when other 
concealing agencies, such as clusters of trees which 
obscure a building or the shadows cast across a
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doorway which render the contents of the room invisible, 
have already been overworked• Mrs* Radcllffe's 
descriptions are therefore the products of her own 
imagination, since she deliberately set out to sketch 
landscapes unfamiliar to her, as descriptions based 
on genuine models may well have resulted In an 
undesirable excess of realism detrimental to the 
intended atmosphere of indefinite vagueness* For 
the authoress, therefore, as for ^milia, the heroine 
of A Sicilian Romance* *Fancy drew the scene*• the 
degree of success which attended her efforts is easily 
demonstrated, for has not her picture of Venice, a 
city which she never visited, been celebrated by 
Byron* in company with other portrayals of that city 
by greater writers than ©he:

•I loveo her from boyhood - she to me 
V as as a fairy city of the heart,Rising like water-column* from the sea,
Of Joy the sojourn, and of Wealth the mart:And Otway, Radcliff©, Jchlller, dhakespeamf © art 
Had stamped her image on me***9

U  "hUdw. »« ■■Llarim*l,b. Canto IV, xttU.
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In this respect Mr©. Hadeliffe1* novel© wore fur in 
advance of the conventional horror stories of the 
time, while Tieck1a first writing* reflected here, 
a* in so many other facets, the model* he was 
copying. It was not until he came to reject these 
commonly accepted standards and temper his facility 
with considerations of artistic taste that his

iimagination was brought to bear not solely upon 
the in ricaries of plot and character, but upon 
the whole natural atmosphere of his works, until 
like Jean Paul, *©r ©childert die Gegenoen am 
liebsten, die er niemals gesehen, wtlrde auch den
Anblick derselben vermeiden, well ihn die Kirkiichkeit

1nur atbren rffcehte.*
The following scene from rlne ^omraerraise is as 

typical as anything that will be found, contrasts 
arc prominent, mist partially obscures the outlook 
and only as this slowly recedes do the mountains and 
meadows become gradually visible; the panoramic

1) T.3. XXXIX, 45.
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effect of light, forra, colour are more important 
than the natural constituent© of the ©cane, the whole 
procoa© person!lied a© a struggle between darknees 
and light, Nature as an animate, active forcei

•Einem Sunder gleich riaa ©ich eine groaae breite bpalte in dem dlcht&ewundenen Nebel, 
und Land, ©oimenbegHtnster v,aldlag unten, gegcnftber funkelftde Barge 1* 
wachaenden Llchte* Kaum ©ntdeckt, brachen 
link© und recht© neue KlUlte 1m weieuen Nebelroeer auf, und wie ©ellge Xnaein 
xeigten ai^h von alien Gelten Gebirg und Flur itn ©pielenden Gians dee fluthenden 
donnenacheinee, indeeeen noch daswiechen 
wie Qnde Oder Sattlen die ineinander^es 
sflochtenen Wclkon alle Au©aicht deckten* 
Nun entetand ein fcampf swl©chen Licht 
und Dunkel. Lie Wolken ltfeeten ©ich in
Strelfen, die leichter und wolliger 
serfloaaon und ©ich endlieh in den Liana verloren und untnrfcau^hten. do wurden 
von unalchtbarer Fand allgemach die 
Vorhfcnge weggehoben und da© ganee Gebir^e 
mit ©einen ©ehBnen Formen lag welt auagebreitet in alien Abstufun&en dea 
vollen und gemilderten Lichte© vor d m  
Augen der entsffcckten Be©chuu©r#fi

The third aspect ol Hr*. ftadcliffe*© attitude to
nature Which must be examined i» that of function.
What importance 1© attached to nature*© role in the

1) T.3. XXIII, 26.
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story, to what end does she, unlike her predecessors, 
devote so much time to landscape pictures? A part- 
answer has already been supplied, the descriptive 
passages are there ior their own sake because the 
authoress herself experienced deep enjoyment in 
contemplating the face of nature, and through them she 
added colour and warmth, light and shade to ths

i  *

stories themselves. Nature, one might say, was a 
symbol of the Christian Divine, the form in which 

tod most clearly reveals Himself to man, and inversely, 
the element through which man can most easily identify 
himself with God, Along with the purely aesthetic 
motive already indicated. Nature is intended to 
implant within the hero or heroine a sense of 
religious awe, an awareness of Divine protection, 
und it ia for this reason that a particularly 
oinlater aequ&nee of ovoiit* will bo followed by

i •

a retreat into the solitude of nature* Throughout 
ail her work an insistenre on the ethieal values of 
the ^hriotian faith ia discernible and moat frequently
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It 1© a pastoral scene which forms the liaison 
between the narrative and the didactic:

9 All nature seemed to have awakened from death into life. The spirit of Jt.Aubert 
was renovated. His heart was full: he
wept: and his thoughts ascended to theGreat Creator.1!

At no time, however, does nature, even in its
religious function, become more than a passive
reflection of the Divine, and it ie only with the
Romanticists that nature came to be a part of the
Divine. Here it is necessary to make a distinction
between the varying concepts of the Divinity, for
the power which animates the Romantic world of nature,
brings it to life ana elevates It to a higher status
than that onjoyed by the mortal characters, ie no
longer the Biblical Deity of Christianity but the
classical concept of 9da» LSmoniaehe9* dunshine
is no more a symbol of God9a favour than a thunder:
:storm may be interpreted as the sign of Divine wrath,
and most often the pleasure and peace of a harmonious
natural scene will Inculcate into the hero the

II The Hysteria, of Utipfafrp. B.N.L., X, 239.
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knowledge that the powers of evil are lulling hi® 
into a sense of well-being in order that his disi 
:enchantment may be the greater. This is the basic 
fear that plagues all of Tieck*s sensitive personages* 
that the power of nature is so strong that hostility 
of scenery foretells disaster and an arcicable scene 
foretells the approach of a hostile one* for

•Kelbst die achBnste G eg end hat (iespenster.'1 
Hence active change, not passive contrast, is decisive, 
for it can of itself produce fear and thereby draw 
attention to the possibility of demonic forcee at 
work in the immediate neighbourhood, Whereas the 
Gothic writers used the storm merely aa a signature* 
tune to Introduce evil, Tieck made the atom part of 
the evil, thus making any milieu and any situation 
a potential stage for unforeseeable events. .

Much has already been written about Heck's

1i T.S. IV, 128.

_______________________



interpretation and application ol the demonic*^
Hia first interest in the subject was contemporaneous 
with hia introduction to mediaeval demon literature 
and germanic mythology through hackenroder and much 
of hia material la in essence unoriginal, even if 
its presentation la unique* The water•maiden* who 
tempt unwary man to Join them in the deep, the 
induatrioua elves whose presence brings fertility 
and prosperity to the district, only to b** followed 
by depression and barrenness when they are driven 
away by man9a curiosity, are themes more familiar 
from the works of other writers*

Clearly the possibility of rich and colourful 
nature descriptions is in no way impaired by this,

f e f t y  js[ ■ vi
already *quoted. Buach reaches the neat, 11over-simplified -on-luaion that Tierk took hia 
eharacter-demoniam from hia own experience, the 
demonic aa a universal evil power from the horror 
literature and hia nature-demoniem from hia interpretation of the mystic philosopher#*

- 160 -
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but there la a strong tendency, due to some extent to 
the love of panorama but alao to the need for forma 
of nature moat likely to inspire fear, for certain 
kinds of scene to predominate. The * fantastic 
forms', ’craggy heights’ and ’cold projections’ of 
Mrs. Hadcliffe are all perpetuated by Tieck, as 
too are the dark woods, ’forests of gloomy pins’ and 
'precipices, black with forests*, but these two 
specific milieux, mountains and woods, are imbued 
with a partieular demonic significance. Undoubtedly 
this originated in the Gothic situation that 
associated mountains and woods with fear because it 
was in such solitary regions that bandits and 
marauders were most likely to be encountered.
Tieck removed the bandits and replaced them with 
demonic forces whose power was much more formidable 
in that it was intangible and indomitable.

Fountains were identified with the romantic 
• Unknown* and the ’Beyond*, having no factual
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foundation but introduced as part of the nondescript 
setting between reality and imagination where the 
supernatural was most often encountered. is in 
the case of Bertha in Der llonde dckbsrt the fear 
of mountains was instinctive and associated with 
the word itself:

'las blosse Wort Geblrge, wann ich davon hatte reden hVren, war meinem kindlschen 
Qhr ein Wrehterlicher ton geweaen,*1

In Der P.unanbefK "hristian'a father ascribes a
magnetic power to the mountains, the mere sight of
which could lure the unwary to destruction:

'Xramer hSttest du dich vor dera Anbllcke 2 
des Gebirges bUten und bewahren muasen.'*

The most complete application of this occurs however
when these fears emanate directly from the mountains
themselves with no intermediary association of sound
or sight. Here the terror is inexplicable and
inescapable, a genuine demonism of the countryside
which is more effective than the introduction of any

1) T.b. IV, U8.
2) T.3. IV, 237.
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supernatural apparition could possibly be. What 
more inevitable for K&rie in iod des Dlchters that 
she feels herself involved in the quickly changing 
moods of the 'beaeelte Landachaft*i

'Lrausaen im uebir^e, als wir in dem grQnen enten Thai spagieren gingsn, war 
es einmal so. Die bonne schlen so 
»ch6n, und alias funkelte, wie lauter Freude und Lust, und tausend Vt>gelchen 
sunkeni mit einsmmale war der Himmel 
dunkel, schwarg und das Thai so flnster, 
wie eln Keller: wir konnten die bolkenund das dewittar awiachen den entan 
hohen KSnden nicht kcmmen sehen.Ti

A similar awareness of impending horror is experienced
in the woods, whether it is the childish fear of
Andrea and tfarie in Lie Elfen who promise not to
stray away, *denn vcr dem side iUrchten wir uns* ,
or the sensations felt by that most romantic of all
Tieck* s characters, Frans atcmbald, on view in,, the
woods:

•Wenn er nach dem Valde sah, empfand er 
eine seltaume Bekleismunt i in manch 
Augenblicken glaubte er, dass dieser 
Tag sehr merkmrtfig seyn WOrde.*-?

1 )  T . 3 .  XIX, 409.
2) T . 3 .  IV, 365. 
3J T . S .  XVI, 64.
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tier does this anxiety always remain merely theoretical, 
lor it is in the woods that much of the supernatural 
action really takes place* 3trangs creatures may 
appear, scenes of wonder suddenly spring up, weary 
travellers experience mysterious, meaningful dreams, 
until the reader finally comes to associate the 
introduction of woodland scenery with the approach 
of some critical development in the story* Unlike 
the mountains, woods and forests are additionally 
characterised by a multiplicity of sounds both 
of familiar and unknown origin, all of which In 
the universe of fleck's have some deeper 
significance* Fuller reference will be made to 
this later*

All of this constitutes a considerable advances 
sment in the structure of the novel and the conflict 
of natural forces, but of still greater import is the 
progress in psychological interest* &rs* ftadcliffe 
and her Gothic confreres were most unwilling to retaro 
their narratives with analyses of the reactions of
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their somewhat mechanical character* to the plights 
in which they constantly found themselves, mainly 
because this was of no consequence to the sensation 
of the story and doubtless also because the portrayal 
of the human mind in gradual development car decline 
was a task outwlth their literary capabilities.
The Romanticists, by contrast, were particularly 
given to that introspective contemplation which 
replaced the physical adventure of the popular 
novelists, and took an especial delight in following 
the mental fluctuations of the hero in his oearch 
for happiness. And in this also an important role 
is assigned to nature, for landscape has acquired an 
entirely novel function in that it is now used to 
symbolise the hero's soul, that is to say, nature 
is described subjectively. To the brightness and 
sunshine of a spring morning corresponds Joy anc 
pleasure, whilst sorrow finds a sympathetic 
background in the subdued tones and melancholy 
face of nature. An invisible but potent connection
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between man9 a mind and the external world has been 
established* based on the assumption that nature Is 
neither inanimate nor unconcerned but that by 
conditioning man9 s mind it participates actively 
in determining his actions, A close study of this 
would seem to Justify the assertion that the 
influence may be exerted in either direction* at 
times man being affected by his natural surroundings* 
at oth^r times nature conforming to the mood of man* 
Of Ludwig v# and el as he Journeys to visit a sick 
friend* Tieck writes;

fs:r schritt aus seiner Schwermuth harass* 
so wie er aus dem 3 chat ten dee Valdes 
trati dennoft wind die oemftloe in une 
nur hlederscheine von den SusaernU a&enet&nrien*9 *>

This establishes the relationship of man to nature 
quite clearly* The dark and formidable wood 
reflects its sinister nature upon the mind of the 
wanderer and creates a mood of melancholy which 
disappears only when the reflection is removed*

1) T.S* IV* 146*
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In this way nature ia able to influence the action 
by affecting the dispoa&ion of the participant and 
to subject him to a force which i® constantly present* 
nature9 by virtue of the fact that it la universal 
and unavoidablef la therefore raised from the statue 
of an accessory to a position of primary Importance* 

Just as Tieck*e world ia one in which ev^ry 
object is presented as animate and therefore of 
relevance, *tc also in this world every objoct ha© 
its weans of ccmunlcation, its own * soune1 *
Nature is not merely visible, but audible# With 
that same synthetic sense of organic unity by which 
he perceived a iorm of life in a ^all or chair, 
iirck was conscious of the ability of these 
objects to convey somethin* to him as if by 
speech,

* • von Buinen in fremder, sehamtrlicher, 
halbverstSmilicher Sprache angersdst su
werden#*1

1) T.a# XVI, 327



As a consequence his nature descriptlons are a* 
fully concerned with aural effect, for the discerning 
observer la able to Interpret and understand what he 
hears. This produces what Dr. lhalmarm calls the 
'KusikalitSt des Daseine9,̂  a phrase justified by 
the frequency with which Tieck himself likened the

2sonorous tones of nature to the mutilc of an organ. 
Again it is the artistic way in which I leek applies 
this awareness of sound th**t so distinguishes him, 
for the music has also a romantic purpose to fulfil 
in It© identification by the here with the happiness 
of the distance, the fDsyoTAO9 9 from whence it ©asms 
to cone, and as if in response to th»* tones of some 
invisible Pied Piper he is continually encouraged 
and urged onward in hi© endless quest for peace of

- 168 -

2) fWr3t Du nicht die llebllche Orgel der Natur?1
(T.3. XVI , 84# • 9kie iallend und kindlsch sindDcine Tfcna gegen den vollen humonischen
Orgelgeeang, der aus den inner©ten Tlsfen, ausBer& und Thai und Kald und 3tromeaglane inachwellemien, atelgen&en Arkorden h^rauf quillt.1
( T . 3 .  XVI, 2?4J.
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mind,
Mr©, Radclilfe had also striven to use tho mere 

conventional ©ounu© ol nature to ©trcngthen her 
stories in thi© way, but a© her primary object had 
been to create le&r and suspense, her literary ©iiecta 
were from the Hrat compromised by this purpose,

Music or sound© ol uncertain provenance were introduced 
by her merely to stimulate the reader*a imagination 
and to add a further unknown quantity to the problem 
©he had posed, When, lor example, ©he linally 
explain© that the ©we©t but mysterious ©login*; which 
ha© been heard regularly at midnight far over eighteen
year© in the woods arcane the #arqul© dc Villeroi's

/
castle and which ha© come to be associated by the 
local populace with the activities ol some nocturnal 
spirit, ha© in fact been the warbling© ol the insane 
nun Agnes a© ©he wandered through the countryside, 
not only 1© the reader di©illusioneu by ©o puerile 
a trick but he 1© virtually invited to meditate 
within hi© own mind upon the unlikeliness ol so

_______ ________ __________ __________________   :  ■ -■ - ■ - . _ ' .
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absurd a possibility* Kith the Romanticists the 
mystery remains as such to the end for there are 
no easy answers to the problems of the tortured 
hero*

Much of the success of Mrs. Radcliffe1s 
descriptions stems from her love of rich and 
varied colour, as in this passage from The 
f yst^rles of Udolgho* where she portrays the 
country around the cottage to which Fmily had 
been brought by sinister companions*^

9 To the north and to the east the woody Appennines, rising in majestic 
amphitheatre, not black with pines, 
as she had been accustomed to see them, but their loftiest summits crowned with 
ancient forests of chestnut, oak, and 
oriental plane, now animated with the 
rich tints of autumn* Vineyards 
stretched along the feet of the 
mountains, where the elegant villas 
of the Tuscan nobility frenuently 
adorned the scene, and overlooked 
slopes clothed with groves of olive, mulberry, orange, and lemon* The 
plain to which these declined, was 
coloured with the riches of cultivation, 
whose mingled hues were mellowed into 
harmony by an Italian sun* Vines,

1) Tho yotqrt.es ol Udoljjho. X, 410.
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their purple cluster* blushing between the russet foliage, hung in luxuriant 
festoons from the branches of standard 
fig and cherry trees* while pastures 
of verdure enriched the banks of a stream* that* after descending from 
the mountains* wound along the landscape, which it reflected, to a bay of the sou.'

let we may observe that the typical redness so
beloved by the iomantidsts is already found here
also, necessitated by the preference for sunrise and
sunset scenes already commented upon. On occasions
she horself remarks upon this association of 'red'
and 'romantic*p

'The fire* which heightened the romantic effect of the scenery* as it threw a 
red dusky gleam upon the rocks and 
foliage of the trees »»*'

Tieck did this often in exactly the same way:
'tier Monagoss (lurch die rothen VorhTtn% e 
ein romantisches Licht um uns her* die iUne serachmolgen im Zimmer in 1sisen 
Accenten,*2

It is Indubitably true that Tieck first learnt to 
worship the goddess roa through the mystic writings

1) Tbs Kystories of lldolnho. B.N.L., 1, 241.
2) T.3. VI, 94.
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of Jakob FWune, the only philosopher with whom he 
felt any affinity until he fell under the later 
influence of Solger, but particularly in scenes 
depicting the extremes of daylight, sunrise and sunset, 
many points of similarity with the style of Mrs, 
Radeliffe are recognisable. The factual, almost 
staccato sunset of ihe Romance of the Forest>

'The sun, sinking below the distant hills, 
spread a purple glow over the landscape, 
and touched the forest glades with 
softer light.'1

is virtually the same as the more expansive and
delicate picture painted by Tieek;

' Im Sinken warf die bonne plOtsslich eine Purpurglut in den schwarsen Himmel Tiber 
sich, ein rothes Peuer goss sich Tiber 
die weingebirge, Baum und Busch und Kebe funkelten im Brand, dahinter 
glttnsten die Wilder.*2

In this same connection one further association
must be indicated, namely the horrific recollection
that red, in addition to its romantic connotation,

1) The Romance of the Forest. B.N.L., X, 109.
2) T.S. XXVI, 10*.
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is also the colour of blood. This unexpected and 
dissonant simile which occurs more than once in 
Tieck is another of the many scattered clues as to 
his literary sources. In relish Gothic literature 
only two similar passages have come to light, and 
both occur in Beckford'a Vathek (17B6> , where the 
whole atmosphere of Pastern magic, superstition und 
sheer phantasy is so strong that the episodes do not 
in the least strike the reader as being out of keeping. 
While Vathek is out walking ’the clear blue sky 
appeared streaked over with streams of blood.'1

Vhe second instance occurs somewhat later when 
the genic ie sent to rescus Vathek from perdition.
He aaaumee the form of a shepherd and plays on the 
lute, during which 'the waters of the two little
lakes, that were naturally clearer than crystal,

2became of a colour Ilka blood*9
Interesting hero is that it la *at*»r whieh is

1} William 3at»kfordt 
Tha ailltion uaed 1 
London, 1836* p.13.

entity *

2) Ibid., p.84.
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so affected, as in W o  of the examples taken from 
Tieck* As elsewhere in this section no direct 
borrowing is suggested, but the fact that this vivid 
image is found in Gothic authors is not without 
significance. Better known, certainly to fleck, 
would be the exclamation of Guelfo in Klinger's 
Die "willini.e as he looks through the window t

'Ha, die biutigen otrahlen dureh die achwarse hachtl’ 
In a situation not altogether dissimilar from that of 
Vathek, Abdullah is awakened by the sound of a 
waterfall:

'Vom Berge rann la Kondschein der Strom wie 
s*h&umenties *lut hlnunter.'f

Here the intention is purely horrific, unlike a
similar occurrence in Per Aufruhr in den Jlsyjgaaao*
which is clearly meant to be interpreted symbolically.
The passage follows directly upon a description of a
colourful sunset, and the rednoss reflected in the
waterfall is naturally attributable to the rays of

i) t .s . v i i i, ea.
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the aim, but to this a deeper meaning la addeds
* wie Blut sprang der Waeserlall vom 
steilen Felsen links, und der ganse »>aal, die Tafel und die OSato, war alles wie 
in Blut getaucht, so daas in dlssem 
Moment die blchter nur dunkel brannten und das Feuer im <amln blBulich 
flackerte.' 1

(Note also that the trivial device of the lamp or 
fire suddenly burning blue is present in this same 
sentence. Of* Chapter 111, page 140* note 1)*

In thla case the phenomenon la interpreted by 
those present as a Clvlne warning that the whole 
country must be plunged into war and bloodshed 
before their civil and religious differences can 
be settled. This most successful and artistic 
episode is a particularly good example of the 
manner in which Tieck was able to refine and make 
use of the literary <*lichees of the 'roman noir* .
It is therefore the more regrettable that ha 
continued with other obvious and solely sensational 
similes, such as red wine which becomes like blood

1) T . 3 .  XXVI, 105.



to the drinker,* a hackneyed device lifted straight 
from the trivial novel.

The discussion to this point has been restricted 
to a study of Tieck9a treatment of nature in relation* 
sahip to the attitude of the dothicists* and there 

seems sufficient evidence to justify the conclusion 
that the romantic literature of Tieck to a large 
extent took ite inspiration from its less reputable 
predecessors. Indeed the very epithet 9romantic9 
as applied to nature is used with much the same 
meaning by each in the passages already outlined.
It must therefore be stressed, in the interests of 
perspective and balance, that in the history of 
Goman Romanticism Tieck9 a position is unique in 
that he adds to the commonly-inherited stock 
elements which are entirely original and can be

1) This is found, for instance* in iier Jamie 
U l C ^ a g M U a f f  »Ich glaubte,dunkle#Plut himmtar su trinken.9 m  Pietro von 
Abano (p.3l3)i fDie Alte leerteexn uYas rotten Kein, der wle Plut im Glass stand.9
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seen to derive iranndiately from his works. The two 
most important of these contributions, 'waldeinsumkeit' 
and *mondbegl8nsta Zaubcrnacht*, have become almost 
provorbial in histories of Herman Literature, ana 
strangely enough, both find their firat expression 
in poetic form, surely the only of Tieck*• verses 
still to be read. In his later Novelle aldeinsamkeit. 
Tieck recalls with obvious relish how, when first he 
introduced the word in Lor Monde "ckbert. his friend 
v,&ckenrodcr had object*d that It was both meaningless 
and ungrammatical, the more correct form being 
9 Waldesetnaamkelt'* The term, generally rendered
into English by the inadequate and alliterative 
♦sylvan solitude9, ia not easily definable beyond 
the fart that it contains in a single word, ao far 
aa that ia possible, the Whole substance of Tieck9 a 
philosophy of nature# The wood, aa the scene of 
those events already spoken of, and man, alone and 
therefore thrown upon hia own resources, are brought 
into a close and irreaolubl* conflict between the 
Intellectual and the spiritualt that is the human,
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on the one hand, and the demonic and material, that 
ia the natural, on the other.

Minder has spoken of the 'paysage tieckien* 
which is unique in its constituent parts and in its 
atmosphere from that of any other German nomanticlst, 
the vital components being, ’Foret, solitude, nult, 
lune, magics volia en effet les elements tie 
l’univers tieckien,’

It is in the poetic and artistic manipulation 
of these delicate but romantic themes that Tieck 
casts his spell, not to produce merely luscious,
diffusive descriptions in the manner so beloved by

2the female novelists, but to seek in nature the 
link that connects the Human and the Immortal, 
the ephemeral and the Eternal.

1) H.H. Minder, Op. clt., p.241.
2) It was H.C. Robinson who said on reading Mrs. 

Coleridge's Phantasasion that it reminded himof Mrs. Rad cliff era romances, ’but a thick volume 
of such luscious description surfeits as a bellyfull of macaroons would.' H,S, Robinson, 
op. cit., p.*38.
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B. The uuaornatural.
The key to tha Gothic novel, it has previously 

been asserted, is suspense, a tension created by an 
encounter between hostile forces, the struggle of 
rational and mortal man for supremacy against 
circumstancos and situations which seem beyond 
explanation innatural terms. In the novels of 
such Gothic writers as Horace Valpole and Matthew 
Lewis these situations are effected by the intro: 
iduction of genuinely supernatural phenomena, not 
always with great artistic success, but at least 
with sufficient sincerity on the author's part for 
him to stake the merit of his book on the achievement 
of a convincing representation. One would not 
wish to dispute the admissibility of the otherworldly 
into imaginative fiction-writing, but it is equally 
plain that such works demand from their creators a 
rare degree of literary sensitivity ana an instinctive 
feeling for the bounds of artistic good taste. Ihe 
rewards are proportionately high. Not the least of
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Shakespeare's dramatic accomplishments was the ability 
to employ ghosts on-stago in the deepest tragedy 
without destroying either the play's aesthetic 
unity or the audience's illusion. But so rare is 
this ability that most English novelists engaged in 
this kind of writing have voluntarily evacuated the 
regions of supernatural activity and transmigrated 
to a more easily defensible position 'within the 
utmost verge of probability.*'*' Not that this 
relegates the supernatural as a motif to a secondary 
rSle, rather it entails a different approach. from 
now on the occurrences which were formerly unequivocally 
attributed to the miraculous still take place, only to 
be rationally explained in the final stages of the 
story. It may therefore truly be said of Mrs.
Eadcllffe that although there is literally no 
supernatural content In her novels yet the supernatural 
still plays a considerable part. Even where she fails

1) Preface to The Old niaish Baron. b.N.L. V, p.



to provide a solution to a particular event this 
is due either to forgetfulness or to the fact that 
she Is unequal to some of her own problems* But 
on most occasions, by introducing facts previously 
concealed from the reader or simply by indulging 
in contortions of phantasy # she resolves the 
contradictions. thus in Ih*Jjy«»qrt„e.».. M  Udolpho. 
when the fearsome Montoni offers to relate 1 some 
singular and mysterious circumstances1 concerning 
the acquisition of Udolpho* an unknown and 
invisible voice is heard to say* *Repeat theml*^ 
Later* when the voice again interrupts* the reader 
is left with the impression that some ghostly shade 
is secreted within the ancient walla* merely to be 
disillusioned by 14* Font* a confession that jjg hau 
been responsible for this piece of remarkable 
ventriloquy* Or again, *Montoni was lifting his

1) dir Walter Scott (l*N*L., X* xiii-xiv) lists some 
of the points in The Italian which are left 
unresolved*

2> B.N.L., X, 354 IOW 401.Ih» explanation is founc on pug.* 430-1.
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goblet to hia lips to drink thia toast, whan suddenly 
the wine hissed, rose to the brim, and, us he held the 
class from him, burst into a thousand pieces.* ̂
This time the explanation, 'that sort of Venice &lass 
had the quality of breaking upon receiving poisoned 
liquor', is possibly less satisfactory than the 
effect of the actual mystery. On one other occasion, 
when strange sparks have been seen to fly from the 
tips of the soldiers* lances, the reader ia after a 
while referred to a text-book of electricity for the 
explanation.^ Explicit belief in preternatural 
events was restricted to the illiterate servants, 
from Matilda9a reproach to Blanca, 9 fou resolve 
everything into magic9 to more dogmatic statements 
such as, 9the marvellous ia the delight of the 
vulgar,#/+ and, 9 Stories of ghosts and hobgoblins
m u    .... 1II«S »I— I H  »■>— « ■

1) B.N.L., X, 364.
2) Ibid., 406.
3) Miff JiL S & M E & k < London, 1636) p. 213.
4) B.K.L., X, 104.
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have always bean admired and cherished by the 
v u l g a r * 1 1

interest In the hypcr-physical 
extended throughout his entire adult life~tim#f 
and hia youthful occupation with the horrific novel 
resultedt In hie earliest worksf in a colourless 
Imitation of the supernatural techniques of these 
models# This influence is Immediately obvious In 
Abdallah, in w f U i m  Novell M  In *.»rL^ga.J^flcck, 
In all oi' which Tieck put a Into practice a precept 
elaborated In his assay, iJbof daa

* Kina fcan, e klarar Cafllhie 1st daa W’esen 
doe Schonen, vii^# fljjnfcU ̂  der 
Character das 3chreckllohan — ■.eichen das Krtflmaifeag daa *®

Thla describe* preelaely tha feeling which 
communicates Itself to the reader of Abdallah. 
an accumulation of mental torture^ ghastly visions

1) P.N.L., X, p . l l f > .  The talkative and superstitious 
servants in Heck* s early unpublished plays, 
generally given dialert parts, are very similar
to these servants of Mrs, Radellffe.

2) Published by H*H* Zeydel in PKLA.b, Ho, 2, 19>5, the assay mss composed in 1792. The underlining* 
occur In the original manuscript.



and nightmare© of unbroken horrid* Intent, in which 
every available means of suggestion and connotation 
is applied to deepen the mood. The monstrous, 
supranatural figures of Mondal and Omar are 
descendants not of any Shakespearian progenitor but 
simply more imaginative versions of the grotesque 
apparitions so beloved of the scribblers. it was 
only after a close study of the works of Shakespeare 
that Tieck began to formulate his own supernatural 
method, baaed on the observation that the necessary 
illusion must be created before the action involving 
the marvellous ever begins. In this way there is 
no abrupt hiatus between mortal and supramortal, 
the boundary between the two is not even distinguishable 
and the reader’s tendency to rationalise is overcome 
before it can begin to operate. This theory is 
expostulated in the Shakespeare commentary* where 
Tieck says:

•Ohno Illusion 1st kein Vorgntlgen bei 
elnem dramatisehen <un»twark mBgllch.
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Derm ebon cl&rin besteht dor Probireteln 
dee ech ten Genies, dass or lUr jede 
vorwoteno Fiktion, ftir jede ungcwChnilche Voratellungsart ©chon 
ira vcraus die TttMchung dee Zuschauers au gewirmen weiss.9

This statement, made in reference to the play* of
Shakespeare, nevertheless discloses the approach
adopted by Tieck himself in hia realisation that
the essential prerequisite is to subdue the will
of the reader. Hallo9 s much more recent analysis
of the successful use of the supernatural in English
literature, expresses much the same sentiments and
gives strong support to the conjecture here offered
in explanation of Tieck9a remarkable accomplishments
as a writer of 9M16rchon9

♦My own view is that the supernatural 
is a perfectly legitimate subject for Imaginative works of art, with the 
proviso, however, that by hie power of suggestion, the author succeeds in 
subjecting the reader9s imagination to 
his own, in other words, succeeds in lulling the reader9© lojiiral faculties 
and hypnotising him into the charmed circle of the writer9a own imagination.9

1) 1. Hallo, op. clt., p.71.
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For Tieck th© fact of hia genuine acceptance of 
the existence of phenomena classifiable as super:
:natural contributed also to a convincing portrayal, 
since the principle of universal demonism which 
represented every object as fpossessed99 was 
eminently suited to the building up of the necessary 
illusion# Once that is established! we have reached 
not only an understanding of one of his literary 
procedures but also the crux of his philosophy of 
the supernatural# This consists in replacing the 
subjective distinction between real and marvellous 
with the belief that the two differ only in the 
degree of frequency, that any event normally accepted 
as supernatural weulu with constant repetition come 
to be regarded a© everyday, and an equal belief in 
the converse, that most things which we consider 
everyday are in fact miracles stripped of their 
deeper mystery by their recurrence* This runs 
completely contrary to the objectives cf Mrs* 
Hadcllffe, whose rejection of a *higher order9
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serves to lay stress on this material world of reality
aa the only true one, a strong differentiation being
drawn between the religious and the superstitious
with which the supernatural is equated. fleck’s
romantic demoniac is rather aimed at establishing
through the medium of the empiric natural world
the existence of a preternatural system. To the
man who is conscious oi' the presence of this force
in his dully surroundings its appearance in less
usual forms will not entail any loss of logical
sequence. vihsreau this theme runs through the

1whole of flock’s mature work, it is found in 
only one isolated, perhaps even accidental, 
instance in Mrs. Hadcllffe, an instance worth 
quoting as a pointer on the road which leads from 
the Gothicists to the Romanticists. It occurs in 
The Romance of the Forest as Adeline ia held in the 
grip of her imagination as she read© the manuscript

1} This idea is specifically mentioned in T.S. IV, 96; VIII, 278} XI, 137; XIV, 146; XVI, 139; 
XXIV, 102, 106; XXII, 332; IX, ^^3.



found in tha vaulta of the ruined abbey:1
*There was a glass before her upon tha 
table, unu aha feared to raise her look© toward© it, last some other 
fare than her own should meat her eye©.*

It doea not require great literary ©rumen to proreed
from this to the woras of v.iillam Lovell, where the
objert Involved la no longer material but
inaubitantial, yet the fear inspired is virtually

2the same:
f̂ er kann wissen, was ein Oehatton 1st und was er au bedeuten hat.*

August Vilhelm dehlegel took delight in the fart
that he had rero&rtised the talent of Tlerk in works
published anonymously, before the writer had arsuired
any reputation whatsoever, and in an early review
of Hitter Llaubart *von Peter Lebrerht*^ it is this
very fusion of natural and supernatural in Tiark

1) B.N.L., X, 12V#
2) T.a. VII, 230.
3) The review, whieh first appeared in the Jenaia^he 

emeino Literaturzeiturui ol 1797, is reprinteo
\e» BBckint;

«* 1$8 •

(Le
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which he ©elected as the feature most indicative of 
this story1s superiority over the conventional 
novels of the time:

•Der Vertasser 1st sin wahrer Uegenfftosler 
unsrer gewappneten ritterlichon ^chriftoteller: da dies© nur cUruuf
arbelten, das iiemclnste, Abgedroschenste 
als htJchat abentouerllch, ja unnat&rlich 
vorsustellen, so hat er sich da&egen 
bemtlht, das hunderbar® so nutUrlich und schlicht als mbglich, gielchsam im 
Hachtkleide, erscheinen su lassen# hie 
lelcht wBren hier ein Burgverlieaa nebst
den beweglichsten Ausrufunt,en, ein 
gehelmer Orden von Blauh«2rten, Gelster 
u# dgl# m. ansubringen gewesen# Aber 
nichts von dem alien!9

Tieck never makes it clear, as Professor i'ymme has
pointed out,* whether the hallucination seen is a
subjective phenomenon in the mind of the beholder,
or whether it is meant to be generally perceptible#
Put the fundamental issue is that for the victim
of the apparition it is a reality in the same sense
as any other object; if what he sees at this moment
is not real, then for him there can be no reality •

1) R# Tymms, op# eft#, p#J9*
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in other words, the natural and the marvellous fall 
together, for they are one and the same. From 
earliest childhood we accept without question 
the fact® of creation, birth and death, the tenets 
of a Christian faith embracing resurrection and a 
world beyond, the wonders of nature and countless 
similar mysteries which make a fairy-tale of life 
Itself and defy all attempts to reduce the universe 
to a material automaton. On this argument Tieck 
bases the incoherent world of his ’MStrchen* where 
it is equally vain to enquire after the ’whence’ 
and the ’whither*. Not that the results of this 
method are by any means uniformly successful. The 
tales of the Fhantasua are still celebrated as 
Tieck’s most satisfactory prose compositions because 
there the realms of the marvellous and the everyday 
are literally indistinguishable, but often the 
achievement was far inferior to the intention.
Most noticeably in the analysis of the psychological 
impact of the supernatural on man’s mind, Tieck



found himualf unable to fco much beyond Mrs, t&acliffe 
in her somewhat automatic registration of certain 
emotions to suit certain situations. Many feelings 
may be contained in a single facial expression when 
the writer Is unable to present a character’s 
reactions in any other way:

. ■ \ •

* A mingled Motion ol gratitude* ail option 
and grief**f
9A mixeci motion of disgust and 
indignation**9
*A mingled sensation of esteem* tenderness 
and anxiety**9
*The mile of l Xanehe was frank and gay* that of ^mily tender and pensivet Vulimrourt* a was rapturous* tender and 
gay* alternately: Monsieur St.Folxfs
was joyous: and that of Count *•
expressed the tempered complacency 
of benevolence**^

C m  nay find it difficult to visualise a face 
registering rapture, tenderness and gaiety alternately 
like some motional trailic-light and surely few 
people, Mona Lisa excepted* could aseuroe an expression

1) Tha Myatorleft  ofwU^olgho, B.N.L., X,
77} and 526 respectively.
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immediately recognisable as the tempered complacency 
of benevolence. let in the atmosphere of the rather 
Ingenuous stories of Ann Kadcliffe these weaknesses, 
while striking, are hardly fatal. It is ail the 
more surprising there!ore to find tieck having 
recourse to a mannerism so primitive in conception 
that it cannot fall to be otherwise in execution, 
to what literary purpose the caretui cultivation of 
a mental illusion so complete that it enfolds 
characters and readers alike, only for the moment 
of impact to be thrown away in indecent haste with 
some meaningless observation of this kind? In each 
of the following phrases we see evidence of Tieck*a 
too great reliance upon the everyday idiom, the 
divergence of emotions indicated merely by an accumus 
slatlen of adjectives to the totax neglect of the 
psychological:

ffmille stand verwirrt, erfreut vmd 
betr&bt sugleich..*
f131eser Auscruek von tutmllthigkeit una Adel in der Vermieehung mit "
Kelancholle und BeachrSnktheit.**
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♦ • * elnt̂ R sciKierbaren lilick, in weichem 
man vlelleicht 2^rtUchk«it| eine aft sac 
KetSubung, unbewuasten tmwlllen und 
Xorschsnde fteugier I  ©sen rn^chte. *

Attention has been drawn to this characteristic «*• «*
further indication of the influence which iieck1 a
early reading still held over him even when engaged
in a field of writing where his originality ia
undisputed# To thla ray be added the retention
in early compositions of certain other traditions
«*nd superstitions of similar liturary origin, not
necessarily detrimental to the works in question,
such as the general association of magic with midnight,
the more specific significance of ’Johunnianachtf
for activities of a supernatural order, the super:
sstiticua recurrence of the number •three1, the
absolute inviolability of an oath once made and the
family curse which can only be removed by the
fulfilment of some seemingly impossible condition#
But these inheritances were secondary and eventually
disappeared almost completely, for the grappling ^ith

1) T.3# VI, 114; XXV, 289; > XXI, 274 respectively#
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the demonic in fleck1 a writing was the extension oi 
his struggles with it in real Hie. In this sense 
it was a reflection of personal experience, an 
adult continuation of those youthful attempts to 
probe the mystery of existence by means of Ion*, 
vigils in dark churchyards. It is, so to speak,
the a©arch Xor knowledge and th© search for truth,
for what la more Inevitable than that a belief in 
immortality should produce a desire to anticipate 
its secret, if necessary fey fobstinate questioning a 
with the sepulchre,• For the romantic man this is 
the whole substance of life, the endless quest made 
possible and sustained fey endless hope, And the 
rest will be revealec in death,

•Viele sueHen schon gar nicht mehr, und 
diese sind die 0nfc11Icklichaten, denn sie 
h&bcn die Runet %u lebtrn verlernt, da das Leben nur darin besteht, immer
wlecer ?u hoflen, immer au suehen; der
Augenbllck, wenn wir dies aufgeben, 
oolite der Augonblick unsers lodes seyn,*

As a complement to the analysis of Tieck’s

I) 1 , 3 .  XVI, /4
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romantic treatment of nature and the supernatural, 
it will be appropriate at this sta&e to tail 
attention to two further themes which constantly 
recur In his works, one at least of which, the 
fascination of decay, was strongly represented in 
the Gothic literature prior to its continuation by 
the Romanticists. The second of these themes, 
the nostalgic recollection of childhood as the only 
period of genuine earthly happiness, characterised 
as it is by a special form of human longing, was 
of particular attraction to the Romantic mind but 
for the same reasons less favoured by the essentially 
active horror writers. Its discussion here is 
justified by the belief that it is in fleck* s 
writing not merely a favourite subject, but one 
which sheds much light on the degree of relationship 
between the man and his art. To this will be added 
an examination of a third, less wholesome topic, the 
importance and significance of incest as a literary 
theme, an examination necessitated both by the 
Gothiclsts* interest in this subject and by recent



investigation of its r&Le in lieck1 s private life* 

i* i&aax*
The novelists of the Gothic school ana, more 

particularly, of the German terror-school, were by 
no means selective in the methods they adopted to 
achieve their effects. The comparative inventiveness 
of the first of these writers provided sufficient purely 
physical thrills and adventures without it beintv 
necessary to stimulate the reader1 a fancy with 
sordid details and descriptions. The part played 
by Lewis in adding terror to suspense has already 
been touched upon** and the conscious cultivation 
of the macabre is one of the means by which he 
pursues this eno. Sordid and revolting details 
become one of the novel’s staple constituents, 
assisted by the preference for dark galleries, 
subterranean dungeons and ruined buildings which 
had always been conspicuous. The original purpose 
of these hue been merely to provide a background

I I  See page 9f f .
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advantageous to the atmosphere of suspense, but now 
these hidden recesses are made to fulfil the new 
function of harbouring either the remain* of some 

lon^-forgotten corpse or prisoners of a ruthless 
tyrant# Moat typical ia the underground prison 
of Agnee in \h£j&nk'.1

9 The cold vapours hovering In the air, 
the walla green with damp, the bed of 
straw eo forlorn and comfortless, the chain destined to bind ms for 
ever to my prison, and the reptiles 
of every description, which, as the 
torches advanced towards thorn, I deserted hurrying to their retreats, 
struck my heart with terrors almost 
to exquisite for nature to bear#9

This theme was gladly taken up by the army of
9 terrorists9 who vied with each other in the
employment of word* of macabre connotation, with
no thought other than that of the effect on the
reader* The following lines are well-known;

1) M#G. Lewis, The Monk (London, 1906) III, 16L#
The same kind of prison scene is used by Tieck 
in i er Hexen«L*btath# 334-5, where the old woman G ertrud Saa 'Wen arro sted for witchcraft: 9 die1st ira Gef3Lnpnis, unterirdiach verschlossen, mit 
gotten und risen bele&t, an die band gehoftet, denn man hat Furcbt*#.9 A further parallel 
between The Monk and this Novelle of Tieck will 
be pointed out 'in the section on incast#
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•Mo flesh had th<* spectre* hia skeleton skull 
Vow loosely wrapped rounu with a brown

shrivelled skin; 
f,is bom*s* fateaa ol marrow* of maggots were mil* 
And the worms they crawled cut* and the worms

they crawled in. 
nia shoes they were coifina, his dim eye revealed 
The glean oi a grave-lamp with vapours oppressed: 
And a dark crimson necklace of blooa cropscongealed!
Reflected each bone that jagged out of his breast.• 

These lines expressed in verse lorn what was to be 
subjected to long and hideous prose description by 
writers of little ability and even less discrimination. 
Here is no contemplation cf the mystery of death* 
no healthy curiosity for the unknown beyond* no 
thought of immortality * but instead a wallowing in 
the omnipotence of death and the certainty of 
destruction* insatiable lust for the process of 
decay and decomposition* total neglect of values 
other than the material. It is surprising that 
Varma indicates a line of direct influence from 
this literature to that of the Komantlcists when

1) From •Grim, £ing of the Ghosts: or The lance of
Death. A Churchyard Tale. ialea ol ierrgr 
(London* 188?) p.56*



he ouysi
9 The unpleasant and diseased realism ol the iicheuer-dooiantiks, their veritable 
mania for worms and reptiles, the element 
ol the gory, %dich hac quickened the 
appetite oi Jaded sensation eventually 
inspires the pathologic and ghastly In 
Romantic poetry.9

One may be allowed to doubt whether this is true 
in such general terms as her© stated, lor the 
ghastly in Romantic poetry was oi an entirely 
dilierent order, being incidental to the discussion 
oi larger problems and in no sense introduced ior 
its sensation value. ihe vice ol the •Schuuer- 
Itomantika9 was that they provided a too accessible 
means cl expression which the romanticists in turn 
adopted, but one must guard against identifying the 
thoughts oi the Romanticists, even when dressed in 
the language oi the horror-writers, with the thoughts 
ol this latter group. To the influence oi this 
gruesome literature on Tieck9« early works and 
particularly on his vocabulary, reference has

1} L.P. Tama, op. cit#, 19O.

1



already been made, but It must be remembered that 
the choice of worcm of horrific association and 
the love of compounding these word a to produce 
even stronger forms was to a great extent 
unconscious. Indeed it has been noticed how thla 
exaggerated terminology was still applied in 
situations where its very severity made it 
incongruous In the context.

What we have here to consider is Iieckfa 
conscious and intellectual interest in death and 
its inevitable concomitant, decay, iacts of 
apparent unpleasantness rendered supremely 
romantic by their mystery and by their identification 
with the distant regions beyond, where alone 
happiness is to be found. Death Is therefor© 
regarded not negatively, as the end, but positively, 
as a transition.

English literature of the mid-eighteenth century 
had been considerably influenced by a group of poets 
whose intense occupation with the problem of death

-  2 0 0  -
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earned their work the sombre designation 1graveyard 
poetry1• The beat-known of these composition* are 
Parnell9a NlKht rteee on Leath (1?22), Toun, #a 
celebrated The Complaint* or Nl> ht Ihoughts on 
Life, JUeath and Immortality (1742), Blair9a The 
Grave (1743) and Gray9a iie*..y (1751)# In the 
prevailing atmosphere of unrest and experiment which 
gave rise to the novel of suspense, it was hardly 
surprising that, where fear and superstition played 
so important a part, an cho from the graveyard 
poets should be heard# The transience oi man, the 
ravages of time, the recollection of past generations 
are all touched upon by Mrs# Had cliff e in her momenta 
of repose, the thought being most often aroused by 
the sight of ruins# But as In all aspects of her 
stories not directly concerned with the action, there 
is here no constructive philosophy, nothing deeper 
than the bald statement, as when La hotto wanders 
among the ruins of the abbey:A

9The comparison between himself and the
fradation of decay which these columns

1) Ihe tomance ol the Forest, i #N#L., a ,  63.



xhibltco, ras but too obvious and 
affecting• A foe years* said he* 
an© I ©hail become like the mortals on whose rciiques I now gees* and* 
like th**» too* I fray be the subject 
of meditation to a succeeding 
generation* which shall totter but 
a little while over the object they contemplate* ere they also sink into 
the bust#*

For the romantic Tieck, death and decay fall into 
neither the Badcliff••category of prosy moralising 
nor th© Lewis-category where the single words are of 
greater importance than their collective meaning* 
Tieck is interested in death as the antithesis to 
birth* the point up to which existence may in a sense 
be followed and uncer&tooo; but it is not the etw 
of existence nor even an ©lament inimical to life* 
Bather it is a part of life* not merely inevitable 
but necessary# There is scarcely any attempt to 
answer questions* for that is not th© nature of th© 
Homan tic mind • more fundamental is the continual 
awareness of the problem and the willingness to ask 
th© questions# The only positive statements he 
makes are reiterations of the fStur» und Lran*: f



belief that life la miaery and death ia the 
opposite of life* that death must therefor* surely 
be a period of happiness:̂

•Fin herrlicher Godnuke durchzittert 
mich - nieht mehr *u saint*

At no point doe© he seek to Justify thie belief
in the bliss of death lor to him the proof is
contained in the longing itself* The existence
of the longing ro^uire© the existence of its
satisfaction in death, an argument which he
similarly applied to man's belief in immortality
with more cogency than anything he found in

2theology:
•Das Bcwuaetaein unaerer beele und der 
tiefe innige Viunsch nach UnsterblicHkelt 
da© GeiTihl, das uns In feme unbekannt© 
Ho&lonen herbberdrtfhgt, ©o dass wir
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1) Kllnt-er, .ie A^Illtfoe in 8.11nher* Au*KC..«&3̂ t,gWerVe(btuttj«art. 16/8) I, IT. Comparable sentiments 
occur in Tieck*s Aufruhr in den j:«nq>anant 127»•Sind 31e von mir .ekrTtnkt? ich weiaa mich nichte 
schulaig; wodurchim Namen aller Heiligen? - Dass Sie ein Mensch sindI eagt Christine.* In
i.t-T H«xan»»oabbath. 2411 *Xn Jener otlmmung, in WeicjKe ich Jtaalit & erathen ear, erachlen roir nichts 
so iTkrchterlich, als zu leben, da zu seyn. .* r‘1 ei.ro von Abano. 306: *0 Tod, 0 Uuhe, 0 Kichtaein, 
kobwp zu r ir,’ lass bich umurmen, uno ICse dieses 
sttlrrnende Merz.*

2) T.5. VI, 2d6.



uns eine ^ichtexistenss gar nicht denkeu 
k&nnen, diese Ucxtthlo spreehen m  
lautesten und imigstm  fbr das bsseln 
der Seele und iilr ihre Fcrtci&uer.#

$ore normally the idea ia broken oil before it
reachea this positive conclusion, in just the same
way as the initial thought of ceath immediately
lives way to thoughts of decay. In its turn this
is then compared with the living form to confirm
the impermanence of beauty whether in man or in
nature. This comparison covers both possible
i fractions, firstly the living creature of the
past, of whom little or nothing remains, ami then
the creature© and men alive at present who will
likewise suffer the late of their forbears. In
this process he distinguishes nature as the cmy
form of continuity, using the old to create now
beauties which in sesuenco must decay and be
replaced. Nature hero elf is therefore no more
than a fverkleidete Verwosung1̂  and her most glorious
colours, the trees, the birds and, most umphatic&ily
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1) T«;>. VI, 146.
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of all, the flowers are in those moods to be viewed 
with horror# To him who listens and understands, 
the message of nature Is a reminder that beauty, 
whatever its form, will quickly degenerate into a 
state of ugliness in which all former distinctions 
will be levelled out by obliteration. This may 
well be the main theme of * *1111am j ̂ oveli. that after 
life there follows at least a certain equality in 
death; thus far Tieck1* youthful reflection brought 
him and at no time was he prepared to go any further# 

Another favourite metaphor of the anguished 
Romanticist is that of the world as a prison where 
man is held untix his release by death# The mind 
of the romantic hero was impressed by ideals of a 
noble ami lofty character, his horizon* were wide 
beyond definition, his determination was to uelve as 
deeply as possible into the mysteries of the universe 
with the ambition ft© knew everything; even sciences 
that did not exist#,X In this aim he was frustrated

1) Vathek. p.3*



by the limitations of mortality and the weakness** 
of the fie ah which, in deepening the awareness of 
hia own impotence, reduced him to the state of 
melancholy typical of the Homantic figure. Very 
often thia feeling of helpleaoneae wae pressed 
in term© of man* a priaon-like confinement, a theme 
which he combined with the familiar device from 
the trivial novel that a room may suddenly appear 
to grow smaller ao the trapped or despondent 
character1 a fear grows stronger. Here uLgain 
I lock expands the application of the device for 
it in no longer a mere visual ima&e but the 
formulation of on© aspect of romantic agony.
Thu^ the f prison1 may be a building, like the 
castle of Bcmeck;

r 1st mir dochf ale wenn die KUnde 
suaanimenr^cken wollten, um mich 2U 
erai%cken.f1

Xt may be a large city:
in gan» Parte hat man das Oe&hl einee uef&ngnie&ea. *fier bin ich
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ii i.p. ii, ^



veriaeaen in Felaenmauera eingeiterkert.• *
Or again, a whole country:

•Gan* It alien kommt mir wls ein Marker 
vor, in welchem mich eln tSser OSmon 
gefan*, on h$l t • ’*

In i t s  moat advanced form i t  embraces the world

i t s e l f :

’1st die velt nicht ein grosses ueiUngnla, 
in dsn wir alie wie elende Klasethtfter 
aitzen, und fcngstlich auf unsor Todeeurcheil 
warten.’^

This may best be resolved m» a further romantic 
antithesis, th© incomp&t&blllt) of nan’s breadth 
of vision with the narrowness of his environment.
In this states ho looks back to the only period of 
true earthly happiness, the innocence of childhood.

2. Childhood*
In Milder’© estimation^* childhood experiences 

are the foundation on which all fleck’s work is 
built and it is her© that h© finds the origins of the

1) r . s .  V I ,  47, 49.
2} Ibid., 186.
3) f.a. V I I I ,  22
hi Kinder, op* clt., p.%3 • *
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triple impulse ol 1 paradia, chaos, j<*uf which he 
considers to be the constant und unifying factor 
in Tieck* The recollections of idyllic childhood 
enjoyed by so many of his heroes often reveal 
considerable unanimity with episodes from his own 
childhood and endow his writing with a certain

iautobiographical quality* In particular the many 
hours sptant listening to th<* fairytales told by 
his mother seem to have left a lasting impression 
upon him, a striking example being the similarities

1) The autobiographical content of Tieck9s works is by no means limited to the recollections of childhood; Abend* esoroche, alcieinsamkelt* Per 
H*x<m«D*bbafeh and 7un|* TtacRWiei jter certainly recall incidents re-told from his own experience*Nor is he hesitant to talk of himself and his work* In hi* Novellen: in Die Vo.,el*cheucbe he
speaks of 9 ainem Works msines Freundes Tieck, die 
Sommsrreise betltelt9, in ?rlnm /erblno he refers 
to Fran* dternbald, in Wald slnyMsyeit to Per 
f loncle Eckbert and in las Xlte ffuch ne tells 
anonymously now he was given the glft of poetry 
by Oberon before writing 9de«i dtembale, die 
Uenoveva una den Oct avian.1 In this same work 
occurs the following passage: 9Und wUren Hoffmann,
Fouque und Aehnllehe da, ohne den gestiefcltcm 
Kater, : erbino, astreuen Fckart, bfonden i ckbert, 
die verkohrte Welt und andere frtthere AnkllngQ9 
die in die V eite, oft unb^grlff en, hineintfcnton, und erst in nachahmender Ubertreibung von den 
Zeit&onoasen veratanden und beantwortet wurdon?9
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between bar account of a mysterious old woman she 
bar) known a® a girl in her homo village and Tieck9 a 
Novella bar Ilonde Vckbert in which such a figure

iappear©. Indicative ulao ol this Influence are
the many occaaiona on which hia character© likewise

2recall stories one adventure© heard in chilcihceb.
Thia recollectiorii however* ia in it® moat

general i orm not linked with particular occasion®,
rather it ia regarded in retrospect a® a state of
ha pine as no longer attainable* Thia may be
demonstrated by the following passage where William
Lovell9a present prloon-like existence ia brightened
not by the thought of acme specific incident but
by the broad fact of childhood contentments

9 Da® wunderbare Morgenroth strTimt eino 
! rinnerung der irftheaten ftlnoheit 
herauf und fUlIt in unaer Leben und unacre geW^hnlichen ? mpfindungen hinein* wie wenn ein rother Ltrahi

1) K8pke, I, 13 tell® of thia story fleck heard from 
hia mother* Note also the name of the dog 
otrameh* which play a an important part in Lor 
Blonde I ckbert under the name Strohmian.

2i iiuch passage® occur in f.3. VIt 190* 263*
XXV * 117; XXV * 146.



no don eiserntm Pt&ben eine© Kerkers 
slttert, in cem ein belongoner nach Freiheit soulst.’!

Ihe attraction of childhood lay in its unawarenesa
of the frustrations of a world in which f£*seinv
and ,vualf wer# synonymous, for the irrational
approach of the child to the problm  of good and
evil represented the ideal standpoint for a ran
such as Tieck whose rejection of rationalism
precluded a resolution of the problem by the
application of reason. His refuge in childhood
has therefore the sane motivation as his preference
for the fairy-tale as a means ©f expression, both

are exer- pt from the exigencies of reason and in
both the element of imagination is supreme. This
is only slightly different from the Rousseaulstic
sentiment that only where man has grown up outside
the sphere of influence of civilisation can he be
truly ha%>y, for there he is exempt from the demands 
of conventional s©ci<"ty and consequently able to
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preserve hia nobler instincts and the natural assets 
of freedom, innocence and virtue. Tieck applied 
this idea to hia idealistic rural communities where 
humanity and content were found aide by aide.

Very little of this, if any at all, may be 
termed original , for it had b come so fundamental 
to the spirit of the time that it was expressed in 
various forma in all branches of literature. To 
Tieck9a own study of Rousseau came the works of the 
f&turm und Drang9 period, *0100 bedeutende, <*a 
grossc Zeitfif which ior a time held his

1) Kftpke, II, 19d. The joy© of childhood are praised, for instance, by Lord Berkley in 
Klinger1 s dtura und Lram 5 9 do guna sum Kind?,u werdeni Alias goJLcen, alles herrlich
und gutI GlMckliche Augenblicke der Klndhelt,
die ihr rUckkehrtt9 Tieck9© relationship to 
the ftfturra und Lrang9 writers remains still a largely unoxplorec region. One may notice in 
this respect that the phrase which occurs in 
the scene from Tieck9© unpublished drama Lie 
Nebenhuhl^r given in the Appendix - 9nun will 
ich liter Buch und Euch alle in tausend kreutamlllionen Ltftcken aerhauen9 - is directly 
borrowed from Lena9 Lie Lolnat* n. where we find 1 
9Ich will euch in Krous Killionen Ptttcken 
Bdrhauen alie miteinand^.9



enthusiastic attention and has lel’t its mark 
treat noticeably on his youthful dramas.

Th© delight in childhood is therefore mors 
a romantic symbol than a literal recollection of 
past events, an abject worthy of lodging because 
it is the only state In which man has lived without 
the conscious torment of life1© unsatisfactoriness, 
and also because it Is no longer attainable. If 
the yearning for the past of childhood may be 
called a •backward* longing, wo may best envisage 
it as that which lies behind, the distant hills 
already passed and now receding into the background 
of obscurity, just as the forward longing is 
symbolised by the approaching hills and the mysterious 
secrets of the beyond. Any interpretation of 
childhood in the literal sense would have otherwise 
to be of very narrow definition, as is evinced by 
the foregoing discussion of Tieck*s boyhood 
adventures in practical oemonism* From the very 
early attraction of exciting and ghostly stories, 
through the period of his attempts to conjure up
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spirit® from another world and on into the period 
of hi© first cr*s tive work - and even yet he was 
still a schoolboy - the bliss of childhood 
innocence was past for Tieck whcee immature mind was 
already obsessed with the contradictions of reality. 
No more reasonably can a reference to the domestic 
felicity of his childhood be inferred since these 
are not the positive virtues he attached to the 
recollection* just as any personal relationship 
of this kind would almost certainly have been 
explicitly stated if it were so intended. It
is precisely the vagueness of the longing which

*stamps it as romantic. fore concrete reminiscences 
lack this quality simply because they are attached 
to a specific person or place and as a consequence 
hover close to the province of sentimentality.
In Tieck* as in Mrs. Hadcliffe* nothing brings 
tears to the eye© more quickly than the sight of 
an object dear to a departed relative or the bower 
where estranged levers formerly swore their eternal
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fidelity. 3uoh a reaction ia natural «ncs may often 
be convincing, but it la aaioom poetic oi Itself, 
the understanding and description of the emotion 
determining bhe eifect created . The poet i®
distinguished by hia expression of those things 
which in moat of us remain inarticulate. And in 
Tieck*a perpetual otrivln^ to understand the true 
nature of man, childhood, the symbol of the 
♦whence1, ia a crucial factor.

>• la&sstk’
Some brief discussion of this unattractive 

subject cannot be omittet from a study of the 
literary relationship® between the Gothic 
literature and the Romanticism of Tieck, 
especially since the publication in 19% of
Valentine C. Hubba1 article, fTieck, •ckbert und

1das kollektive Unb wusate.1 Here the author 
elucidate® Jung1® theory that the unconscious ia

1) AULA. LXXI, Uept., 195)6#
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composed of two elements, the personal unconscious, 
consisting of the memories ami impressions of the 
individual, a m  the •collective* unconscious which 
is made up of the sum experience, knowledge unq wisdom 
gained by succeeding generations of the whole race* 
This accumulative wisdom is stored in the collective 
unconscious as primordial images or archetypes 
which remain dormant just as long as the mental 
life of the individual continues to be normal.
As the result of violent tensions on the conscious 
level, however, the images of this latent unconscious 
force may manifest themselves In the form of 
archetypes such as those found in the personifications 
of mythology# Wubbs1 thesis is that in the life of 
Tieck Incest wa& just such a fearful event, that the 
ensuing conflicts on the moral issues involved acted 
on this collective unconscious in the Manner 
elaborated by Jung and called forth, in Tieck1 s 
case, the archetype of the mother, fdas 
unmitt el barate Urblld, der Gutterarchetypes.*
Viith considerable skill this theory is then applied
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to Per i'lonua gilbert *nd to l^r v̂m̂ nberfc,, e*«*
of which contain© a icmale character identifiable 
as the representation of this archetype, the Isis 
of ancient Egyptian mythologyI

f La Hecks Mutter ihm wtthrond seiner Kincsheit An$ stmUrchen zu erztChian 
p flo g te , beiebts sic urchetypiseh© 
Angstblider in der oeeie oe» Kinoes.••Im Verlaui von Tiecka Leben wurde aoln VerhUltnis *?u seiner Schweater problematiech, und er auchte Treat In ©einem koilektiven Unbewussten, deusen 
brbiider als Clemente in seinen 
^ch6*pferii>chen -erken entatanden.9

The evidence adduced in pro uf of Tieck9© illicit
attachment to His sister oophie, who was two
years his Junior, ia three-fold i her jealousy
towards all who st od close to him; the fact that
in 1793, shortly after his return from the University,
they left their parents9 home to live test ether In
a different part of Berlin; the recurrence of the
incest-theme in his writings of this time.
(Tieck and his sister lived together for und^r a
year. Hubbo gives 179^-98 as the period when
this theme is most evident in his work.)

Any attempt to reach positive conclusions about 
the personal association of the writer and his sister
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alter an interval of 160 years with little or no 
evidence other than an occasional vaguely suggestive 
remark,from unreliable sources, i© bound to end in
supposition.^ As for the removal of Sophie and

2Ludwig to a house of their own, Kfcpkc states (and 
there arc no other documents on the subjectj that 
it was because the home of th© parents was neither 
adequate nor suitable as a raeoting-place for the 
circle of artists and intellectuals which had grown 
up around Tieck and included backenroder, Bernhardt, 
Bing and fcessely as well as Friedrich, the 
youngest member of the Tieck family, who later

1) Tieck*s sister was certainly devotod to hertalented brother and jealous of the attentions of 
others. There is nevertheless no evidence that thia jealousy grew to the point of incest even on 
the part of Sophie, still less on that of Ludwig. Even if th© psychologist fools justified in 
reaching this conclusion, the literary student may remain unconvinced. I he uncorroborated evidence of Vamhagen von Fnae, who was noted for 
his love of gossip and scandal, and 1 suspected* an 
Incestuous affair between Tieck and his sister, can 
hardly be acceptable as proof. Elsewhere, Zeydel 
has hinted at the possibility of homosexual relations between Tieck and Wackenroder on thu 
basis of a single phrase in a particularly 
effusive letter.

2) KMpke, I, 197.
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achieved success aa a sculptor.
The r&L© of incest In Tieck9a ovm work, 

however, lends itself to more factual investigation 
which disproves convincingly th© statement that it 
la restricted to one short period in his life#

In acid!tlon to those works mentioned by Hub s, 
namely L«bre£ht (1795), ler Blonde ..-fikbgrt
(1796) and rrapg ,.tornb*lda ..me, rmu,en (1798), 
the same relationship is touched upon in bar
!i3^Jgbbath , (18^> ttnc LUfflS*™?, .Hiune
(163$). At this point the parallel of Hack's 
return to ghost-atory writing suggests itself, 
lor in the same decade as the incest them©

v

suddenly re-emerged in the thirties, there appeared 
too Pietro vpn Abano ('the tour de force of an 
ageing virtuoso in the art of the Schauerromantik'^J
ami fckq.jftawmiBinh. '
It therefore seems clear that in these later works 
we are confronted by incest arbitrarily chosen as

1) H. Tymms, op. clt.,pjll6.
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a theme intended to add a definite •twiut1 to 
the story, in both cases accompanied also by 
expressions of horror at the situation which has 
arisen s

f0 Gott eel bank, dass ich seine Leidenschaft xu meiner lochter 
ntcmals befBrdert habe, und dass 
sie nismals seine vorge^ebene ,Liebe erwidern konrt© und wollte*9

In this scnewhat trivial Novell® with its 
complicated cross** patterns of recognition, its 
numerous seductions and its hideous ending, the 
Incest content is purely theatrical, if not 
ridiculous* Hubbs makes no mention of this 
kind of application of the theme, yet it is in 
this dramatic function, such as in «•' i*pmaljin unc 
Laune, that incest • void of any personal 
significance • is generally found in earlier 
literature* Leaving out of consideration the 
treatment of the subject in the literatures of 
ancient Greece and Rome, one may still find

i) T.p. m v, >89.
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sufficient reference to it in the English literature 
of the Elizabethan Age, a period on which Tieck 
was outstanding!/ erudite, to justify the assumption 
that hia first interests in incest as a literary 
motif came ctiroctly from thia source. The revival 
of enthusiasm for Elizabethan literature in .-ajLand 
in th© mid -eighteenth century, however, brought 
this theme again to the forefront in the works of 
th© Gothic novelists, and one can scarcely doubt 
that from this source too his receptive m i n d  was 
impressed by it© pcseibllities. In th© case 
of Horace Walpole, who played upon the Incest*

,* ■ ' ‘ ' - . _ . M ; v ■ - - ‘ ; ; _ , v ' ■

motif in the Castle of Otranto, it was preferred 
purely for its dramatic potentialities, a conviction 
which \ ad pole was to re-assert with his drama fhe 
Mysterious Mother, where th© pathetic heroine, the 
Countess of Narbonne, becomes th® mother of her 
aonfe child, a daughter who, unaware of th© 
relationship, later falls in love with m e  marries 
her fathers

_________________________________
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fLo, where this monster stands! thy 
mother! mistress! ThtK mother of thy daughter, eieter, wife!

The choice of so repulsive a olot has rightly
consigned the play to the limbo of neglected
literature, but any speculation as to the reason
which prompted the author to favour the Incest-
theme has been made superfluous by his own postscript,
in which he first points out tht strict observance
of the three unities within the play and then goes
on to justify the actions

#I was desirous of striking a little 
out of the common road, and to 
introduce some novelty on our stage*•*I have chalked out some paths that may 
be happily improved by better poets 2 and men of more genius than 1 possess*1

Kora unexpected, perhaps, is that this dramatic
experimentation should find a minor place in Mrs#
Radcllffe* s novels, ior in both The uomance ol tho
Forest (between Marquis d© Mental t and Adeline} ana

1) The frorks of fforace Walpole (London, 1798} I, 120 
21 Ibid., 129.

_________ _______ __________________________________________________



(between Lcheeoni and f liens) there 
are situations which boro or on the incestuous.
Although the subject ia here vary subsidiary, 
it ia indicative of the current fashion that even 
this virtuous, often prudish, authoress. should 
find it not unreasonable* to broach the theme*

The best-*known and moat successful example 
of all is Lewis* monk Ambroaio, who falls prey to 
his unbricled passions ana both rapes and murder® 
his sister Antonia* There is ^ood reason to 
believe that Tieck knew all of th® works hare 
mentioned, and in kgJL.I.g^&A^^ thar* «**• 
circumstances vary reminiscent of those in the 
novel of Lewis* Both have a uensual priest, 
here Lechant, a m  as in The fconk the person to 
whom this love is directed Is finally revealed to 
be hia aistor, with the persecuted Gertrud 
corresponding to llvira in Lewis* story. Nor 
can one overlook a distinct similarity in the 
©ndin&s of th© stories* In The Monk Lucifer



appear® to Ambrosio in hi® cell he 1® awaiting
death at th® Hand® of the Inquisition, and tempt® 
him, **ibh the promise oi escape, to submit to hi® 
power* Lucifer9® fearsome figure 1® described in 
the following words:

9 Hi® blasted limb® still bore msrfc® 
of the Almighty9® thunder* A swarthy darkness spread itself over his gigantic form: hi® hand® and feet
were armed with long talon®* Fury glared in hi® eye®, which might have x 
struck the bravest heart with terror*9

At the end of I lack9® work, a historical Novell®
in which supernatural apparition play® no part,
the hi shop, who claim® to be able to recognise
witchcraft from the victim9a eye®, 1® anonymously
summoned to keep an appointment, at which he find®
himself confronted by a mysterious figure in a aark
cloak* His challenge to this stranger receives
thi® reply:

9Ich bin kein Hensch! riel aer fremde
mit o o nnernder und schlup den

1) The b onk* p*IV2*>.
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Mantel etc* beaichte turtleKf d M  
sehwsre, v*»reerrt ui»d mit brenneriaen 
hu&ea v m  hiib^%S«hl%«n Pr8isfc«i*i AiV^inite; a«r &*WA bln ich t ss&te
die hohe

fhs iset that it id in reality drunheim in disguise 
cioes not detract $rm the t̂rcsnu possibility that 
the idea, am also whe darknd&$, the ey«?a and the 
formidable abearance, sere taken directly from 
Lewi*, the conjecture hero offered *ouia, it 
correct, enoisln a literary source for ?ieelt*e 
introduction of incest to him work. Ano s dome 
rawiing of Kev«Ii« ..vrocwofe
atrotii than* thin hypothesis, for ther# the reader 
is introduced to tishigMtt the Minister* e 
s c  rotary, eng%ed In writing a horrific tragedy * 
the description of him visitation by the rinse 
contains Tieekfs whole derision of the * p©k«*hoifer 
tragediansf, but also provides a useful nummary of 
the inti red fonts which go to make up the final 
product* The inclusion of #? lutachande* in this

li ?♦#« ik, siG.

•  ati* —
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list corroborates shat has already been sold,
that for Tieck the subject was all too familiar,
and the writers who treated it thus lightly
deserving of scorn:

* Uohlgast aetzte sich nlador, rthrte so viel Sehickaal, Ahnun&en, frudermord, 
Elutschande mit secha Oder siebon 1oh, st 
verstorbencn Cel stem zusammen, dass 
or schon in acht Tagon fertig mar,'*

It may be overstating the case to describe the
2incest-motif as a #convention of the Gothic Novel1 9 

but to thoso writer® ©©arching for unlikely 
adventure© which required confusing family 
histories, midden recognition# and th® unexpected 
discovery of noble lineage to add a modicum of 
reality to the final explanation of the action, 
this particular subject wan of great attraction*
At least one may safely assert that Tieck had 
ample literary precedence for employing it and 
the question whether personal tension® helped to

1) f*$* XIX, 69* Note ale© that Hammer's list of themes likewise includes ♦ Blutachancie1 (see p*2Gi•
2) I .P. Varma, op* cit*, 224*
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promote thia interest will be better left to the 
psychologists. alpole presenteO the materiel 
as a challenge to other ijritera and consciously 
strove to acid incest to the stock ol aromatic 
..ituations; it may well be that to the pre- 
Hoaanticiam of the Gothiciats. and more so to 
the muturer Romanticism of Tieck. the topic was 
simply one of unknown potentiality bain*, 
submitted to trial. this is the light in which 
Ratio sees it1 and it appears a fully adequate 
explanation:

* As the motive offers good opportunities 
of evoking that terror and suspense* 
filled atmosphere of mystery which is 
one of the chief aims of the terror- 
romanticist , it is to be expected that wherever literature turns into romantic 
channels, the subject of incest will 
sooner or later amerce.*

1) V. Railo, op. cit.. 271.



' Abdallah1, A C r it ic a l  xamfnutipn

Iho foregoing Discussion ha© been concerned 

principally with tracing the continuing presence 
oi traditional and characteristic Gothic con: 
sstituents throughout the whole of 'flock1 a work.
To bring this more sharply into iocua the attempt 
will here be mace, by mean® of a Detailed analysis 
of one of Tieck1a early compositions, Abdalia . 
sine Vra&hlunj,. to discover the process by which 
those Gothic elements were fused with other 
clearly discernible literary influences at a pericd 
when Tieck1s writing was still markedly derivative, 

Abdallah Oder use furchtbare Qpfor was begun 
by Tieck in 1790 while still at school ana is to 
be numbered among, the projects originally stimulated

iby f;<srnhordi, KBpke states that Ti^ck gav<& the

li KSpke, I, 112 f, Kambach1 s alleged reaction to 
Bchmohi'a effort was: 'has *oll«m Hecks Arbeiten im Vergleich mit dencn von tchmohi 
sageni Gegen die teamen sie gar nicht auf,1



first chapters to hia schoolmate uchmohl9 who 
enhanced hia literary stock greatly by promptly 
handing them in as hia own work* the story remained 
in thia rough form until Ti«*ck returned to it in 
1792 in the atmosphere of depression and pessimism 
which surrounded him while studying at the university 
of ?!all®. in thia revision both form and intention 
were re-modeliec , the work completed shortly before 
Christmas and therewith the first uneasy, gloomy 
phase of Ilock*a literary career came to a close* 
khen the author later entered into negotiations with 
the publisher Mlcolai, the manuscript of Abuallah was 
accepted by the latter for publication and the first 
edition appeared anonymously in 1795* Thus far the 
chronological facts*

the story, which <*xtends over some 250 pages,*

I) T.S. VIII* The first edition, which has also be*ri 
consulted, differs only in minor cetail from the version as printed in the collected works* It 
is prefaced by the lines from A Midsummvqr. tVs
iream: .’r TYhe poet’s eye in a fine irensy roiling, both glance from heavento earth, frum earthto heaven’ etc*
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Is divided into three secticns or 1 books* 
corresponding approximately to discussions oi the 
relations of Abd slash to Omar, Nadir and Ail 
respectively • the action may bo summarised as 
follows i

Omar has sworn allegiance to honual* the 
monster of destruction* and has been sent into 
the world to work for his cause* In a moment 
of weakness he reveals to the impoverished Ueiim* 
Abdallah1 s father* where he can find treasures to 
replace those confiscated by the tyrant ruler All* 
As punishment for this act of humanity Omar is 
imprisoned by Kontial in the crack of a mountain 
where he is exposed to the extremes of climate and 
the vicious natural elements which prevail in the 
outer-worldly regions where Moncal has his abode* 
Omar is released from his anguish only on the 
condition that he returns to earth and a: plates 
his former lapse by causing a son to brit% about

____ _________________________________________



tho death oi hie lathor* As hod previously
been the object of Omarf a misplaced humanity he 
is now chosen to be the victim of the necessary 
act of parricide and the virtuous* god-fearing 
Abdullah must be brought to commission of the crime* 
Uraur has himself appointed tutor to Abet alia * whose 
mind he systematically poisons with a philosophy 
compounded of annihilism* epicureanism and atheism* 
which makes no distinction between vice and virtue 
ami recognises enjoyment as the only true value in 
life* The torment of the confused >outht whose, 
whole code of values is thus suddenly destroyed* 
is increased by his secret love lor Gulina* the 
daughter of his lather*© arch-enemy All* a 
situation which is exploited by Omar to produce 
the ultimate ccwniuil of Abdullah* A plot by 
Salim to overthrow the oppressive ruler is 
betrayed by Umar* and Selim* severely wounded* 
has to take refuse in a tiny hut secluded in the
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woods.
All offers the hand of his daughter as a reward 

for the capture of 5©11®, and Abaallah sees in this 
the only solution to his impossible love-affair*
By delivering his lather into All’s hands, he can 
make sure of gaining £ulma while avoiding the wrath 
of dellm, He consequently supplies All with 
information of his father’s whereabouts ana duly 
receives the hana of ^ulma in return, only lor her* 
to recoil from him in horror when she learns of his 
crime. The ruesume story clcsea with the final 
torments of the mad and dying Abtimilah* Woven 
into this primary sequence of earthly events is 
a series of supernatural incidents which represents 
the struggle of Nadir to counteract the evil 
influences of Omar and to rescue Abdullah from 
his approaching doom. In an early stage of the 
story Omar offers to reveal what the future 
holes in store for Abdullah who must descend to a
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black subterranean cavern inhabited by owls and 
spirita to receive the message* the vision 
which there presents itself is th**t oi the 
mutilated corpse of Sdirn, suggesting to Abdallah 
that hia future happiness requires the death oi 
his lather* From a scroll delivered by Nadir 
to Abdallah we learn that Omar had previously 
belonged, with Nadir, to the society presided 
over by Achmed and devoted to the spreading of 
happiness and the punishment of evil. Nadir 
stresses upon Abdallah the disastrous consequences 
which must attend his trust in Omar and ^treats 
him to dissociate himself at ones* to escape 
from the evil powers of darkness Abdallah must 
plunge into their midst and prove to his final 
satisfaction that they are nothing more than 
vaporous hallucinations* By descending once 
more into the underground vaults and resolutely 
defying the apparitions which will confront him, he
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can free himself ior ev«r from their power* Again 
Abdaliah submita him self to these supernatural 
forces and ia met by vision# of ^rotea^ue horror 
and increasing gruesomeness until in deoperation 
he calls Omar to hia rescue by means oi a magic 
ring given to him for that purpose. He has 
failed to subdue the terrors which haunt him and 
has thrown himself completely into the arms of Omar.

If Abdullah ia toeay dismissed as unworthy of 
its author - fOtisei#n(Jde mit cumpfer oobnaucht nach 
echtem uehalt9 QberfGtterte Phantasis* Eedefertigkeit 
und Tintenlluao* x • its importance for his literary 
development is not for that reason to be under- 
estimatedt since what meets us here is not merely 
another horror-story but a veiled autobiography* 
the attempt by tieck to overcome his moods of 
depression and fear of the unknown by striding

1) F. uunriolf * • Ludwig tieck* in J*hrbuglj 4»! ftiim
urn. I9î  pp.T?=l9:5*
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boldly into their midst in ordor to prove to hi* 
own satisfaction that they were but unreal figments 
of an ailing spirit# It is the oame test which 
Nadir had vainly demanded of Aboallah, with the 
eaaential difference that Tieck1* perseverance in 
*trolling with hi* problems achieved the desired 
effect and made possible his literary advance to 
the colourful romantic! m  of

The recognition of this cathartic content could 
hardly be expected of contemporary criticism faced 
with an anonymous publication and the book was 
summarily dismissed as yet another conventional 
*.ho*t story. Th# fcgue 
gibllothek required but few words:

fEs 1st in Vi&hrheit eu betiauern, dass 
dem gttten uesehmaek *um Hohn# die Greuel der dauber* und Ciespensterge* schichten unter der Firms do* Romans 
sich moch und leider schon so
gcraume Eeit, auf* unverschSmteste in das tablet der schSnen Llteratur

   .
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tdndrttngsvi, und darin, wie In ihrem 
rig«htui«| hausen,f^

Generalised as thla criticism is, it touches
precisely upon the salient feature—  the inherent
weakness - of Abosliah, the excessive gloom and
horror of the narrative. And it is Just there
that the work is at its most personal. The
unhappiness and loneliness of Xleck's early years
and his attempts to overcome them by seeking au^er*
natural contacts have already been discussed; and
these are the thoughts which are crystallised to
form the philosophic content of the present Novelie,

In the foreground is the search for the meaning
of life ana the nature of reality, problems with

which he had already appisc in two earlier works
placed similarly in an Oriental setting, the

2 ' » unpublished fragment toxane. " based on the I northerns,
f ii - w r ~ T  - t  r - f r r m i  1 1 .

1) XXXIX C179B), 340,
2) Certain similarities between Box^nu and Aboa^-ah 

suggest that the two works may nave originated at 
about the same time. Both contain un organised 
conspiracy a&aln&t the Sultan and have the 
character-namcs Fioxane, Abubeker, Raschlc,
Achmed and All in common.
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and the idyll (17^), in which th© way cl
salvation from doubt la pointed aa i y l %  in the 
renunciation oi all knowledge. this them# ia 
again clearly stated by Abdaliah in a passage 
strongly reminiscent oi the torments which were 
iat*r to plague the hero of .of !̂ W «  ■ ***»
are typical of Xifok1 a own frustration ami 
helplessnesss

f0 allenthalben rennf ich un eine & auer 
wtlthend an, ale mich unbarmhersgig 
eurQckwirlt* en soil ich fragen und 
wo n*ch ahrheit forschen? Ach, 
viell^icht bin ich win ^esori, «in*ic 
und ohne Freund unci Feind in <Uner lecren 

das eingeschlsfen iat und von alien 
die son irtlibchen Possonupielen und 
Furchtbarkei ten trSumt und beim , 
r rwachen olch selbst verepottot*f

Knowledge had already been rejected as inadequate
and now Tieck enquires whether faith, bo it in a
divinity, a philosophic system or merely some othir
human being, may provide the balance required lor
an integrated mode of living From hie initial

1) 1.3* VIII, 133.
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position of m  unquestioning, chilo-iike fui th, 
Abdaliuh 1© led by Omar9* plausible arguments 
through the gradual stages ol doubt, contusion uno 
scepticism to his final standpoint whore won the 
beliefs once moat sincerely cherished have bmn 
taken away without anything beta* found to replace 
them# But in view of Abdullah1 a ultimate fate, 
one must draw the conclusion that the moral consists 
in no more than the platitudinous &oloen mean, 
that to believe too implicitly ia as harmful as to 
believe nothing whatsoever ami happiness lies between 
the two# -Subsidiary to this central theme are 
two lesser notifs which confirm completely the 
association of flock himself with the hero,
Abdullah9* constant sense of friendlessness and 
the fear of future madness# tieck9s conscious, 
even planned efforts to win the friendship of his 
school-fellowa proved consistently abortive and 
helped feed his gloomy pessimism with thoughts of 
his own insufiicicncy• The abrupt refusal of his

___ ___ __________________ _________________ __
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achool«h<are Both* bo have anythin^ to do with him, 
the loss of Laschisri ano Viarin&, and above all 
the death of Toll Deprived him of the companionship 
which he continually sought, particularly as a raw 
student in Halle, newly separated from hia family 
anti hia dearest friend Kackenroder. The words hs 
uses of Abdullah'a inability to find someone 
in whom he could confide - •i’br eine freunaesaeeie, 
der er sich hStte aufschlieasen kidnnen, htttte er 
die IJ2ULft«i seine© dahingogsben1 • ar© spoken 
straight from his own heart and betray the true 
perscnog© ccncsuled behind the oriental mask of 
Abdallah. Likewise, the perpetual fear that 
morbid introspection may lead to eventual madness, 
an anxiety already fount in letters written from 
Halls to .ackenrodsr^ and again ex pressed in 
&bc* ail ah. is to bo considered as autobiographical 
rather than fictitious, a product of lieck1s

1) T.i>. VIIIf 71-2.
2) iiee Chapter II, pp. 45f.



attempt to seek refuge from hia own horrors in 
those of the popular literature* To these two 
factors, the depressive wretchedness of th® author 
himself and the tone oi th® novels to which he 
turned hia attention (und here the effects of 
Grouse's i er oeriluu are symptomatic* must be 
ascribed the lugubrious monotony of Abdullah*
This proved too much even for *•' ackenroder who in 
hia criticism of i>r Abschied (1792* had actually 
encouraged Tieck to concentrate upon the tragi 
and was otherwise well satisfied with the construction 
and execution of this latest work* After praiain^ 
the good qualities of the work >iackenroder reaasumea 
the self-appointed role of adviser to hia unstable 
friend and, not ior the iirat time, warns him ©f 
the inevitable dangers to himself if he continues 
in this ways

1) f0 lass doch die k«?i»eray aeinl Hiar 1st loin 
Wirkungskreia, im f  eld < ea *r^ ischen und der 
trllben Melancholia** Karl von uoltci, Briefe

Uidwĵ . llcck (Freylau, 1 IV, ^6.
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1 Die die das Dense ourchstrStat,
1st feurig, gross und orhubon, und vermischt sich oft so innig mit der 
Vernunft, dass man sie nicht davon achelden kann.•• Die phiiosophiachen 
**ypothes<m de» Omar sind melsterhaft 
d&r&eotellt, und haben mich gins in jensn wunderbaren uns bberirdiachen 
Abend fcurllekgessaubert* Aber gerrftttet wird der Deist, fttr F m d e n  
der Irde und angenehme Finurflcke verstimmt, aelbst fttr Freund schai't und 
Li ©be verdorben, zu ewigera Miamuth, *u 
trauriger Unth&tlgk^lt verdam&t, wenn or sich dieser* wuntorbur ittrch ter lichen 
Tr«umereien ftberi&sst, und sie nicht 
wsnlgstone in GeaprBch© mit ciem Freunds des Hersens, im Mondacholn, verbannt, 
dass sis am Morgen mit der milden 
aonnenhelle ..us soinen Buaen verachfmeht 
warden und ihm als nichts mehr, als was 
sie sind, erschoinen - als Traum. Die linsamkeit, die su welt t rtta 11 ich er en,
Hers arhebenderan Ged anker* und Fhantaaien 
inspirlrer* kann, und der tag, der unsere 
TNHbigleit Delates fttr uns und unseretfabenrnenschen fordert, * blelbe von diesen 
versehrendan Gifts frey, das unsere Deele 
vor der Auflosung dee Korpers verwesen 
iAsst, Aber, o wehel dies© felsenfeste 
Wshrheit 1st Dir Ja ieider nur ett gut bekannt, - und der Hinr.el wird meinan 
sehnlichsten sunsch ©rhtfren, - nicht 
vergeben* bekannt*^

1} Tieck had read the opening chapters of the tale to 
Wackenrcder some time previously.

2) Hoitel, XVt 261•
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But the admonishment waa no Ionger necessary, for 
in unburdening himself through the roooium of hie 
creative art Heck had found the emotional outlet 
which was denied to him in peracnal friendship and 
at the same time has left us an invaluable document 
for the study of hia literary development.

Like all of Tieck1 a earlier com positions* 
Abdallah bears the distinct marks of hia wide 
reading and furnishes evidence of hia experimental 
versatility in adapting the themes he fount: in hia 
sources to hia own purpoaea. Before proceeding 
to a consideration of the importance of Gothic and 
trivial elements* It will be necessary to deal 
briefly with these other sources* in order to dta~ 
cover the features in them which seemed to Tieck 
suitable for underlining, the mood of hia own story.

Most Immediately striking la the oriental 
environment in which the scene is set, a background 
already chosen by Tieck for Koxane and Almanaur in

___________



accordance with the contemporary tuate lor the 
myotic and exotic which had ari®en from the reaction 
to the rationiUtttft1 stifling oi the Imaginative 
iacuity in literature.1 This trend ia early 
visible in France with Voltaire1 a :.ad la (17461 
and further marked by the enormous success of 
}eckford9® Vathofc , but the orientalism oi
Abdullah i® unconvincing that it would bo fatuou® 
to a®aert more then a certain reliance on 
episode® derived from the Arabian flight®. Among 
these may be numbered the sudden appearance of 
a glittering palace curing Abdallah1 e aojoum in the 
underworld (a not uncommon incident in these tale®) 
a® also the magic rin* with it® mysterious character® 
which 1® probably derived both in method and intent 
from Aladdin9® wonaer*lamp (cl. the strange sabre 
brought by the Indian to Vetbelli • In giving 
AbdAllah the ring, Omar warn® him that it i® only

1) See Chapter III. p. 128-9 where the oriental back* ground i® already enumerated a® a characteristic 
of the Gothic novel.



to b© used in moments ol rnrgency » but should it 
©come inevitable 1 nenue meinen IfMeri, drehe 

cieaen King und du fci&t &erott©t.f Apart from 
th© choice ol proper names, th© cultivation 
of a genuine eaatern decor can be detected only 
in the almost sell-conscious use of isolated 
•atmospheric* nouno such as ’mosque* and #cypresses1 
since it is only tor the philosophical or thought- 
content, in which the book*s centre of gravity is 
meant to lie, that tieck is able to raise any 
genuine enthusiasm*

the conflict waged by omar against his pupil 
for the purpose of reversing all the youth*a 
previous beliefs and values * in modern terminology 
one might call it an ethical orainwashin^ • will 
be found to contain in Its argumentation a curious 
mixture of pretentious philosophic depth and simple 
sophistry drawn from greatly divergent sources. 
umarfs role may best be called that of anarchist,

• *42 -

1) T.tf. VIII, 75.



for the nature of hia mission require# him to 
evolve situations which he know# will prove 
destructive to the participants * Thla ia true 
not only of hia relationship to Abdallah, in which, 
under the pretence of promoting the youth’s best 
interests, he reduces hi© to a poverty of intellect 
>hich accelerates his disastrous fate, but indeed 
of every other relationship* He accepts the 
responsibilities of tutor merely in order to obtain 
easier access to hie victim, he openly supports 
Pelim’s plans for the attack on All and sways 
the hesitant warrior Abubeker with his eloquence, 
only to betray the conspiracy to the eneay , he 
solemnly swears to his charge that he will unite him 
with Zulma and gives him a ©agic ring as protection 
against danger, the more surely to entangle him in 
his evil designs*

Xieckfs early familiarity with the mystic 
writings of Jakob £®hme find their expression here 
in the pantheistic view that God is present in «*very



form which he ha® created. Thu® evil i® aa divin® 
in it® origin® a® good, unci the human distinction 
between the two, the acceptance of virtue and the 
rejection of vice, ia a more social convention 
hallowed only by usage* Wer* God to punish evil, 
he would thus be punishing himself. The argument 
is then put forward that only an enlightened mind 
can rise above these formal division® between right 
and wrong and that fear of the consequence® of 
evil is a sign of cowardice. From here it is but 
a short step to the ioeal of life baaed on pleasure, 
a hedonistic philosophy which seduce® the unhappy 
youth to aeex satisfaction in a round of sensual 
and material pleasure®. Omar9® contempt for 
virtue is reminiscent in it® application, if not 
in its intensity, of the speech of the Marquis ce
Montalt in Mrs. tacclUT.’a ihe  iMf
Forest in which he similarly tries to overcome 
La Motte9® misgiving® against committing murder:

91here are certain prejudices attached 
to the human mind, which it requires

* 2 A A *
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all our wisdom to keep irom interfering with our happiness* certain set notions* 
acquired in infancy and cherished involuntarily by age* which grow up 
and assume a gloss so plausible* that lew minds can afterwards overcome them*1
# iaa wir Tugend nsnnen* 1st bioss 
Oewohnhelt* niches als ein besets* urn die Ucsellsch&ft, die dsr Mensch errichtet hat* aufrecht su erhalten*1
•It is the first proof of a superior miud 
to liberate Itself from prejudices of 
country* as of education**

, ’Laster und lugend fiiesaen in einen 3trahl susammen* «a 1st hohe Wexsheit* 
dass man den UnveratSniiig.cn glauben 
ISsat* ale W&ren vcn Twlgkeit her 
gsschietisn**^

Omarf a method of countering each statement of
Abdallah with unsystematic ad hoc arguments means
that he frequently contradicts his own previous
assertions* as in both conceding and denying man’s
free will* and draws his material irom unexpected
quarters* Thus our initial surprise at finding
statements of biblical origin scattered throughout

____ ___________________________________ ___



Omarf a tirades against conventional virtue in 
order to add to their spaciousness, ia likewise 
due to the t allure to realise* that tieck la ©nga^sd 
in manipulating familior ideas to form a new system* 
To ado weight to hia emphasis on the shortness oi 
life and the Desirability to enjoy every moment to 
the full, Umar unobotrusiveiy adds:

♦barurn ea&te janer gross* dltagers Jahrtausende sind vor dir mir wie 
©in Augenbllck.* 1

When AbdaljLOh hesitates before abandoning his
Christian beliefs, Omar assures him that hie only
barrier is lack of xaith and ironically colls a
scriptural text to his add:

fDaher sagt© ein weiser Prophet mit tiefem $ &m mu seinen acHftlsrn: oiaubet, und ihr werdet Berg* 
versetgoni*^

1* T.L* VIII, 62* Psalm 90, iv: •benn tauserui
dahre sind vor die wie der Tag, der gestern
veri angen 1st, unci wie ©in© Lachtwach©*1

2i T#3. VIII, 65. I Corinthians i># iis »Una wsnnich weissa,- en kbnrit© und wttsst© all© Gehelmnisee 
und alle rkenntnis und hStte alien ulaubcn, also 
dass ich Bergs veraet*©, und h&tt© oer Li ©be 
nicht, so ware ich nicht©.1



: cr is it difficult to trace back the word* of the
monstrous Mono si;

fDie Geooaken. die die du begreiiat. sind nicht meine Gedanken*.
ito the Old Testament where Tieck hud found them.

2Xtfpke adds one further consideration in suggesting 
that the diabolic nature of Omar was partially 
formed from Tieck* e personal acquaintance with a 
fellow student. Diesel, in Haile, to whom he had 
been introduced by Eurgsdorff. Tieck*a known 
disgust at the dissolute ways oi this unattractive 
figure lend some strength to this observation, 
which demonstrates the process by which Tieck 
based his writings on the things that lay close 
at hand. \nd in that sense the dialectic of 
Abdullah is a final resolution of the battle 
Tieck had already fought in hi* own mind.

1) Isaiah. 55t v i i l s  *Denn seine Geeanken sind nicht sure Gedanken. und eure Wege sind nicht 
meine Vege. apricht der Herr.*
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Of the literary source® drawn upon by fleck 
lor Abdullah the moat predominant i® Shakespeare, 
who is indeed responsible lor the intended 
psychological depth of the work# For the portrayal 
of the torment® of Abdullah a® he endeavour® to 
comprehend the purpose of life and the nature of 
death, flock found a ready model in Hamlet, echoes 
of whose more famous soliloquies are distinctly 
audible, for example, in the third bock# leath
seem® preferable to life without iulma, until Omar, 
afraid that hbovliah'& free death may rob him of 
hi® prey, bring® him to a consideration of the 
future ,ftlchtoeint and the Kamlatian conclusion 
that fNur oer Ihor und oer Verzwoifelte tauseht ein 
ge*loses Gut gegen ein ungswiase* und glaubt zu 
gewinnen#1 inspired by the same monologue is

1) T.3. VIII, 177-8. Cf. Hamlet, III, li•But that the dread ol something after death
   .tussles the will,And makes ua rather boar those ilia we have 
Than fly to others that we know not of.*

_________ _________________________  __________________  ______  _____
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undoubtedly ;imur* s: * Ja, den tod, trdulden 1st
ieicht, gegon den bchroerz der Pfeile, die ein 
î u ialvollee Leben auf uns abechleaet9̂  which 
retains the metaphor of the original:

ft#hether ♦tie nobler in the mind to sufxer 
The slinks and arrows cf outrageous fortune*

And it ie no less apparent that Abdallah*a
response to this argument ia baaed on another
.-hakespearlan monologue, that in Macbeth I, vii *
*Und wenn nun unere iWchmuig hier unten achon
v51ii& geachloaaen wfcrc©? Wenn alle Anweiaungen
auf Jenseit f&iech unci untor*esehoben wStren?*
(It may also be that the kind of prison inflicted
on Omar by Mondal, a specially-created fissure
in a mountain, was suggested by thu Imprisonment
of Ariel in a tree trunk in The xemooat I, ii.i

The two most crucial motifs of the work,
however, Abdallah*s love for the daughter of a

1) T«S * VIII, ld2m Cf* also the sentence in the
first edition of Abdallah <p*6), later omit tec :
♦l>u warat nur geboren, urn den Pfeiien dea
Jammers ein 5?iel tm aeyn.*

___________________________________



hostile family, aiui th» ensuing dkCt oi parricide, 
are taken only indirectly from Shakespeare through 
the literature of the ftfturm una Dran^# 9 with which 
iieck had first become acquainted at the Berlin 
National Theatre* Already in Gotthold (176v) he 
had experimented with the similar theme of love 
between member© of families bitterly opposed and 
sworn to revenge, and now he turn© to it again 
fascinated by its highly dramatic potent!aiitlea*
By opposing love, the strongest of paaeione, v*ith 
parricide, the direst of crimes, in a struggle to 
be fought out in the mind of a wavering youth 
subject to pernicious influences from elsewhere, 
he created a powerful situation which could only 
culminate in the tragic downfall of the hero* 
Parricide was recognised as the basest of crimes 
wherever it appeared, as in the magnificent sc&ne 
in 01 e R&uber, where Franc Moor enquires of Moser:

f Sag1 mir, was 1st die gr£sste JMncic, use 
die ihn am Grimmi&aten aufbringt?
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Ho£v£* Ich kenne nur xwo, Aber ale 
werc> on nicht von M enaction be&an&cd, **uch 
ahnen ©i© Monochon nicht,
Franx: Lieae xwo?
Mgoer: Vatermord heiaut die eine,
Brudermorci die and ere.1*

The ©am© idea i© found again In von Tarring* a
A^ne© Bernauerin (17&d) that fatherhood 1© an
inviolable ©tab© arid that even when the father
him©elf is a tyrant, he ia deserving of love uno
resect from hi© children, Uo £uim*fa hatred
of Salim, Justified by her family hostility a©
also by hi© opposition to her love lor Abdallah,
1© ©till exceeded by her revulsion at the thought
of the crime committed against him:

fJeden and era Verbrecher veraoiht dor 
i.titige Tfiamal einat, aber tie© 
Vaterafcrder© bebet darf ©ich nicht ia ©ein Hiiw&el wagon, die Ingai WUrtien 
erxittern und dor ©wig© Glanx ©cine© 
Throne© erbielchen,*^

Love for Zulma 1© irreconcilable with hatred for

1) Act V, *Ic,i.
2) T,d. VIII, 22b •
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■Jellmf for th© act of parricide to symbolic of th©
incapacity of Abdullah to experience any feeling*
of tenderness for others. Just as Karl Moor
exclaims when he agrees to bo the leader of the
band of robbers*

♦Ich babe keinen Vater mehr* ich hafce keine
Liebe rnehr*̂  so the treachery of Abdailah indicates
his insensitivity to love:

♦Die gan*e Matur wird in ihr Chaos gurflck^prien* dear: die tlebe 1sttodt,*2
Abdullah9© second descent into the uncerworid at 
the prompting of Nadir is therefore to be 
interpreted as an attempted banishment of all 
intention to g© through Kith th* murder of his 
father* a prospect which had dawned upon him 
during hi© first visit* in which, like Julius In 
Lelsewlte9 Julius von Xarent (1775) the death of

b  ^sJ.gWroc. ^i. -c.a.
2) T.S. VIII, 22i.

_______________________________________________________________________ _______



hia father was ah own to bo essential to hia 
happiness • * ! ach ghostly shade now chants
I Vatem*<5rderlf to him as be passes and the 
implication clearly is, that could Abdallah have
but withstood this trial, he would never have 
performed th© deed. As it la, the triumph goes 
to the power® of darkness who re-appear alter his 
lather*a betrayal and execution to resume their 
cries of f V at ©rsfft rd er I *

Inspired as is this conflict of crime and love 
by the drama of the 1 3turm und trang* 9 the nature 
of the love elements itself In tieck shows little 
resemblance to the passionate earthly love so 
characteristic of this genre. The love of 
Abdallah and luima, aroused at first sight and 
containing, never a suggestion of elopement or 
defiance of the parents, despite the Impasse in 
which they find themselves, is an intensely

I I

tiem Tode meines Vatero jru erwarten.1
Act III, Sc. 3s fiictt, ich auastehn, mein Ul1ftc& von



spiritual affair conductor on a high, aImost 
myatic plane# Thia feature of fleck9 s early
writing has been almost completely overlooked, ior 
amidst all the violence and impetuosity of 
we find in the dreamlike, idealistic texture of 
the love scen^e, early signs of genuine romantic!urn* 
In this sense the gradual development irom the idea 
here expressed I

•1st oiebe nicht der £weck olles rachafienon, das, was une dit*$de «lt in einen barten umwandelt*9
through the author1s statement (hardly evident as
the fact is from the work itself) that love is the
central theme of Sari von BerneeR* to the purely
romantic love sequels of Frans aternbaldg
Wandoruru on is worthy of particular attention*

k further preview of Tieek9 e later romantic

1) T#5, XT, p#xxxvill: 9oer dedanke, dass die 
Liebe als ttittlarift auftreten will, war es eigentlleh, der mlch ssu closer 4rbeit bsgeisterte*9



method is found her« in hia early prsfsrscte# for
moonlit scunery1 amidst a natural background which
t till accorded in ita broad outlines with that of
the Ctmis-literaturo. As so frequently happened
there, Tieck heralds a chapter of disaster with a
severe storm which is interpreted by the hero as
an 111-omen for his newest project. i>etailod
description is only seldom offered but where
this is the case it is inevitably from the
panoramic viewpoint of the trivial novelists:

fdet*t hatte er einen fltyprl eratie^en, der die ^chftnste ce^end ubsrstth. .f **
Th® tone of uoethe»a U C U  v<ai, fierUfehilkdM «**
Schiil ;r*» i le %5ub ,r penotrat.es into th® more
exalted passages of the narrative inspired by the
realism of the language and the favour shown to

1J I.E. VIII, 16, <11, 149. p.50 the phrase 'mondbegldntte Gelena* also occurs. See 
Chapter IV, p.177 on 'moonlight' .

Zi I.E. VIII, J.5. Cf. also Chapter IV, pp.149 ff.
on 'panoramic scenery'.
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♦Kraftauaurfccke1 • The 1 allure to capture the 
atmosphere ol these models llee first ol all In the 
fact that Xieck, by placing the conflict betaken 
right and wrong within the mind ol a single 
character, was really engaged In describing a 
psychological process unauited to the style ol a 
Ul5ts or Karl Moor. Poth ol these were by nature 
men el action whose purposefulness and forthrightness 
found expression In the directness of their 
colourful language, whereas almost the whole 
dramatic content of abdallah. such as iSolim1® 
attack on Alifa palace and Abdallah9s first Descent 
into the underworld, Is relegated to indirect 
narration. Arid fleck has added to the already

1) Individual mot its in Abaallah may also have been 
incorporated under these iniluenc os. ixactlyas Nadir appears at Abdallah9 s wedding feast and produces from beneath his cloak a mirror In 
which the features of Omar are reflected (p»2JAJ 
no in Jchilier9* Der uelsterseher* the Sicilian 
suddenly uncovers a r irror thowli^ the face of the strange Armenian who has been following the* 
prince. foflMfrMtW, CX>VI,105) • The insltence with which All demands 
that belim must be brought to him alive recalls 
the passage in tie HtSuber (Act IV, ae.5) where Karl Moor orders the capture of his brother Trans.



difficult task of presenting a clash of philosophical 
Ideologies, the fact that his hero must finally 
succumb to th© demonic powers which surround himj 
it ia, in Minder*s words, 1 le roman d© la deformation 
dfun caracter©#*^ From the first Abdalltth is 
convinced of his ultimate ruin and conscious that 
he is balancing precariously on the brink of «*n awful 
abyss, yet is ctevoid of the strength of mind and 
character necessary to save himself*

•Du stohst vor ©inem Abgrund, d©r sich 
swischen ewey Felsen reisst, ein 
dicbter flsbel liegt wie Land rtaswischsn und du trittst mit vertrausnoem Fuss in 
die Luft.^absr du wirst in die fiefs

It is therefore the negative, pessimistic attitude 
which impresses itscuf most deeply upon the reader, 
an awareness of Abdullah*» spiritual bankruptcy 
and the horror and hopelessness of his fate as 
opposed to the optimistic strivings of the 
* Kraftgenie* supported by his idealisrw If it is

1* F inder, op# cit#, 87
di t.£• VIIX, j»6.
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Abdallah* a emphasis on the ueaknesa of the 
protagonist which moat distinguishes it from the 
1 iStam und Drang* tradition, it is in the literary 
style, or more precisely in the vocabulary, that the 
clue to the work*a true progeny ia to be found, 
lor here Tieck*a oepenciance upon the *roman rioir* 
become© ©insularly evident. It may be accurately 
stated that the primary intention of the writer was 
to arouse fear, in which respect hie ambition 
aimed no higher than that of the average trivial 
writer. Inevitably therefore he turned for the 
l&n&us e suitable to the intensification of the 
sombre atmosphere to the familiar stylistic devices 
of these same writers - the horrific compounds, 
morbid similes and anaesthetic contemplation of 
physical decay. And with this the main consider:
:ation of Aboallah*s relationship to the Gothic and 
trivial novel has been reached. *lodtangerlppe*
*welssgebleichtes Todten^ebein* ’Todeaengel* 
*Todeskrtmpfef 1Todessuckun&en* * Gchreekgestalten*

-I-'. _____________________________________



* Schreckenserinnerungen* ravens, owls, dragons, 
and a waterfall like foaming blood are all 
scattered about the stage on which the once- 
virtuous Abdallah is struggling to protect himself 
from the fiery darts of his adversaries* Equally 
sinister in connotation are the similes, here 

given in ascending order of effectiveness - *still 
wie das Grab* * alias rundumher war still wie ein 
orab* *alles war still wie sin grosses iodtenge; 
:W$lbef * das fllrehterlichc Geheimnls 1st wie ein 
Todten&erlppe herauageschritten* *daa schaucerh&fte 
Getftn kommt mir wisder schneidend entgegen, wie sin 
f,ser von b&sen Engeln, die in grtiaslicher wMthenoer 
bchadenfreucis mit den ^llonpaukan die Vcrdammten 
bogrtlssen* * er ging wie ein bchatten dureh die 
schwarse Nacht dahln, wie sin G os pens t, das aul asm 
tJden Schlachtfelds in stiller Nacht selnen JLelehnam 
sucht*1^

These examples will suffice as evidence of the

li T*S. VIII, lid, 14i, 123, 121, 70, 141 respectivsly
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way in which the still youthful author sought to 
achieve hia effect; by restricting hia phantasy 
to the murky region© where many had tolled before 
him his only hope of originality lay in new 
and suggestive combinations of words. Anti this 
was not enough.

The adoption of such an uniformly sordid 
vocabulary was only one means to the end. To 
asses© more completely Tieck'a reliance upon the 
apparatus of the Gothiciota, we may apply to Abdullah 
the 'Gothic criteria' of iieddan as previously 
elaborated.^ /hile it is not to be expected that 
all the feature© there listed will appear in a ©ingle 
story, this comparison will indicate sufficiently 
the basic conventionality of the structure of th© 
work.

The Castle and it© accessories are of no 
particular significance in this story where the 
action is centred on moral rather than on physical

1) See Chapter 111, p. 117,
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iaouea, y 1% It is striking thut when Ti©ck does
*

r^ulr© to describe the derelict* secluded cotta&e 
1 where 3elim takes refuge, it is in much the same
c cams as those uaec by the uothicists to convey ths

horror of th© castle:
*v-

• Alios war verwiidert* das Luch mit Moos
► bedeckt unc vom Hagen durchlttchsrt*; durch «ie I star Hatton sich jun*,e

Geatrfcuch© £©drtoiit und Epheu
* schlSngeita sich in grananLabyrinth©n die hUnds hi non* tulen> batten sich auf den bonachborten

B&umen niedergslassen und heuiten 
nacb dem ”&us© hinflb©r,,i

¥

Th© elements of this description correspond quite
* accurately* making an almost random comparison*
, with Mrs, Hadeilffe9* picture of the desolate

mansion in of. the Foffial in which ta
Motto and his party take up residence:

* vTh© lofty battlements* thickly
enwreathed with ivy* war© half 
demolished* and become the residence oi* birds of prey, Ku g© 
fragments oi the eastern tower* which r was almost demolished* lay scattered
amid ths high grass* that waved slowly

r
1) T.3. VIII, i!6.

__________________________________________



to th® breeso. the thistle shook its lonely head; the moss whistled 
to the wIno.fi

r y this means iirck sought to acid to the cottage
a lugubrious atmosphere which has no direct bearing
on its function aa a hido~out, for here
there are to be none of the supernatural visitations
and mysterious creaking* which justified this
cultivation of gloom in tha bothic romances.

More prominent is the allocation of the
hallucinatory content to oubterranea.. .gSMEMi
to which Abd&llah is led in turn by Omar and Haitir
for the respective purposes of learning the key to
his future and then to overcome his fear of the

2supernatural elements. " In these haunts with 
their damp, slimy walls, thair peals of laughter and 
their icy stillness, Abdaiiah is confronted with 
scenes ©f mounting horror as he experiences the 
three-fold vision of his father1s bleeding corpse

1) Th. iiqmanee pi the .!• pre.t. B.fS.L., X, 
it See Chapter 111, p. 121, .lection 111, line 3.
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the insubstantial shades ol Omar with gnashing 
teeth and eyes like balls oi lire, and the 
gruesome wedding dance oi the * Un&eheuer in 
V. el bergeetal t en * which culminates in the 
appearance oi his beloved £ulma in the form 
of a disfigured skeleton. the alternation of 
scenes of oriental colour and brightness servos 
only to mislead the victim with false hopes for the 
Improvement of his situation and to accentuate the 
despair of the ensuing turn of events# the 
underground regions are therefore represented as 
the haunts of the supernatural forces, and as such 
fulfil the dual function of allowing Tieck to 
portray Abdallah*s dreadful conflict with these 
forces as a physical experience rather than «3 
a mental vision, and thereby contribute to the 
motivation of o«iar*» medial position between the 
human and the diabolical#

The treatment of natural phenomena in this 
atory has already been indicated and found to be

- 263 -



still In the •background* manner of iyno. This 
will be confirmed by reference to the opening of 
almost any chapter# Consider, for example, the 
bright and pleasant picture of the setting tun on 
the evening that Abdullah ha® fallen in love with 
Alif a daughter. the whole natural world aeem* to 
participate in hi® own joyfulnee® and to reflect 
the glow of hi® own souls

•Roth* Wolken achwammen durch den Uimmel und gl&nsten vorttberfiiegend 
an den heiien fenstern, 3chwaib*n 
*wit®eh*rten urn ihn har, axles war ihm theuer, alias war ihm nsu und ein neug&wcnnen&r F reund. I ine flammettde 
Gluth brannte durch den Himmel, cus Abendroth sank hinter den Flu®® nieder 
und warf ein blelche® ^oldne® Nett nach de**i Abend®terne..1 f

How strongly thl® contraet® with the natural
surrounding on the night that Omar goe® walking
with Abdallah in carder to divert hi® thought® to
the evil deed which ho 1® preparing for him:

•iichw&r* lag die N&cht auf dem uefilae. 
Wolken gog&en sich gedrtlngt uno dtiater

1) f.3. VIII, 49.
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von den harden herab, in hohen unendllchen 
Uebtrgen auigewSIzt, wie eine oickt,
, ©wBlbte Mauar hing bar aeh*mrze Himmel 
mit aeinen wankencien Hies enachatten titer 
ihnen, kein Stem aah ciurch die '’tUle, 
kein Gtrahi dee Kondea sittarte durch 
die boikenwlibnia: ein Hagen rauaehtein den nlhan rflkumenf durch cen iernen 
&ald wandelte dur Sturm dumpf raurrend**. und ein heimllchea Grauen stleg von den 
finstern Targ«n,,i

For the young Tieck, us ior the trivial writers,
there could be only one outcome for a chapter with
auch a prelude and the darkness oi nature merely
heralds the wickedness of Umar* The technique ia
purely formal, even within thia abort peesa&e many
of the traditional atmospheric words are called
upon, tschwur»t t l̂tkotor, ♦finster* frauachenf
•dumpf* ♦Grauen*, with the writer1!* propensity
for compounds likewise evident in >Hic*a©nechattenf
and 1 Wolkenwildnia* • Ail thia ia in the
characteristic style, for there is no specific
description of the scene and Its components ,

li I»3« VIII, p. 56 f*

'r



merely a general attempt to hint at the Hostility 
of the elements through certain evocative, but 
overworked, words* Tieck had still to learn that 
nature was really one ol* the cast, not part ox the 
decor*

I here la no use made in Abo all ah ol the cordon 
theme of deposed ancestors waiting to be avenged, 
ami therefore no place for the oothlc picture which 
symbol! aed thia past heritage.

The dream, however, ia a basic feature which 
reappears throughout the course of the tale, now 
in the literal sense and with the conventional 
purpose of warning of approaching disaster, now 
in the more symbolic eenae of life as a dream 
Which will bo ended only by the realities which 
await us after death* The firat kind of dream 
ia that experienced by the aged warrior Abubeker 
whoa*.* pre&ontiraenta of the disastrous attack on 
All prove only too correct; but th© dream has no
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deeper meaning than that* r*ow different to the 
ttream-like atmosphere whic^ surrounds Abdullah1 a 
encounters with the forces of evil, indeed it ia 
never made clear to the reader where the division
between dream anc reality ia to be made. This is 
in fact the problem which confronts Abdullah hi&seli*
^io second visit to the underworld is narrated as 
a physical adventure, the meeting with Nadir ami 
the descent into the cavernous depths, the < ru^aome
sights which drive him to the brink oi madness, 
the magic ring which rescues him In the final 
moment of anguish, all oi this is credible in the
context of this story as a return to the dwellings 
of the supernatural* Put as he turns the ring 
which is to deliver him, Abdullah awakens on his bed 
at the secluded cottage* The visions arc still 
very real to him and the strangeness of his 
situation soon becomes clear*

fAus eirujffl Traus komme ich? - j ^  die • ahP^eit an? Wo steht die Ur*itsaai
1 2n*t
ssaule?

______________ ___ ________________________________



• and a little later:
’Omar! bin ich vielleieht wahneinni^?*
V'or bist du umi was 1st dies© valtt*

Omar, tha anarchist, aware that hia true* identity
has now been revealed , <;uickiy assures the youth
that it was merely a nightmare that he has
experienced • fdenn ich kam in der atuntie der

•  2i ittrrnacht hierher unci fond dich &chlafenci.f 
The truth 1® still further obscured by the advent 
of oeliro who coniirm® that Abdullah has slept 
soundly, for Omar returned from hia travels this 
very night, 1 or 1st in dieser Nucht xurbekfc,ek©mmen, 
aber du achlleiest s© sanft, dass wir dich nicht 
weck^n woHton.9** let if we accept the fact that 
Abdullah* s sojourn in the underworld was a cream, 
this must negate the whole character of Nadir who 
does, however, physically appear ©lathers in th© 
story. The explanation is to be preferred that 
Tieck intentionally created this indecisive situation

1) X.3. VIII, 15>, 157.
2) Ibid., 1>9,

I bid-, 16>*



4&* bein^ indicative oi the wholv problem oi the work
what ia reality and who ia to say that the reality

oi a dream ie inferior to that ol the material world
from  what has already been said it will bo soli

evident that the uoernatural ia allotted a place oi
primary importance# Char act era auch as umar and
jadir are in allegiance with &od«*iike creatures
from whom they hold power over the live* of mortals#
These are supported by the host of monsters, giants,
dwarfs, misshapen, malformed and distorted figures,
floohlaas arms, nodding skulls, animate skeletons
and speaking corpse® who*#e habitat is the inf ernal
vapours of the deep# At ovary step wa are
confronted by the products of Tieck*a lively
phantasy, culminating in the ludicrous final act
when the betrayed ^elim returns from the dead to
visit Abdallahi

#Bist dufe, gellbter aohn?*
Die Leiche hob sich lan&sam auf#
* Komm in meine Arroel • IComml Ich muss 
von Tugenci und Gott zu dir sprechent^

• 269 •
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In &unition to the*;© two man!festation*} of the 
supernatural , the human being in liege with the 
otherworldly and the subterranean spirits in their 
haunts, Abdullah has many ol the more mundane 
concomitants ol the Gothic superstition* the ring, 
possessed ol special powers to rescue the wearer 
irom intricate situations, is a favourite demonic 
symbol, the preference for midnight as this hour 
when the night is most full oi mystery f * the 
repeated stress of th© figure three as having some 
symbolical validity,* the lamp which suddenly burns 
blue to indicate the presence of supramortal agencies 
all are thrown in a s  tieck runs through the whole 
inventory of the Gothic novel,

MjriaUgh contains no cli.ncal ll,,ur»n>. despite

1) f Aus tiefer Fsrne rief der ’ Schter in der :itadt 
die Mltternachtstuncle.* (p. 67).

2i bertfhrte mit der atirn dreimal don lodenf 
( p . 4 2 J ,* *• schlug seinem J tab cireimal uuf den Boden*
(p.66) ,•dreimal vurflucht1 tp.136), also pp. 27,69,£5,173

i) fLie Lamps im ftimmer brannte matt und blau1 (p.133 -6) t
9 Hur ein eiusi&oe (Lichtj brannte in dor Furne 
noch matt und blau* (p.241)*
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the strongly Christian bias of much of the ideological
*

content. But the unfavourable depiction of a member
4

of the church, the sense which Hodden attaches to 
1 this feature is not present.
* The harem is implicit in the statement made of

1All, fmehrer<fc seiner Qemahlinnen starben1, and it
t

is therefore interesting to observe that in the 
first edition of the work this phrase was preceded 
by a direct reference to this harem, later omitted,
9aber im Harem erso&en ward diese zarte Fflanse,.9 

Proceeding throu&h Redden9 s list we clearly 
> recognise the presence of a tyrant figure, or indeed

tyrant figures, in ^bdallah. In the vary first
r

sentences of the story Tieck paints All as a cruel, 
tyrannical ruler who ^overne hia people with a harsh 

. hand, 'Cera Tirannen entgeht der Haas ale, mit dee
ihn eeine Unterthanen verfol&en.' Throughout the 
succeeding stages of the story M i  remains hard and

■'T     t

l )t.s . m i ,  3.

%
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bitter until hia final execution of aelim* let even 
All 1© overshadowed by the monster Mendel9 whose 
power is not that of a ruling monarch, rather does 
he watch in hi® far-off kii%dom over the industry 
of mankind and seek to confound it by his ur&s for 
destruction* It is he who punishes with cruel 
severity Jmar’s one act of humanity, and this one
sided character of Hondal makes him the most complete 
of tyrants, to whom compassion is unknown*

It is of little avail to continue an accumulation
f

of such Gothic feature© for what has been ©aid 
already establishes the case* Even in motivation 
the correspondence with the trivial novel is very 
^reat* The dual motifs of the story are* 
i) The condition which has to be fulfilled to 
release Omar*
11) The love between members of hostile families 
und the attendant appeal to the emotions*
1) Mondal has liberated Omar from his imprisonment 
on one conditions

-  272 -
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•Xifct verauch© tloine Kraft; nur ©in iSohn kurrn dich befrelen, der, ohn© 
vom Hahnsinn umhsrgejsgt eu warden, 
seiner* ei^enen ^ellebten Vater dem 
lode Bber&iebt*1

A potentially intents© dramatic situation ia thus
evolved as pressure ia brought by Omar to force
Abdallah to th© commission oi the Neatest oi ail
crimes, parricide* The condition was a favoured
literary technique, for ita terms were usually
va*u© and seemingly impossibleof fulfilment* it
may be recalled that the background to the Castle
of Otranto was an ancient prophecy that fthe castle
and the lordship of Otranto should pas© from the

*present family, whenever th© real owner should be 
tro*m too 1ar&© bo inhabit it*fi By this means a 
fatalistic element was introduced into the action 
and the triumph of Justice as represented by the 
ancestors was assured* ’fleck transfers this 
prophetic role to the evil genius Mondal, and 
consequently it i© the ultimate downfall of

U  Ih* CaaUe of Otranto. 136.
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Abdallah which ia inevitable,
11) the love ol Abdallah and 2'ulma la complicated

* beyond th© family hostility by the fact that it
> would invalidate a solemn promise given by ^elim

that hia aon should wed the daughter of Abubeker, 
Tha impossibility ol going back on auch a promise

* forces w^lim repeatedly to deny Abdallah the right 
to choose hia own wile and compels him to abandon 
hia lather to All* before hia first meet in, with 
Matt Abdallah actually expresses hia willingness

> to comply with hia lather’s wish, though Tieck
handles the scene clumsily and makes Sellm 
needlessly, and quite cut of character, curse 
hia own sons

' ■ Abdallah: Ich iicb© nur dich und ^ar,
3elimi Laaa dies© kindliche 1*1 ebe nis

* inoeinem Bus on verltJachen* Abubokcra
Tochter, • oder meinen PltichS’l

* Thia sudden outburst on iielim*a part, entirely

1) T.S* ViXi, k&.
■t

V
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unmotivated as It is, is intended to underline the 
inviolability of an oath but Is too artificially 
applied to have any genuine impact. Salim's wrath 
does not become justifiable until he learns of 
Abdullah's love for 2ulma9 and it is his insistence 
on honouring his promise to Abubeker which creates 
the situation which Omar too willingly exploits#

One further point of similarity between Abdallah 
and the Castle of Otranto is contained In the episode 
concerning buried treasure. Omar's one compassionate 
act was to restore to Selim the wealth which had been 
confiscated by All. His instructions to sell® were 
simply s

'Grabe hinter jenem verfallenen Htlgei x
und ein neues Gltfck wird die entgeg&nblVhen.'

the passage is reminiscent of the experience of
Frederic* Marquis of Vicensa* who is met by a dying
hermit in a wood near Joppa and told:

'Dig under the seventh tree on the left 
hand of this poor cave* and your pains 
will..'2

1) T.3. VIII* 26.
2» IHe Ca»U* of O tronw . 248.



at which point the hermit expired*
this formidable list can leave no doubt as to 

tieck*a knowledge oi and reliance upon the Gothic 
novel, nor indeed ha© everything been ©aid* the 
stock technique of breaking off the action at the 
peak of tension when the invaluable palm loaves blow 
out of Abdallah*© hand, the almost indiscriminate 
use of compound© with * blood* for the ©ake of a 
sensational effect, the shattering rapidity with 
which a familiar object suddenly seem© quite atrange 
- many such detail© could still be catalogued*
But it will perhaps be of greater benefit if our 
/inal thought© on this work are directed to seeking 
out the more original and f,i'i©ckian* element© In 
thla morass of convention*

Certain early indication© of Tl^ck9© later 
romantic style, particularly in hi© treatment of 
nature, have been considered already* This will 
bo further supported by the observation that those



themes listed in the previous chapter1 as
recurrent throughout the whole of his writings, arc
already evident to a certain extent in Abdaljah.
Decay is a subject frequently referred to by Oraar
since he bases upon it his philosophy of enjoyment}
life is not merely short but conclusive and only
the fool does not enjoy it to the full. Abdullah
is understandably impressed by such sentiments
coming from his teacher who warns him that the
attempt to discover too much will end only in
disillusionmenti

f0 dtagllng, lass die Erne unaufgcwtlhlt, 
du findest ein scheussliches 
Todtengerippe!f 2

These thoughts not only deflect Abdullah*a mind from
the suicide he has been contemplating but convince
him that, if death is the end of a l l ,  the betrayal
of his father can quickly be forgotten in the
enjoyment of Zulma. His mistake becomes only too
clear to him in the closing stages where 7ulma

1) Chapter IV, Section B.
2) T.S* VIII, p. 6.
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deserts him, Omar floats over the destruction of 
this fech8ne ^eele* ano hia father#s spirit return© 
to chide him# •

Coupled with this are the same auction feelings 
of physical helplessness, man is a prisoner trapped 
In the world and th*re ia no means of escape#
??e is prevented from carrying out the noble 
thoughts of which he is capable by the limitations 
of the body, ano the fact that he is 1 or ever tied 
to a confining world. But the analogy is not 
restricted to Abdallah himself; it is also put 
into the mouth of bellm when he addresses his men 
before the attack on Ali*s palace# He appeals 
to their recollections of past freedom in a passage 
which bears the unmistakable stamp of Tiecki

f$osu der schttnen rrinnerung, Freunoe? Diese 2mt% war und ist nicht nehr, dor 
donnenstrahT7"der scheu an des Uefttn^niesea Mauern slttert, macht dem 
Gefangenen den Kerkor eager. ##i

His thoughts on childhood are likewise in precisely

1) T#S. VIII, 30.
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the same vein as discussed, childhood us the symbol 
of a lost innocence in which the realities of 111© 
were still unsuspected* Xn the confusions oi mind 
which Abdullah* s conversations with Om«ur produce, 
his cry is that he may regain the simplicity ol his 
childhood 3

•0 gieb mir surQck, Omar, was du mirhast, als ich mit klndlichem,
1©ichtern Person noch durch das Leben ging. 
Mit frohen Ahndun&en glng ich der versehiossnen Holt vorttber, du hast sic mir aufgethan und ver&chtlieh llegt die hUuslich©iAr»soligkeit der innern Watur 
vor mir**

In such details the ©tlli-doraant qualities of 
Tieck are to be found buried beneath much that can 
b# described only as bombast and pretension* 
Unordered thoughts and partly-digested ideas are 
thrown together in the attempt to portray a 
psychological clash of character* let if on© 
must concede that th© psychological progression

1) T.S. VIII, 73.



in the story ia automatic and not very compelling 
Its mere presence does represent the author*a 
desire not to he satisfied with the physical action 
alone* In thia he would perhaps have been vrel, • 
advised to use the medium of the drama, for th®

f
tendency ia already very strong in the preference 
giver. to dialogue, and the technique of prefectnk 
long, stretches of direct speech simply with the 
speaker9® name, as is customary in a  formal drama* 
doubtless such a discipline would still have heun 
beyond the powers of fleck as even Abdullah, despite 
its weaknesses, stands considerably above the 
e4rliost crudo dramas* It must b® placed to 
fleck9 a credit that the characters of this story 
are much more Individually convincing in delineation 
than those of the usual horror-atory. Ris tyrant 
ruler, while every inch a tyrant, is nonetheless 
perfectly credible within the framework of this 
tale, Just as beilm is a fairly realistic blend of



fatherly love and severity# tieck has succeeded 
in animating hia figures, even the leaser participants 
such as Abubeker and the jealous Raschic, so that 
each has a distinctive personality which raises 
him above the more customary Hype1# This fact 
la to be attributed to the close affinity between 
the author’s writi% and his own experience, for 
every facet of his own life was m s c o n t r i b u t e  
towards his creative works, whether It was hia wide 
reading, his circle of acquaintances, his knowledge 
of human nature or simply his vivid imagination#
The latter was responsible particularly for such 
poetry aa can be founo within the story# The love 
scene between Abdallah and 2ulma possesses a certain 
lyrical quality which well conveys the rapture the 
hero finds alone in the presence of his love# The 
verses themselves are artificial and construed, but 
the failure in execution should not obscut's the good 
intention of relieving the basic harshness with 
occasional softer, gentler scenes#



9 >onne der foachtl 
Mlmcael meiner Seolel Hei ageschmtic kt o,
SchtSnheifcgekrCnte,
Ich nahe deinor Gottheit!

Hia love ior Zulma ia the only reality which
Abdallah retains and the motii could have lent
itaeli to much mora sympathetic development; as
it is, Zulma ia never allowed to snoot Abdallah agaia
until she receive© hia hand in marriage and learns
that ho has been responsible ior hi© father1© death,
a dramatic situation which Tieck wa© unable to
resiat but one which may well have been dispensed
with to provide a leas vicious ending.

Abdallah1 © place amoi% the work© of Tieck ia 
not a high on®, but the work was nevertheless oi 

great importance in the literary progress of it© 
writer* It© horror© were those which had haunted 
the author1 © own mind, it© every word was dictated 
by hi© own suffering© and it provided the longed-for 
release from the morbid thought© to which he had 
fallen prey.
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Its weaknesses became quickly as apparent to
Tieck as they are to us today,1 but the work had
to be written. And It is as integral a part of 
Tieck* e creation as Ffan* SteffiWS ^grttPfagl 
which, without Abdailah. could never have been 
written.

1) Tieck himself said of the storyi *tias Ciespenatischs und V ilde, wonn e» sich auch stei^ert, QbersSttigt 
endiich.’ T.J. VI, vii.



Conclusion

’The Gothic novelists contributed some vital components of romanticism. The matter, 
style, and spirit of Gothic romance, Its 
images, themes, characters, and settings, 
sloughed their gross husk and emerged 
transformed into the finer elements of 
Romantic poetry. No attempt has been made so far to Isolate the actual process 
of transformation, or span the artistic 
distance between the finished product and its raw material. The Intermediate stages 
of evolution have received no attention,1

This paragraph from Varma’s work on the Gothic
inovel indicates the kind oi purpose towards which 

the present study has been directed, the literary 
schools concerned being represented by Ludwig Tieck 
and Anne Raticliffe respectively. It will be apparent 
that such a survey, Including, as it does, eighteenth 
century writers in both the German and English 
languages, may also reveal something of the literary

A

relations of those two countries at that time,
Tieck9s knowledge of Fngllsh literature in general 

was even in his lifetime an undisputed fact, but here 
It has been necessary to establish that this interest 
extended also to those writers who Inhabited the lower

1) D,P, Varma, op, clt,, p*l£9.
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©lopes of Parnassus. This has been possible by 
references to letters, comments and criticisms left 
us by Tieck or his contemporaries, from th® catalogue 
of his library and from such internal evidence as his 
literary works afford us.

Tieck himself would probably have denied that 
the popular novel had any serious influence upon his 
maturer works, but such a point of view is scarcely 
tenable in the light of the comparisons we have drawn 
in the foregoing pages. For despite his desperate 
attempts to decry the literary value of the trivial 
writing on the intellectual plane, apart altogether 
from the more obvious scorn which he poured upon it, 
his subsequent output clearly bore the marks of his 
early knowledge of these writers. Korff attaches 
considerable importance to this background reading:

'tteiiu* blchtun&en sind in weitem Basse leun&chst nlchta and ores als liter atenh aft 
verarbeitete Frlnnerungen an Frlebnisse 
einer frtlhen, alizu frOhen Belesenheit.*

On the other hand we have found little evidence 
to confirm the opinion that Tieck was further tempted

1) H.A. Korff, beist der Qootheieit. Vol. Ill, p*480.



from the path of literary virtue through hie 
associations with Rambach and Bernhardt, for it hue 
been a central argument that Tieck* e enthusiasm for 
sensation and horror was not temporary and involuntary 
but lifelong and Innate.

The choice of Mrs. Raricllffe is justified for 
present purposes both by the fact that Tieck most 
definitely knew her stories and by a certain similarity 
of mood and treatment. Here it must be pointed out 
that the first person to associate the name of Tieck 
with that of Mrs. Raricllffe woe Professor Beydel, who 
wrote:

'The early works of Anne Radcliffe should 
be considered with regard to their .. Influence upon Tieck*s first writings.'

Both writers were deeply interested, albeit for 
different reasons, in the roles of the 'everyday' and

i) p.m . ?eyd*i, i f l g a t e j i a A - w t f „p***2•In a private letter of 9th April 1957 to the present writer Professor Seydel elaborated upon 
the above statement: *1 had in mind that the
early novels of Mrs. Radcliffe, e.g. The Swatics

ssaH "i.i r
havtr read between i/^0 and 1792, may well have 
provided mood and atmosphere for hie own writings of that time.*
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the’marvellous' In human Ill's. For Hr*, .tartcliffs 
this was an essentially academic, literary preoccupation 
and these elements were virtually as drugs which she 
attempted to mix in exactly the proportions necessary 
alternately to stimulate and to deaden her readers’
Xantasy. For the melancholy, tortured Romanticist 
Heck, the Interplay of these forces was a more basic 
problem, not merely useful for a literary situation, 
but relevant to the meaning of life Itself. As this 
is Indeed the unbridgeable gulf which separated the 
two - the romanticists’ foundation of a metaphysical 
basis for their works, which. Inadequate though it 
was, mads possible the more complex superstructure 
of Romantic literature. Hadnssa, for instance, a 
theme of great attraction to Tieck, became associated 
with the demonic traits of his own personality and 
emerged as a fully romantic motif at times only 
vaguely distinguishable from the more universal fear 
of the Indefinite future, that is, the fear of life 
itself.

Tieck*s retention of much of the outworn machinery
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of the Gothic novel has been demonstrated by 
examination oi Redden* s H at oi traditional Gothic 
situations and devices. to thla may be added further 
linguistic features such <*a the horrific compounds and 
similes, repsated hyperboles, use of 'suggestive' or 
'atmospheric' wort's, lack of definition, monotony of 
tone and artificial stimulation of suspense. Iha 
quotations which have been used to exemplify these 
linguistic aspects likewise demonstrate the ubiquity 
of these elements even up to Vlttorla Accorombona.
The adduction of several instances of recurring, 
secondary devices of the Gothic novel in fleck*e 
own works, together with a short analysis of passages
which show him adopting, techniques which he had abhorred

• -

in the writings of others, illustrate his unwitting 
acceptance of much of the Gothic stock.

The section devoted to the role of the Gothic 
themes in Tieck has set out to trace back to their 
Gothic sources seme of his more markedly romantic 
traits. Despite, ior example, the highly original
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treatment of nature, many of the individual components 
of the scene « the sombre woods, the sudden storm, the 
rich colour of sunrise and sunset, the expanse of 
vales, the secluded cottages, the craggy mountains - 
are to be found in the stereotype landscapes of the 
popular novelists; here particularly it is theS
'Beseelung*, the application of a philosophy of 
nature, which raises the 'payso&e tleekien* above that 
of its predecessors* Nature la elevated by l'ieck to 
a position superior to that of man and thereby the 
realms of nature and the supernatural are brought 
closer together. The latter la seen to have developed 
primarily under the influence of Shakespearean 
technique in the creation of the desired illusion 
before the reader has been able to rationalise to the 
point of effective resistance. If Mrs. Rodcliffs 
believed only in the supernatural in its most Divine 
form, that of the Biblical miracles, Tieck was possessed

fof an implicit belief firstly in the existence of 
invisible forces which might have some part in man's 
life, but also in a form of life within every inanimate



object. The physical adventure* and trapa which 
Mr*. Radcliffe laid for her unwary characters were 
thus translated by Tieck to the higher plane oi 
intellectual anguish and fear.

In Abdallah. Tieck*s first essay in the genre 
of the 1Verbildunfc woman*, we are conscious of the 
young writer’s struggle to free himself from tradition 
and, as was perhaps inevitable, the result was a 
compromise, the villain-hero being subjected to 
tortures both of mind and body. Ths detailed 
analysis of this story shows something of the 
autobiographical, cathartic content of fleck*a work 
and the sources which influenced him in its composition; 
it is historically Important as the prelude to his 
subsequent romanticism.

Tieck*s reputation has suffered a serious decline 
since his death In 1353 and perhaps not without good 
reason. His preoccupation with controversies relevant



only to hi* own age, the growing conflicts of 
personalities, the instability of his theatrical 
temperament, above all a certain glib fluency which 
made him rush into print before his works had 
sufficiently matured within him, these have detracted 
from his prestige* But he remains the first typical 
German Romanticist •

'der seltene Fall, dass eine entscheidende 
Bewo&ung am umfttnglichsten ourch einen represent!®rt wird, der gar nicht ihre 
HOehsten Werke schuf.'1

And it is as an important figure in the history 
of literature rather than in the literature itself 
that he will continue to survive.
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The manuscript of Pie ^benbuhi«r. «n incoraplste 
comedy covering some 106 pages, is Part J of Box 5 
of Tieck'* Nachlass* The scene in question is the 
sixteenth scene ol Act III and is here reproduced 
for the first time by kind permission of the Deutsche 
Staatsblbllothek, Berlin* 

bunc kel, Frau Dunckel
Dunckel:

Frau:
luncKeli

Frau;
iun£kgl:

Frau:

(schrelbt) Gottlob! fertlg*
3c?

Hun 1st mein dlmam

Und nichts ale ein kaltes '3o* ent&chl&pft 
Delnen Lippen? Freue Dieh mit mir, closer 
Simeon soil mlch berflhmt mac hen* Ich will

Glet
nlge von den schSnsten rtellen vorlesen* 
Dir nur kelne Ktthe*

Du hast auch ^ar keln UeiHhi ftfr Scfitkiheiten, 
Du blst unempiindlich wie Hols* Aber iu 
musat htfren, Du m&gat vicllan ©der nicht*
Hun, so lies nur in Gottee Numun, denn uu llsst mir docb nicht eh^r Huho.
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yunck&i:

►

*

*

*

Frau:

dunskel:
h

<

►

Mein Iruuerspisl Oimaon hat 13 AufsO^*, 206 P&raonen unc a© errorcert Dakorationen,
36 Mai wird drlim gelochten, und 62 Oeister 
eracheinen, dabe! habe ich 10 Ochlachtan eingewebt, Du kannai also daraus lelchtlich abnehtnen, weichen Eel lull main Ottfck erhalten 
muss* Ich will Dir cine 3 c one aua dam 
iHnften Akt vorleaen, die ich ittr eine der 
3ch£nsten halte; aa 1st, wie man ihn in 
der tttadt t el’angen genowmen hats H3cene. Fine 3tube, Simaen schl&ft in Ketten; 
er waqht ftfrchtariich auf; Oiro&on muss ain 
grosser Mann sain; und wo mttglich in den 
Keeton aulgafangen echlufen, und so wie er 
arwacht, sftJaaen die K at ten ain gang entsetsliches Jpektakol muchen; also ar 
wacht nun auf. m^as 1st das? Wer that das? 
0 ich will Fucb verXluehte Philister fuaammendreschen, doss Ihr an mich denken sollt, Ihr aollt Qborclnandsrpuraeln, wie die 
Kugel, wenn Einer tteune geworfen hat; diese Ketten will ich Euch wie JchaTleder um die 
Ohran schlagen, dasa Ihr glauben sollt, dan 
jdngstan Tag su sehn.w 
Nun 1st das nicht eine starka atalia?
Das hat mir wlrklich mal galalien, es 1st 
sum Tocitlachent (sit lacht)
Hun waiter!
nIhr sollt ja alle«« (ar X^ngt an su springen, 
die Ketten raissen eine nach dor andren in tausend 0t8ck«>
Sleh nun, man muss dam aimson racht viele 
Ketten unbindan, damit die /uschauer dieses 
angenehmen mblicka racht lange geitiessen*

*
y



*4*

*

Frau:
knQtiai*
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"Nun bin ich frel, nun will ich Euchund tuch alle in t&uaend kr^utgmillionen 
Stttcken aurhauen** (er epringt abK*Nun tut die Scene beira Thor* Simeon aprln&t 
vor."Und Ihr dummen Korla habt vor mir die 
Chore verschloaaen, ja ao soil Euch ja daa Donnerwetter in den Mala hinein und 
durch alle GedSrme fahren* (Er laaet die There an, ale w&ckeln). So Ihr wackeit,
Ihr tauseno Sappenaenter (er hebt ate aua den Angela, die Itfrchterlich kr&chen) •
Fort mit fuch (er &eht mit den Thoren ab, und well er nun ao schwer iat, d rile ken aich aelne Ftfaae iramer tiefer in den Boden einK*
(lachenti) ttein, daa iat recht*
Nun will ich Dir mal d m  uchiuaa vorlaaen. 
"Scene, eine btraaae* Der biino® simaon 
atoht mit einer Kette vor der Thtlr tinea Pallasts an&&bunden* Fun htSrt ihn drinno 
aualachen •*■Slraaons Dacht nur, verfluchtea kabenvieh, 
veroammtaa Philiatervolk* Ich will 1 uch 
alle xueamr^nrUbteln, wie man MaaeinTtaae 
in einer Pudelmtltae auaaimaenachtlttelt*
(fr rllhrt aich, der Pallaat iHllt ein, und 
allea purseit bbereinander, allea achrelt laut, Simeon kriecht unten uua bom ochutt 
heraua*) Seht Ihra? (Er bricht aichden Mals indem er herunterittllt, der Kopf

1) See Chap *V, p. 211n



rollt libera Theater. Lange atilie, dann 
orscheinen die Geiater von don 
Frschlagenen und winaoin).*Aber mich hungertf jetst komm1 in die 
Ktiche, wie wolJLen unare KortoX'fein 
verRehren.* (bricht ab)•



It has been no part of the present study to 
* prove* that Ileek wrote certain work* under the 
direct Influence of thia or that story by this or 
that writer. Such proofs, even if possible, would 
in any case be comparatively insignificant in the 
history of the broader movements with which we have 
been dealing. The examination of the oerman and 
English literature relevant to our subject has, 
however, led to the discovery of a certain number of 
strongly similar passages in the works of Tieck and 
Mrs. Hadcliffe, and these are clearly of importance 
both in confirming the view expressed that Tieck 
knew and read the novels of his English contemporary, 
as also in pinpointing one possible source for some 
of the Gothic and early romantic traits. In this 
sense this appendix may be considered as a relevant 
digression.

It must be borne in mind that such analogous 
excerpts must be read in the context from which they



are taken, as it is often the elusive 'atmosphere' 
which suggests the connection rather than a particular 
similarity in meaning or choice of words. their 
value must likewise be estimated in tcto, that is 
to say, the most telling fact is the multiplicity of 
related matter. For convenience the passages will 
be related to the various novels of Mrs. Redcllffe 
and presented numerically, a discussion of their 
general importance being, reserved until the end.
Nor does the inclusion of the features selected 
imply that these are found only in these two writers 
or that they are original in their works. the 
preference for an 'interesting* face, as in the first 
example, will be found in much earlier authors, but 
as an element common both to the Gothic novel and to 
Tieck it may justifiably be included in this list.

l. Both writers favour the adjective 1 interesting1f 
applied to apf?*irancet as bein& more desirable than



beauty, for Instance In lira. Radeliff•*a description
of Julia:

9Th© vivid glow of health had fled her cheek, and was succeeded by a languid 
delicacyt leas beautifult but more intereating.9 (p.26)

In Tieck a like instance occura in William Lovell.
where Franssesko writes to Adriano about a new
acquaintance:

fAber wenn ich Xhnen sage, daas ich ale 
intereasant finds, ao hoffe ich. Ich habe Ihneti demit alles gsaagt.**

II. The role of nature in the works of these two 
novelists has already been examined, and while the 
atmospheric similarities In their descriptions defy 
easy illustration, the following sentences may be 
taken as typical of the many correspondences on this 
theme. Both are viewed from the panoramic height, 
stress the brightness of colour in ths valley beneath 
and introduce half-hidden objects (here cottages) to 
avoid exact description:

1) T.3. VII, 269



fThe valleys, luxuriant In shade, were 
frequently embellished by the windings of a lucid stream, and diversified by 
clusters of half-*seen cottages*9 (p.33)
9Man sah von oben, wie grfine Xnseln, unten die von der Morgensonne erleuchteten 
kleincn ThVLer mit Wald und Busch, daawischen 
die halbversteckten tfguserchen und HTItten, 
die sich an ?ttlgel und Felsen lehnten*9*

III. Mrs* Radcliffe was always at pains to point a
moral in her stories and occasionally interpolated
short homilies on the subjects of evil and goodness*
Tieck, while deploring the rationalist Idea that
literature1s first purpose must be to demonstrate
the workings of morality, was himself too great a
moralist to omit it entirely from his work and the
method he adopted wae the short discourse in the style
of Mrs. Radcliffe* In almost the same words they
described the entanglements of evil once embarked uponi

9The commission of one crime often requires 
the perpetration of another* Mien once we enter upon the labyrinth of vice, we 
can seldom return, but are led on, through correspondent maxes to destruction.9 (p.69).

1) T.3. XXIV, 150
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Leonhard in ber Jvuuc Hschlermeiater changes only the 
metaphors .

f Ab©r frailicba ain Verheiialichen aiaht 
tiaa andere, ©In* Unwahrhelt die zwelte 
naeh aich# Iat der parade Weg dee alltSgllehen Lebens atnm&l verloren, ao 
iat e« scbwer, die rechte 3traaac wleder *u finden.11

IV. Tieck*» Far uchuts^let ha a an episode very
reminiscent of the scene in A Sicilian rtcroance where

. %
Hippolitua, in hie search for his beloved Julia and 
her brother Ferdinand, comes by chance upon a ruined 
buildint; and hears groans issuing from one of the 
windows:

*He advanced softly to the window, and 
beheld in a snail room, Which was less 
decayed than the rest of the edifice, a group of men, who from the savageness of 
their looks, ane from their dress, appeared to be bandits. They surrounded a nan 
who lay on the ground wounded, end bathed in blood, and who it was very evident had uttered the groans heard by the Count.*
(p.60).

The victim here is finally revealed as the missing 
Ferdinand, just as the Countess in bar ochut»feeist.

1) T.3. XX.VIII, 374.
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when she too calls at a renote house on her journey 
and there observes a similar incident, finds that the 
maltreated youth ia her own seni

'Denn als sie oben waren, sahen ale nach gsfiffnete? Thtfr eine wilds Gestalt, die 
mit gesucktsm Messer sich fiber einen 
gefssselten Offisier beuftte, der in seiner 
Uniform auf einem schlechten Bette lag,Eine andare Gestalt zog eine eehwere 
Chatulle untor den Kopfkissen hervor, 
als der J&ger diesen niedersttlrste und 
Cristoph und der andere Dioner den Ofllsier befFelten,'*

The preceding passages in which the weary travellers
are led to these ruins by a light in the distance,
are also much alike.
V. But the work of Tieck which shows greatest 

likeness to a, ln certain aspects
of th© action at lea&t, la Schlckaal writ tan in 1795 
juat five year* aftor the appearance of Mra* Raccllffe’e 
atory* Both introduce a young girl whoaa unwlllingneaa 
to marry the man of her father9a choice cauaea her 
to be imprisoned in a convent, from Which aha escapes

1) T*S. XXV, 69#
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to continue the search lor her missing lover* In 
the closing scenes* both stories contain a similar 
incident, in which a Jealous husband Is informed that 
his wife has been unfaithful and told where the 
rendezvous have taken place. The Marquis de Masslni 
hears of Maria de Vellorno's infidelity in the following 
words:

'He learned that an intimacy had for some time subsisted between Maria and the 
Cavalier de Vincini; and that the assig::nation was usually held at the pavilion 
on the aoa-shore, in an evening. Daptlsta farther declared* that if the Marquis 
desired a confirmation of his words* he might obtain it by visiting this spot at 
the hour mentioned.' (p.69).

In chlcksal Lindner receives the same Information:
'fcenn er seine Frau in artiger Oesellschaft finden wollte* er nur naeh einen 
tiartenhause, welches er ihn r&hor beseich: ,mete* um elne gewisse stunde kommon soilto.*

The following scenes in which the men surprise their
unsuspecting wives show further resemblances in detail:

*.. he discovered her senseless on the ground..'
'.. die Frau fUlt wirklich in Ohnmacht.*'

1) T.S. XIV, 39.
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•He stood almost petrified with terrible 
sensations1
•Der Mann stand wie verst©inert*

?h« •iomance of the Forest
I. Just as Adeline had descended to a subterranean 

room and there discovered a curious manuscript! 
so Ferdinand von Linden in <aldeinsamkelt experiences 
a similar occurencet

fM  she lilted the arras, and discovered a small door, whoso loosened hinges admitted 
the wlno, and occasioned the noise she had 
heard. the door was held only by a bolt, having undrawn which, and brought the light, 
she descended by a few steps into another 
chamber... Desirous, however, of examining farther, she attempted to raise what 
appeared to have been part of thebedstead, but it slipped from her hand, and,
rolling to the floor, brought with it some 
of the remaining lumber. It was a small
roll of paper, tied with a string and coveredwith dust.* vp.121)•
* die tfffnete die Wandthttr und dieser 
gegentJber Im dunkeln Kaum eine andre gans 
klelne, die sich auch nicht linden liess, 
wenn man sie nicht kannte. Nun standen 
ale an elner slomllch engen Treppe, deren 
wenl&e otufen sie hinunterschritten..• 
eln gebuntienes kleines Buch lag in der
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Fcke hinter dan Flaachen, ale er aa 
aufschiug* ®ah erf daas aa ain Manuakript war.9i

II • A rather unusual feature common to the same two 
worka ia the introduction of a pet fawn which wand or a 
about in the surrounding country aide and haa a soothing 
effect on the minds of the respective personages*

9ffer favourite little fawn distinguished 
Adeline and came bounding towards her with 
strong marks of joy.9 (p.102).
1 Auf demselben lichten -aid fleck stand heut
ein sch8neat braunes Reht guns still, und
ala wenn ea den klugon Kopf horchend und lauachend nach ihm hlnwendete.92

It will be recalled that in Act I Scone VI of Tieck9a
youthful drama Dag Heh. Ullina, the Cusen of the elves,
alao refers to the fawn as 9mein Lleblin&areh9
III. The same works bear an even more striking reaemt
sbiance in the use of a more curious episode. In
The iomance oi the Forest La ^otte ia surprised when
hia son unexpectedly arrives at the home he haa made
for himself in the ruins of an ancient mansion. On

1) T.3. XXVI, $16.
2) T.3. XXVI, 53$.
3) «ach^a»s«iM> oChrUt,.n. eti. ft. KCpke
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asking hew the sen had found out hia whereabouts, he 
receives the following explanation:

1 As 1 eat musing at the window of the inn,X observed some scribbling on the glees, 
end the curiosity of Idleness prompted 
me to read it* X thought X knew the 
characters} ana the linos I reed confirmed 
my conjecture, for X remembered to have 
heard you often repeat them.9 (p.103)#

In aideinaemkeit Ferdinand doe© not use the writing,
which ia also in verse form, to help him in any search}
the incident is used rather aa an excuse for a poetic
interpolation, the poem© actually being headed
fGl&earae Gedichte9:

9 Ale er sich niederaetste, fiel ihm eine 
Scheibe der Fenster ins Auge, die sonderbare Striche im Wider©chain der : onne aeigte.
Er hatte dies noch nicht beachtet, und 
ale er untersuebond nVher trat, fanes sich, 
dass mit einem Liamant Worts elngeschnlttan 
waren... Als Ferdinand sich nSher umsah, entdeckte er, dass alls 3cheiben auf diese 
Keise beschrieben waren.9*

XV. The reactions of Madame La Motts to the scene 
which confronts her when the family make their first 
acquaintance with the ruin which is to become their

1) T.S. XXVX, 532
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home are not very favourable s

fHe opened th© door of the &r©at hall* and 
they entered; lt& extent was lost in gloom* Lot us stay here, said f'adam© La Rotte* I 
will go no farther* La Motto pointed to the broken roof* end was proceeding* when 
he was Interrupted by an uncommon noise* 
which passed along the hall* They were 
all silent - it was the silence of terror* Madame La Motto spoke first* Let us nuit this spot* aalti she; almost any evil is 
preferable to the feeling which now 
oppresses me* Let us retire instantly*f 
(p*84).

. where Frans tells of an occasion when he wandered 
through the new house with his wife Elisabeth:

•fcir gingen elnet durch die alten Zimmer* 
durch den slemllch ©rhaltnen gothischen baal und inbem unsre Tritte im einsamen 
Cemach widerhallten* suckte mein© Gattin plQtsllch susammen und schauderte* Ich 
fragto* 0 es 1st graualg hler* sprach sie sitternd* ich babe das Oefffhl* als wenn 
Oespenster unsichtbar hler umgingen**

X* Thia work marks the greatest triumph of Mrs* 
Radcliff© and no part of it is more successful than

Thia has a fairly exact counterpart in Lie Xlau&enbur^ *

1) T.3. XIV* 136*
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th# scene she paints oi Emily9® arrival at the dreaded 
Castle of Udolpho. The whole impression la one of 
misery and neglects

9Another gate delivered them into the second 
court, grass»&rown, and more wild than the first, where, aa she surveyed through the 
twilight ita desolation - its lofty walla, overtopt with briony, moss, and nightshade, 
and the embattled towers that rose above * long euflaring and murder came to her 
thoughts. One of those Instantaneous and unaccountable convictions, which sometimes conquer even strong minds, 
impressed her with its horror.9 (p.326J»

iTieck uses this same technique in Llebeuw^rben to
capture the atmosphere of an overgrown courtyard fallen 
into dilapidation)

9 Ich ging durch d**a Thor und trat in den Hof, der von den GebUuden umschlossen wird; 
swlschen Pflastersteinen war alienthalben Gras hervorgewachaen, in den klnkeln wueherte 
hohe Stauden von Ness ein und Unkraut, um den 
steinernen Brunnen in der Mltte standen einlge Gebtteche von bltlhendem und duftendem 
Filed er. Mies romantisch genug, wenn
nicht die Leiden elnsr Ungltlcklichen alias 
Poetische in dieaem Neste unterarllcktent

II. The Castle itself was gothic, built to gigantic

1) T .3 . XXVI, 400.
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proportions, dominated by two toware and placed in a 
background of endless forestst

♦Th® gothic greatness of its features,., the extent and darkness of these tail woods 
awakened terrific images in her mind...
The gateway was of gigantic size, and was 
defended by two round towers, crowned by overhanging turrets,♦ (p,323).

All of these elements are present in Tieck'a description
of the country villa which is the scene of the action

1.in das
♦Vorn hatte das dttuschen einen kleinen Balkon 
und auf beldon Sbiten zwei gothiach versierte Thttrmchen; die einsarae La^e, 
dieses gcthische Ansohn ties Raueee, das durch Frker und ThUrme das Ansehn oiner 
alten Ritterbur*. gewann, die ziemlich 
steile AnhOhe, auf welcher ee stand, der 
finatre Wald oben und in der NOhe, alles dionte dasu, diesor Stelle, so anmuthig sie war, doch auch den Charakter dee 
Abentheuerlichen eu geben.'
♦Silent, lonely and sublime, it seemed to stand the sovereign of the scene, and to 
frown defiance on all who dared to invade 
its solitary rsign.> (p.32)).
♦Wie so still, einsam, fast schauerlich es nun Her 1st. Die 'lchten da oben aftuaeln 
so wunderllch, da unten die Linden und 
Buchen so poetiech, das "aus nimmt von uns

1) T.S, XXI, 220-1.



koine Metis, wir atehon verdutst hier vor der iieben atur* und dlese schelnt uns,
statt ansuiachen, su verhohnen und 
auasulachen**

III. The scene in Tieck*o Hl&rcben* Der Blaubart In
which %nes enters the forbidden room, has several
features In common with the incident In The Mysteries
of Uoolohc where tally is left alone in a dark room and
finds a corpse which she presumes to be that of her
missing aunt* The fleck story is based upon the French
tale of Ferrault, La Barb© Bleu©. and it is therefore
significant that the elements here to be listed
are not found in the French version* Perrault makes
no mention of a lamp, a curtain which tempts the
curiosity or the effect which the falling key (in
the case of Mrs* ftadcllffe the falling lamp) has upon
the person involved* fet the versions of fleck and
Mrs* Hadcliff© both contain these additional features
and it seems not unreasonable to consider this more
than coincidences

* Als ich also die ThUr aufsa&chte, sah ich nlchte, als ein leeres Gemach, im Fintergrunde einan grtlhen Vorhang, wie vor elnem Aikoven 
oder einerc Schlafsimmer**• das Llcht warf
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nur einen schwachen, ungewlssen ..-chain 
hlnein.* 1
'The feeble raye of the lamp however did not 
allow her to see at once Its full extent; ahe perceived no furniture, except, indeed an iron chair., (She) perceived only a dark 
curtain, which, descending from the celling to the floor, was drawn along the whole aide of the chamber.* (p.330).
' Ich koruite unmSgllch wleder umkehren, der 
Vorhang aah so gehelmnisvoll aus.'
'She paused to gaze upon it, in wonder and apprehension..• 3h« wished, yet dreadedto lift it.'
'Oas Hera klopfte sir,...nicht rsehr aus Keugier. Ich schlug ihn mit der Hand suruck.*
'Twice she was withheld by a recollection... till, suddenly ... she seized it in a fit of desperation and drew it aside.'
' Hinter den Vorhang ... and den W&tden at and sn 
sechs Knochengerippe umher - Elut fftrbte die V.Snde, Glut bedeckte den Boden.*
'Beyond, appeared a corpse, stretched on a 
kind of low couch, wt ich was crimsoned 
with human blood, as was the floor beneath.'

1) T.8. V, 124*5.
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The foregoing comparisons illustrate something of the 
process of transition from the pro-romanticism of the 
late Gothic literature to the •Hochromanttk* of Tieck* 
The former school was intent on the creation of a 
specific atmosphere of suspense to hold together 
certain individual and unlikely occurrences; the 
literature of the Romanticists had as its object the 
portrayal of a mood # to be typified by the hopeful but 
despondent search of the artistic temperament for a 
satisfaction which he knew to be unattainable on earth, 
what Korff calls th© 'sSkularlsierte flimraeleeehnsucht* • 
In the romanticism of Tieck part of the inspiration fc«r 
this mood was a continuation of the Gothic techniques 
which lay so close at hand* But the purpose was 
different* The immaterial demonic has usurped the 
physical terror, the animated trees and mountains 
speak and sing to attract and repel, man no longer 
fears his fellow creatures but an intangible power 
which is as evasive as the happiness he la seeking* 
T’ere, as indeed in all forms of art, the abstraction 
is an imaginative development of some more realistic
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antecedent, and it is in this sens* that the common 
stock drawn upon by Tieck and Mrs. nadcliX'i'e becomes 
important for the understanding of the emergence of 
Romanticism.
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